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Chapter 1   

INTRODUCTION  

Interaction of children 

During peer interaction, children learn and practice interaction skills that are of 

crucial importance for their social, cognitive, and emotional development 

(Kindermann, 2003; Rubin, Bukowski & Parker, 1998; Hartup & Laursen, 1999: Reis, 

Colllins & Berscheid, 2000: Ladd, 1989). They learn to form friendships and to deal 

with conflicts. Accordingly, the subject of peer interaction is thoroughly studied within 

the field of developmental psychology research, ranging from the link between parent-

child interaction and child-peer interaction to the emergence of friendship, differences 

between boys and girls, and the development of specific interaction skills, such as 

emotion regulation (see Rubin et al., 1998). There have even been debates about the 

question where the main influence on the development of children originates: from 

parents or from peers (Harris, 1998; Collins, Maccoby, Steinberg, Hetherington, & 

Bornstein, 2000).  

Nevertheless, most of these studies are often associated with three implicit as-

sumptions that together may amount to an oversimplified image of empirical phenom-

ena in social reality. The first assumption is that children do have particular child char-

acteristics that apply in every context. A typical statement is that ‘a child with a re-

jected status shows more disruptive behavior’ (Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993), 

which may elicit the illusory impression that the rejected child will always show this 

behavior more than any child with whom he or she is compared. This first assumption 

is related to the fact that the research methodology often insufficiently accounts for 

the context-dependency of the child’s behavior.  

The second implicit assumption is that whatever applies to a group of children, 

applies to each individual child belonging to this group. A typical statement is that 

‘popular children are prosocial in their interaction with peers’ (Rubin et al., 1998), 

which may lead to the idea that each child with a popular status is equally prosocial – 

or at least prosocial per se - in its interactions with peers. In this implicit conclusion, 

there is too little attention for the eventually quite considerable inter-individual differ-

ences between children that belong to the same group.  

The third assumption is that social development of individual children takes 

place in an orderly, systematic, and causal manner. A typical statement is that ‘the 

quality of a child’s relation with peers significantly predicts adult’s social adjust-

ment’ (Parker & Asher, 1987). Relations are seen as a series of interactions over time 
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(Russell, Pettit, & Mize, 1998), in which a linear relation between short-term proc-

esses and long-term development is assumed. Thus, a child’s current aggressive be-

havior in interaction with peers will cause her to show a proportional amount of ag-

gressive behavior towards others in her later adult life.  

Of course, researchers and users of research findings in general know that 

reality is more complex than what is stated above, for instance that contexts play a 

role in behavior. However, the issue here is that this knowledge remains a minor, 

secondary point in most of the theoretical and statistical models used in research. For 

instance, the solution for applying group-data to individual cases is often being 

searched in using the classical ‘error’- term in the model, added to the found ‘real’ 

relationships between variables. That is, if a child’s data do not confirm the group’s 

data, it is attributed to the ‘error’ in the model. This ‘error’-term is seen as random 

variability, which implies that nothing systematically can be said about it. Another il-

lustration of the underexposure of the individual in favor of a central group property is 

the widespread use in psychology of p-values applied to averages as an indication of 

the importance of differences between groups. Analyses of the distributional proper-

ties of a group, for instance in the form of distributions or confidence intervals, are far 

less common.   

Together, these assumptions make that most developmental research insuffi-

ciently learns about the mechanisms of context-dependency of behavior, which 

causes intra-individual variation in behavior. Second, these assumptions explain why 

current developmental research gives so little information about processes of individ-

ual children, which can differ from those inferred from group data. Third, the assump-

tions suggest linear relations between short-term experiences and long-term social 

development, whereas the developmental process of individual children is in practice 

much more dynamic and less predictable, due to its context-dependency and intrinsic 

variability.  

This thesis explicitly attempts to account for these points in a study of interac-

tion (-patterns) of children of different sociometric statuses, using dynamic systems 

theory (Thelen & Smith, 1994; van Geert, 1994). A micro-developmental approach is 

used in studying the short-term time span of one interaction, starting from a process 

model that provides insight in the interaction’s dynamic properties.  
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 The dynamic systems approach 

In this thesis, we will present the dynamic systems approach as a contempo-

rary approach in developmental psychology that emphasizes studying processes and 

change mechanisms within individuals, and the importance of using recursiveness of 

consecutive time steps in a process. This process takes place in a specific context 

that evolves over time.That is, contexts are not viewed as static, independent vari-

ables, but as resulting from the interaction processes themselves.  

Peer interaction is conceived of as a dynamic, complex process, consisting of 

mutually influencing child- and context-variables, which together determine the course 

of a specific interaction process (Fogel, 1993). There is no ‘blueprint’ of the outcomes 

of an interaction process, as chance always plays a constructive role. More precisely, 

the influence of chance depends on the specific moment in the process and in general 

affects processes in a non-linear fashion (see Thelen & Smith, 1994). This approach 

to chance contrasts with standard linear models, in which chance is added up in a lin-

ear fashion to the systematic effects of some independent variable.  

Another starting point of this thesis is that the dynamics of interaction proc-

esses on the short-term are intrinsically related to the dynamics of long-term social 

development (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Lewis, 2002). That is, social development over 

years is the product of multiple short-term experiences and thus depends on the prop-

erties of these short-term experiences. However, the majority of social developmental 

studies do not contain explicit models of these short-term interactions. This thesis at-

tempts to fill this gap by proposing such a model. By combining the short- and long-

term time scales, insight can be gained about the (mostly) non-linear relations be-

tween short-term interaction and long-term developmental processes.  

The question, however, is how to gain more insight in short-term interaction 

processes, while at the same time accounting for dynamic properties of that process, 

such as mutually influencing factors, recursiveness, and chance? This requires build-

ing a computational (simulation-) model of interaction (see Cristiansen, 2003; van 

Geert, 1994), which allows for simulating these dynamic properties, e.g., the interac-

tions between the mutually influencing factors over time. 

 In this study, we constructed two computational models of dyadic interactions 

during a play session, based on dynamic systems principles, as described in the pre-

sent thesis. An important question is whether these models sufficiently resemble the 

empirical interaction process.  
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This leads to the first research question of this thesis: Can a dynamic systems 

model help in increasing our understanding of interaction patterns of children, and if 

so, what is the empirical validity of such a model?  

 

 Children of different sociometric statuses 

In social developmental processes, inter-individual differences between chil-

dren emerge. Some children seem to easily go through these processes, while other 

children encounter all kinds of problems. For instance, there are children who have 

only relatively few opportunities to interact with other children, or children who have 

many negative experiences with peer interactions. For instance, they are often stand-

ing alone in the schoolyard during breaks, instead of playing together with their class-

mates. These children often have a rejected status, that is, the other children will tend 

to avoid this child and if they interact with it, it is often in a negative, disapproving 

way. On the other hand, there are children who are always surrounded by a lot of 

friends and are used to receiving continuous acclaim. That is, their peers evaluate 

them as highly popular.  

This sociometric status classification of children is often used as a means to 

gain insight into the social structure of a group (since Moreno, 1934). Sociometric 

status is a group measure, providing information about how other children in a group 

socially judge any particular child in the group. It describes the level of acceptance 

and popularity of this child within this group (Asher & Hymel, 1981; Van Lier & Hoe-

ben, 1991; Cillessen & Mayeux, 2004). The sociometric status of a child is often seen 

as an adequate reflection of the child’s social competence (Black & Logan, 1995; 

Asher & Parker, 1983). Mostly, five status groups are distinguished, namely a popu-

lar, controversial, neglected, rejected, and average status group (see Coie, Dodge,& 

Coppotelli, 1983; Asher & Dodge, 1986; Cillessen & ten Brink, 1991). The most ex-

treme groups in terms of behavioral characteristics are the popular children, in that 

they are attributed the highest social competence, and the rejected group of children, 

who are seen as having the least social competence (Coie, Dodge, & Kupersmidt, 

1990; Newcomb, Bukowski, & Pattee, 1993).  

Research shows that children with a rejected status need extra support in their 

social development. First, because these children run the risk of encountering prob-

lems later in life, especially if this rejected status remains relatively stable (Haselager, 

Cillessen, & van Lieshout, 2002; Cillessen, 1992; DeRosier, Kupersmidt, & Patterson, 
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1994; Kupersmidt & Coie, 1990; Parker & Asher, 1987). Secondly, there is a relation 

between having a lower status and more often being involved in bullying, either as 

bully or as victim (Boivin, Hymel, & Hodges, 2001; Juvonen & Graham, 2001). Thirdly, 

the rejected group of children shows more often aggressive behavior. That is, rejected 

children form a heterogeneous group, but approximately half of the rejected children 

are known as aggressive-rejected children (as opposed to withdrawn-rejected children 

and a group who shows a combination of withdrawn and aggressive behavior; see 

Asher, 1994; Dodge & Price, 1994; de Koeyer, 2001).  

 In evaluating these claims drawn from the literature, it is easy to fall into the 

trap set by the three assumptions or biases that were introduced at the beginning of 

this chapter, for instance to implicitly identify all individuals in a group with the group’s 

average properties. Thus, what we would wish to know, ideally, is in which contexts 

and why the rejected or popular children show the properties ascribed to them by the 

above studies, whether there are contexts and individuals for which these properties 

do not hold, and why this is so. 

The theoretical reason for using sociometric status as divising criterion in 

studying differences between children is that sociometric status is a typical state-

concept (“status” = “stage”, “condition”) in psychology. Two aspects of social interac-

tion are incorporated in sociometric status, namely social preference and frequency of 

interaction. In a process model of short-term interaction, these aspects also play a 

central role: how  “pleasant” is the interaction with the other child (relating to prefer-

ence), and in how much is the child inclined to interact with the other child (relating to 

frequency)? Thus, status is a kind of long-term “state-equivalent ” of short-term char-

acteristics of social interaction, which makes it a psychological concept suited for 

studying it on both time scales. Long term characteristics of status such as a child’s 

rejected status in a group can be linked to short-term characteristics, such as the low 

preference of children from this group for playing with this child at the schoolyard at a 

certain day, and the effect this preference potentially has on the consolidation of this 

child’s rejected status.   

This leads to the second research question of this thesis: What does the model 

teach us about differences and similarities in interaction patterns of children of differ-

ent sociometric statuses? 
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Aim, design and outline of this thesis 

 The central aim of the study is to construct a model that generates patterns of 

interaction that correspond with observed interaction patterns in children of different 

sociometric statuses, which have been observed in our empirical study. In this study, 

three types of dyads were formed, comparable with the dyads distinguished in the 

model. The dyads consisted of two same-sex grade 1 pupils, of whom one child had 

either a rejected, a popular, or an average status, and in which the play partner al-

ways had an average status. We chose to study interaction by means of a play ses-

sion, as this is a common situation for children of this age. In addition, during play 

children are free to do what they want, without being restricted by rules of a game or 

task (see Gerrits, 2004; de Koeyer, 2001). We think that differences between interac-

tion patterns can easily be observed during play. The design of the study is chosen in 

accordance with the broader framework of this study, which comprised a collabora-

tion between four studies of social interaction in children (the ‘aandachtsgebied’ 

‘social development: longitudinal and dynamic aspects of dyadic and group proc-

esses ‘, for an overview see van Aken, 2003).  

  The outline of the thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 focuses on the cross-

sectional empirical study. The aim of this chapter is to investigate the empirical asso-

ciation between the sociometric status of a child and the dynamics of concrete social 

interaction. The chapter answers the question: Is there a different interaction pattern 

in dyadic interaction of six- and seven-year-old children of different sociometric 

statuses? How can this pattern be explained? A simple, classical dynamic systems 

model of dyadic interaction consisting of two coupled equations, - one for each of the 

interaction partners -, is used to generate predictions about the interaction patterns, 

which are then tested against the empirical data. The theoretical model comprises 

general aspects of social interaction, such as goal-directedness, appraisal, reciprocity 

and social contagiousness, and two important differential components of dyadic inter-

action, namely social effectiveness and social power. The output of the model con-

sists of one equilibrium state for one variable, a particular level of Involvement of both 

children, which is very appropriate for deriving predictions for groups of children. Note 

that this model is not the same model as the one described in chapter 3 and chapter 

4, which consists of a considerably more complicated  ‘agent model’, representing the 

components of social interactive actions.  

The aim of chapter 3 is to provide a bird’s eye view of the many aspects - the-

ory construction, model building, and empirical testing - that are involved in the con-
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struction, of a general explanatory agent model of short-term social behavior in a de-

velopmental context. First, attention is given to general aspects of dynamic systems 

theory, and to simulation as a research tool in the social sciences. Secondly, the theo-

retical foundations of the model variables and input- and output parameters, and the 

basic processes of the model are being discussed. A central aspect is the continuous 

interaction between concerns, drives, emotional appraisals, emotional expressions 

and behavior, within each child and between two children, during each moment of the 

children’s play session. The output of the model consists of trajectories of emotional 

expression and action of each individual child, over the course of the interaction. Fi-

nally, a global overview is given of the validation procedures that are described in 

more detail in chapter 4.  

Chapter 4 discusses the empirical validation of the agent model and the meth-

ods needed for such validation. The first research question is: what are the tools and 

steps for empirically validating this and comparable agent models. The second is: how 

good is the agent model in representing the interaction process in reality? The an-

swers to these two questions are conditional to answering an underlying question: 

What does the agent model explain about differences in short-term social interaction 

of children, especially in relation with children’s sociometric statuses, which is a prop-

erty that tends to change over the longer term? The chapter focuses on the model’s 

predictions, methods, and results of averages and distributions of the major variables, 

and on the model’s sensitivity. 

Finally, chapter 5 gives a summary of the findings and a general discussion, 

which – among others – consists of a short discussion of linking the models of short-

term interaction with a model of long-term social developmental, and of the stability of 

sociometric statuses over several months (the duration of the empirical study). 
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A Dynamic Systems Approach to Dyadic Interaction in 

Children: Emotional Expression, Action, Dyadic Play, 

and Sociometric Status 

 

Abstract 

Is there a different pattern of dyadic interaction in six- and seven-year-old children of 

different sociometric statuses? How can these differences in patterns be explained? The pre-

sent chapter attempts to answer these and comparable questions by first presenting the com-

ponents of a general theory of action and social interaction, based on a diversity of literature 

sources. The theory is then used to develop a mathematically formulated dynamic-systems 

model of social interaction, in which person- and context-specific properties intertwine, leading 

to specific characteristics of the interaction process. The model describes the temporal trajec-

tory of a general “involvement” variable, comprising emotional expression on the one hand and 

instrumental action of individual participants in a dyadic interaction on the other hand. The em-

pirical validity of this model will be demonstrated by means of a study of dyadic play in children 

of different sociometric statuses. The model predicts, among others, more positive expressions 

and more attempts towards interaction in rejected children than in popular children (playing 

with an average-status play partner). The main predictions of the model are supported by our 

empirical data on group-wise differences. The discussion focuses on the use of dynamic sys-

tems models for understanding social interaction in a developmental context. 

This chapter is based on Steenbeek, H. & van Geert, P. (Submitted to Developmental Review; currently 

under revision). A Dynamic Systems Approach To Dyadic Interaction in Children: Emotional Expression, 

Action, Dyadic Play, and Sociometric Status  
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INTRODUCTION  

During peer interaction, children learn and practice interaction skills, expressed 

in the form of characteristic interaction patterns, that are of crucial importance for 

their social, cognitive, and emotional development (Harris, 1995; Kindermann, 2003; 

Rubin, Bukowski & Parker, 1998; Hartup & Laursen, 1999: Reis, Colllins & Berscheid, 

2000: Ladd, 1989). This observation stresses the importance of obtaining more in-

sight in the emergence and development of interaction patterns in children and espe-

cially in the individual differentiation of such patterns. In addition to interaction skills, 

there is another important characteristic of social interaction, which refers to the so-

cial position of a child in a group, namely the sociometric status. This sociometric 

status is attributed to the child by members of the group (Coie, Dodge & Kupersmidt, 

1990). Interaction patterns and sociometric status are related. For instance, children 

who develop social skills that lead to less adequate interaction patterns run the risk of 

receiving a rejected sociometric status in the class (Asher & Coie, 1990). There exists 

an extensive literature that, in addition to presenting all sorts of nuances, basically 

reports an association between adequate and emotionally positive interaction pat-

terns with high social status on the one hand, and less or inadequate and emotionally 

negative interaction patterns with rejected status on the other hand (Hazen & Black, 

1989, Black & Hazen, 1990; Black & Logan, 1995, Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker; 1998; 

Asher, 1983; Asher & Parker, 1989; Rose-Krasnor, 1997; Gottman et al. 1975; 

Eisenberg et al, 1993; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; Cirino & Beck, 1991; Miller & Olson, 

2000; Hubbard, 2001; Denham, McKinley, & Couchoud, 1990; Masters & Furman, 

1981; Newcomb, Bukowski & Pattee, 1993; Markell & Asher, 1984).  

The aim of the present study is to investigate the association between the so-

ciometric status of a child and the dynamics of concrete social interaction. The ques-

tion is: is there a different interaction pattern related to different sociometric statuses 

of children and how can this interaction pattern (different or not) be explained? We 

shall answer this question by presenting a theoretical dynamic-systems model of so-

cial interaction in children, the empirical validity of which will be demonstrated by 

means of a study of dyadic play in children of different sociometric statuses. We will 

focus on a crucial interaction variable that we have termed “Involvement” and that 

refers to diverse ways of a child’s current attempts to interact and communicate with 

the interaction partner.  

In the theory section, a general theoretical model of action and social interac-
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tion in particular will be introduced and its components – goal-directedness, ap-

praisal, reciprocity and social contagiousness – will be discussed. We proceed with 

two important differential components of dyadic interaction, namely social compe-

tence and social power. These separate components will be integrated into a com-

prehensive, mathematical model of dyadic interaction based on dynamic systems 

theory. The theory section concludes with an application of the mathematical model 

to the context of dyadic play in children of different sociometric statuses and with the 

inference of empirical predictions. In the method section, we describe how we empiri-

cally studied the interaction between the children, with the help of the observed vari-

ables emotional expression and directedness. These variables can be specified at 

the level of the individual children (in which case they are summarized under the de-

nominator “Involvement”) and at the level of the dyad (in which case they are summa-

rized under the denominator “Reciprocity”). In the results section, we report on the 

empirical test of our predictions. Finally, in the discussion, we will reflect on the theo-

retical implications and the practical consequences of our findings, and on the appli-

cation of dynamic systems thinking to the study of social interaction.  

 

Aspects of a general theory of social interaction 

 Goal-orientation as a general principle of (social) behavior 

Behavior in general, and social behavior in particular are intentional, i.e. aimed 

at the realization or pursuit of goals or intentions (Austin & Vancouver, 1996). These 

goals can differ in level of temporal extension and generality (Carver, 1996; Vallacher 

& Wegner, 2000). The transformation of goals into actions involves a hierarchy of 

feedback loops, which means that “goals on a super-ordinate level of regulation are 

converted into more specific plans, and then into concrete behavioral se-

quences” (Brandtstadter, 1998, p. 833). From a more general, system-theoretic point 

of view, goals are equilibrium states, i.e. states of minimal potential energy, that is, 

once a system reaches its goal state, its impetus or tendency to change becomes 

theoretically zero (Ashby, 1966). 

In the colloquial sense, goals or intentions are often viewed as a person’s de-

liberate, conscious anticipatory representations of a goal state. However, many if not 

most of people’s goals or intentions are not conscious. Much of the goals that people 

pursue are more or less automatic and immediate, that is, largely unconscious. They 

emerge under the control of the context, in the sense that “the environment itself acti-
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vates and puts the goal into motion” (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999, p. 468; see also Aus-

tin & Vancouver, 1996; Bargh & Ferguson, 2000). Goals are, in all likelihood, mostly 

the result of the micro-dynamics of the underlying process. That is, intentions are co-

constructed in the interplay between an organism with specific “effectivities” (skills, 

habits, possibilities…) and a context with specific “affordances” (Shaw, 2001). Inten-

tions self-organize in the context and are macroscopic parameters that play a funda-

mental causal role in action and behavior (Gibbs & van Orden, 2003; Kappas, 2002; 

Juarrero, 2000). 

The intentionality of action is also important in the developmental context that 

this article focuses on. For instance, research in peer social interaction stresses the 

importance of basic goals or motivations for explaining social behavior of children in 

interaction (Packer & Scott; 1992; Renshaw & Asher, 1983; Crick & Dodge, 1994; 

Mize & Ladd, 1990; Erdley & Asher, 1996; Rabiner & Gordon, 1992; Brown, Odom, & 

Holcombe, 1996). 

In summary, the first principle governing a general model of action and social 

interaction, for that matter, is that action is goal- or intention-driven, and that such 

goals are often if not mostly implicit, automatic or largely unconsciously operating. 

 

 The evaluative aspect of goal orientation: appraisal and the pleasure dimen-

sion 

Goals or intentions represent interests, or, as Frijda (1986) calls it, concerns. 

The concern aspect of intentions and goals implies that organisms automatically 

evaluate situations in function of their goals, i.e. as either being good or bad. Accord-

ing to the old but still influential theory of Arnold (1961), emotions play a central role. 

They are immediate evaluations of the value of a situation with regard to the person’s 

goals. Such immediate evaluations that prepare for further action are also called 

“appraisals” (Scherer, 1999; Frijda, 1986). Although in the literature, the notion of 

“appraisal” often bears a heavy cognitive burden, we use the notion of “appraisal” to 

specify any automatic evaluation associated with an action potential (on the neuro-

physiological underpinnings of appraisal, see Sugrue, Corrado & Newsome, 2004; 

Ledoux, 1996). 

It is likely that the appraisal refers to a general evaluative dimension of pleas-

ure versus displeasure. Pleasure is conceived of as a biologically fundamental di-

mension of emotions, which has important potential for action (Cabanac, 2002; 

Johnston, 2003; Panksepp, 2000). The pleasure dimension is also a central compo-
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nent of Russell’s (2003) notion of core affect. Whereas pleasure is a dimension of 

core affect in general, joy is a specific emotional appraisal in a situation of pleasure-

maximization such as dyadic play among children (Roseman & Evdokas, 2004; 

Roseman, Wiest, & Swartz, 1994). Conditions of maximal pleasure can be achieved 

by means of withdrawal from unpleasurable situations and, alternatively, by ap-

proaching or constituting pleasure-enhancing situations (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; 

Roseman & Evdokas, 2004). This chapter focuses on the latter type of pleasure-

enhancement. 

The combination of the – largely unconscious - intentionality with the evalua-

tion principle implies a second important principle for a theory of (social) behavior, 

namely that behavior is aimed at achieving a maximal possible pleasure in a particu-

lar action situation, given the constraints and possibilities of that situation.  

 

 Social interaction, emotional expression and reciprocity 

Social behavior is characterized by an explicit orientation or directedness of a 

person towards another person, which we introduced earlier by the term 

“involvement”. By means of interaction, a person can express this orientation towards 

another person and by doing so develop and maintain relationships with other people 

(Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998; Hinde, 1997b). Interaction can be defined as 

“dyadic behavior in which the participant’s actions are interdependent such that each 

actor’s behavior is both a response to and stimulus for the other participant’s behav-

ior (Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998, p. 624). Implicit in the above definition of inter-

action is that not all behavior of a person that is aimed at interaction with another per-

son  - we shall call this ”involvement behavior”  or involvement for short - necessarily 

results in true interaction, because the other person can avoid contact, refuse to re-

spond or simply does not notice the other person’s communication attempt. Thus, we 

must distinguish a person’s attempts to contribute to the interaction (involvement) and 

the actual interaction resulting from it. The participants will vary their involvement ac-

tions in function of their short-term and long-term personal goals (Rubin, Bukowski, & 

Parker, 1998, p. 624). More importantly, establishing a satisfactory interaction is an 

important goal in itself (Austin & Vancouver, 1996). 

Interaction behavior can take the form of verbal and nonverbal behavior aimed 

towards the other person. For descriptive reasons, we make a distinction between the 

more action-oriented behaviors, - such as manipulating toys, and communicating ver-

bally, “actions”, for short -, and the emotion-oriented behaviors, more particularly 
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emotional expressions, such as smiles and laughter. Emotional expressions are of 

special interest, because they combine three functions, namely an instrumental, a 

communicative and an appraisal function. Instrumentally speaking, they are aimed at 

affecting the interaction partner’s evaluations and behaviors (Russell, Bachorowski & 

Fernandez-Dols, 2003; Gibbs & van Orden, 2003, Forgas, 2002). With regard to posi-

tive emotions, the instrumental function probably depends on the fact that expres-

sions of positive emotion have a reinforcing effect on the interaction partner, and thus 

can be used to increase social interaction (Furman & Masters, 1980; Labott, 1991; 

Moore & Isen, 1990). In addition, positive expressions express pleasure and joy as 

indicators of appraisal (Panksepp, 2000) and communicate this appraisal to the inter-

action partner (Russell, Bachorowski, & Fernandez-Dols, 2003). Neuropsychologi-

cally, positive affects are associated with the approach system, and contribute to the 

intensity of the interaction (Davidson, Jackson, & Kalin, 2000). 

An important aspect of interaction is the reciprocity between the interaction 

partners, which is expressed by the level of mutual responsiveness (Russell, Pettit, & 

Mize, 1998; Van Egeren, Barratt, & Roach, 2001; Fogel, 1993; Hinde, 1997b), both in 

(direction of) actions and in expressions of emotions. Reciprocity refers to the interde-

pendency aspect in Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker’s above-mentioned definition of inter-

action. It “…is created by the balance of all behaviors (verbal and nonverbal, directed 

and non-directed, communicative and non-communicative) of both partners in an in-

teraction that is built around a shared topic or mutual goal” (Linam, 1998, page 4749). 

Thus, reciprocity is by definition a property at the dyad level, to which each in-

dividual child makes its own contribution. In this chapter, this individual share is ex-

pressed by means of the afore-mentioned Involvement of each interaction partner. 

For instance, imagine a play situation in which one child frequently smiles and talks to 

the other child, presents toys with the aim of sharing the activity and so forth, but the 

other child does only infrequently reply to these initiatives and continues to play 

mostly on his own. In this situation, reciprocity is low, i.e. there will be little real inter-

action on the level of the dyad, although the amount of involvement activity in the first 

child is high, in that the child makes many attempts to increase the interaction level 

but does not succeed. 

In summary, an important principle of social behavior is the principle of interac-

tion, which entails the following aspects: interaction itself is an important goal, posi-

tive emotional expressions form an important constituent of approach-directed inter-

action, interaction has a dyadic component in the form of reciprocity and an individual 
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component in the form of individual involvement. 

 

 Contagiousness of behavior in a social context 

 Social behavior is also deeply affected by a non-intentional component, 

namely the tendency of people in social interaction to copy or mimic the behavior of 

the other person, relatively regardless of their own immediate intentions or goals.  

Evidence for this tendency, or more precisely, for the contagiousness of other peo-

ple’s behavior, comes from various sources. The first is the literature on social learn-

ing and modeling, primarily in children (see for instance Bandura & Walters, 1977). 

This copy-behavior entails phenomena such as behavior contagion (Wheeler, 1966; 

Levy & Nail, 1993; Nail, MacDonald & Levy, 2000) and mood contagion (Neuman & 

Strack, 2000). Research on the “chameleon effect” shows that people tend to show 

an automatic mimicry of other persons in a group, relating to facial expressions and 

behaviors (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). Although the contagion and chameleon effects 

have been studied primarily in adults, there is ample evidence of imitation and related 

observational learning in infants and young children (Thompson & Russell, 2004; Cal-

laghan et al., 2004; Gergely et al. 2002; Meltzoff, 1988; Meltzoff & Moore, 1983; Car-

penter et al., 2005). The second source of evidence comes from biologically and evo-

lutionary inspired research on the direct coupling between perception (of another per-

son’s behavior) and one’s own action (Preston & de Waal, 2002). The third line of evi-

dence is neurophysiological and refers to the existence of “copying neurons” in the 

brains of social species (see Rizolatti & Craighero, 2004), which are assumed to play 

important developmental roles. 

The contagiousness of behavior is not confined to mere, “dumb” imitation. In a 

developmental context, for instance, evidence has been collected of the complexity of 

“imitation”, ranging from direct mimicry to goal emulation, thus suggesting that the 

contagiousness of behavior extends to relatively “abstract” aspects of the imitated 

behaviors (see for instance Call & Carpenter, 2002; Thompson & Russell, 2004). 

Although unintentional, imitation based on the contagiousness of another per-

son’s behavior can be highly functional. In the social realm, it can be related to cohe-

sion between group members and it is assumed that it contributes to effective behav-

ior coordination among members of a group (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). However, in 

some circumstances mimicry can also be dysfunctional, i.e. against the goal of at 

least one of the interaction partners. For instance, if one interaction partner shows a 

high amount of solitary action, the mimicry or contagion principle implies that the 
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other person will tend to copy at least some of the solitary action and thus that the 

level of interaction is reduced, eventually in spite of one person’s intention to estab-

lish a high level of reciprocity.  

In summary, an important principle of (social) behavior is that behavior, includ-

ing emotion, has a certain contagiousness, i.e. that people tend to imitate each 

other’s behaviors, not just the behaviors per se but also more “abstract” and general 

aspects of that behavior. 

 

 Social competence 

The principles discussed above refer to general aspects of action and social 

interaction in particular. We shall now discuss two differential aspects of social inter-

action that are closely related to the issue of social status. The first of these differen-

tial aspects is social competence. 

In order to establish and maintain satisfactory interactions – and relations – 

with others, a person needs to have a sufficient level of social skills. Social skills, 

which are defined as “discrete, learned behaviors exhibited by an individual for the 

purpose of performing a task“ (Sheridan & Walker, 1999), are strongly related to the 

level of social competence of an individual, i.e. the individual’s effectiveness in social 

interaction (Rose-Krasnor, 1997). Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker (1998) define social 

competence as ”the ability to achieve personal goals in social interaction while simul-

taneously maintaining positive relationships with others over time and across situa-

tions” (p. 645). 

In a developmental context, the relation between social competence and the 

sociometric status of a child has been the subject of considerable attention. A general 

finding is that the sociometric status of a child is an adequate reflection of the child’s 

social competence. The literature reports that especially children with a high so-

ciometric status – popular children – have a good level of social competence i.e. are 

effective in their social interaction. Children with a low sociometric status  – especially 

children with a rejected status - have the lowest levels of social competence (Simeo-

Munson, 2000). For instance, in a group of preschool children, who were observed in 

dyadic and triadic interactions, popular subjects were the most efficient in their ability 

to direct their communications to others. They also had a wide range of social initia-

tion strategies at their disposal (Hazen, Black, & Fleming-Johnson, 1984). 

From this literature, we infer the principle that in their interaction with others, 

higher-status (i.e. popular) children are more socially effective, i.e. more socially com-
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petent than lower-status (rejected) children. That is, popular children are more effec-

tive in achieving the social goal of establishing a satisfactory relationship with others 

than rejected children.  

 

 Social influence and power 

A second differential component that is of particular importance in the study of 

social status is social influence, and the related construct of social power. In social 

psychology in particular, the social influence and social power of members of various 

groups, including dyads, have been investigated thoroughly (Forsyth, 1990). Power is 

defined by Lewin (in Bruins, 1999, p. 8) as “the possibility of inducing force on some-

one else, or, more formally, as the maximum force person A can induce on person B 

divided by the maximum resistance that B can offer”. Influence and power are re-

lated, in the sense that “influence is kinetic power, just as power is potential influ-

ence” (French & Raven, 1959, p. 152). Researchers agree about the fact that in a 

(dyadic) interaction the two partners have an influence on each other, (Lee-Chai & 

Bargh, 2001). This influence is conceived of as a mutual, reciprocal process to which 

both partners contribute (Schaffer, 1991). 

In one of the key papers on social power, French & Raven (1959) have distin-

guished six types of power, one of which is the so-called referent power (see also Ra-

ven, 1992). Referent power is related to being ‘the best liked member of the group’; 

i.e. having a popular status. In a dyadic situation, a difference in referent power will 

influence the interaction between the participants (Snyder & Kiviniemi, 2001). The 

influence results from the different motivations of the participants. Copeland (1994) 

found that low power individuals (for instance, a child with a rejected or average 

status who interacts with a child with a popular status) are particularly motivated ‘to 

get along with the other person‘ (see also Dépret & Fiske, 1999). They show behavior 

that ‘ensures a smooth interaction by trying to fit in, to be responsive, and be gener-

ally accommodating to one’s partner (Snyder, 2001, p. 145). In terms of the variables 

employed in the present study, they will show a high level of involvement behaviors, 

aimed at establishing a high reciprocity (although their success in achieving this aim 

will depend on their social competence or effectiveness). 

Based on the literature on social power, we infer the principle that low(er)-

status children, given their motivation to get along with the high(er)-status child, will 

show more involvement, i.e. more action directed towards the other child and more 

positive expressions.  
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 The dynamic systems approach 

 The dynamic systems approach as an integrative framework for explaining in-

teraction 

The various principles discussed in the preceding sections all contribute to es-

tablishing  particular social interaction patterns, but the question is, how does this 

happen? We believe that dynamic systems theory offers a general approach for inte-

grating such diverse components into a comprehensive model of the social interac-

tion process. 

The dynamic systems approach is currently increasingly applied in the field of 

social and emotional development (Fogel, 1993, 2001; Lewis & Granic, 2000; Lewis 

& Ferrari, 2001; de Weerth, 2002; van Geert, 1997, Laible & Thompson, 2000; Granic 

& Hollenstein, 2003; Felmlee & Greenberg, 1999; Gottman et al., 1997, 2002; Dishion 

et al. 2002). In this approach, interaction is viewed as an iterative, short-term dynamic 

process, which emerges on the basis of mutual relationships of components of the 

process, such as the behaviors of the interaction partners, their goal-directedness, 

appraisals, social skills, and power. 

If interaction processes are dynamic systems, they will have a number of char-

acteristic properties. A first property is self-organization, which is marked by the spon-

taneous emergence of specific attractor states, i.e. temporary stable states or pat-

terns, in the interaction (Granic, 2000; Fogel 1993). The second property is that rela-

tions between components of the process are chance-dependent and non-linear (Van 

Geert, 1994, 2003; Thelen & Smith, 1994; Granic, 2000; Lewis, 2000a). These dy-

namic properties operate on various time-scales, namely the short-term scale of ac-

tual interaction and the long-term scale of the development of interaction patterns. 

The short- and long-term scales interact, in that “small-scale self-organizing proc-

esses, repeated over many iterations, influence large-scale self-organizing proc-

esses” (Lewis, 2000b, p. 60). 

If applied to the short-term time scale, the dynamic systems approach leads to 

the idea that the individual child enters the interaction process with a specific range of 

interaction potentials that are the result of former interaction processes. In a concrete 

interaction process, the potentials are actualized as specific, temporary levels of in-

teraction abilities of the person, for instance, the person’s current ability to create a 

pleasant, coherent interaction, in which the person attempts to realize his or her 

(largely unconscious, automatic, and context-specific) goals and intentions. Put differ-

ently, such temporary interaction abilities are in fact assembled in the course of the 
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interaction process itself and should not be considered intrinsic properties of the per-

son, independent of the context (See Thelen & Smith for the notion of ‘soft-assembly’, 

1994). These soft-assembly processes retrieve their building blocks from two 

sources, namely person specific factors (potentials that are the result of former inter-

action processes) and context specific factors (actualized potentials, in the form of 

temporary interaction abilities). These factors intertwine in the course of the interac-

tion process. 

 

 The dynamics of intertwining person-specific and context-specific factors: ap-

plication to the study of dyadic play in children of different sociometric 

statuses 

Intertwining means that, at any moment in time, one component affects the 

other and the other affects the first, thus creating the conditions under which both 

components will operate during the next moment in time. Practically speaking, there 

is hardly any other way to actually understand this intertwining of factors than by 

modeling it in the form of a dynamic, iterative process. Such modeling also provides a 

good method for generating specific, detailed predictions of the properties of the in-

teraction process. 

Various researchers have made dynamic systems models of dyadic interaction 

(Olthof et al. 2000; Felmlee & Greenberg, 1999; Gottman et al., 1997, 2002; Buder, 

1991). For instance, the model of emotion regulation in free play groups of Gottman 

et al. (1997) takes the form of a system of coupled equations that describe the trans-

formation of variables over time in a way that is fundamental to dynamic systems 

models and relates to the above-mentioned notion of intertwining variables. The 

model also employs concepts such as goal-directedness, time-scales and attractor 

states. Predictions of group differences are based on a mathematical model of the 

process as it occurs in individual cases (including actually interacting groups), in 

which the variables intertwine, and not on a multivariate model that describes the 

contribution of the variables to the variance across a population of individual cases 

(for a discussion of the difference between these forms of explanation, see Steen-

beek & van Geert, 2005a; Chapter 3). 

The present chapter aims to contribute to this literature by presenting a dy-

namic systems model of the involvement-behavior of young children of different so-

1. The model has been implemented in the form of an Excel file which can be obtained from the authors 

at H.W.Steenbeek@rug.nl or vangeert@inn.nl; it can also be downloaded from the second author’s 

website at http://www.gmw.rug.nl/~model/.  
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ciometric status, during dyadic play interaction. This model will be discussed in the 

next section. We then proceed with an overview of the empirical predictions gener-

ated by this model.  

 

 A dynamic systems model of Involvement of two children during dyadic inter-

action 
1 

The starting point of this model is that the process of intertwining child-specific 

and context-specific factors in play behavior of two children can be understood on the 

basis of the general principles and differential principles discussed in the preceding 

theoretical sections. We will first introduce the specific variable that we focus on in 

the interaction process; the Involvement variable. 

 

 The Involvement variable 

In line with the Introduction, we define a macroscopic interaction variable, for 

which we use the term “Involvement”. “Involvement” is defined as any form of action 

addressed towards the other person. It aggregates over various empirical variables, 

which refer, first, to instrumental behavior, such as actual playing together, approach-

ing the other child verbally or non-verbally, initiating a common action or trying to do 

so, and second, to positive emotional expressions, such as smiles and laughter. We 

confine ourselves to positive emotional expressions because they form part of the 

approach system (see section “Social interaction, emotional expression and reciproc-

ity”). 

The Involvement variable specifies the proportion of each child’s Involvement 

behavior (as defined above) over a moving time interval, i.e. the proportion of Involve-

ment behavior over the total behavior, including the non-involvement behavior. An 

example of non-Involvement behavior is solitary play, in which a child interacts with 

his own toys without paying attention to or coordinating his actions with the other 

child (the preference for social over solitary play changes with age, see Rubin, 1977; 

Lyytinen, 1991; Goncu, 1993; in children between 5 and 8, the preference for and 

ability to engage in social play is well consolidated). 

  

 A mathematical formulation of the dynamics of appraisal maximization 

The mathematical definition of a dynamic system is “a means of describing 

how one state develops into another state over the course of time” (Weisstein, 1999, 

page 501), which, if applied to the Involvement or I-variable, is expressed as follows 
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It+1  = f (It)         (1) 

The equation says that the value of a variable I at time t+1 is a – as yet unde-

fined –  function f of the value of the variable I at time t (the “1” accompanying the 

time reference can be an interval of any length, but must be chosen in accordance 

with the properties of the dynamics it describes). The equation defines an iterative 

sequence, which describes a process in time (note that, for simplicity, we first con-

centrate on only one of the play partners, called “the child” and his involvement level, 

I) 

It+1  = f (It), It+2  = f (It+1), It+3  = f (It+2), It+4  = f (It+3), ….    (2) 

We assume that each of the behaviors displayed so far in the play session has 

been pleasurable to some extent, i.e. has received a more or less positive appraisal. 

The sum of these appraisals for the duration covered by the current I-ratio is the ap-

praisal integral, which specifies how “pleasurable” or “enjoyable” the current I-ratio 

has been, in this particular play situation. Thus, in one child, the process of showing 

Involvement and the corresponding Appraisal is described by 

It+1  = f (It), It+2  = f (It+1), It+3  = f (It+2), It+4  = f (It+3), …. 

At+1  = f (It), At+2  = f (It+1), At+3  = f (It+2), At+4  = f (It+3), …. 

Structurally, the play situation amounts to a process of choice. The choice is 

between actions that are directed towards the other child (I-actions) and actions that 

are not directed towards the other child, i.e. that are solitary or focusing on the toys, 

without sharing the activity with the play partner (non-I actions). Both types of actions 

are assumed to lead to – stochastically variable – appraisals. For instance, play inter-

action with the other child is pleasurable, but solitary actions are pleasurable too, al-

though the average pleasure (average appraisal) drawn from these activities is likely 

to be different. 

The pleasure or appraisal drawn from a particular activity or event is compara-

ble to a “reward” brought about by that activity (in that a reward is a positively ap-

praised effect of an activity or event). Choice behavior under variable rewards has 

been extensively studied, particularly in the literature on operant learning. Such 

choice behavior answers to the law of effect (Staddon & Cerutti, 2003), and more par-

ticularly to the Matching Law (Herrnstein & Prelec, 1991; Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000; 

Heth, 1992; Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2004; Baum & Davison, 2004; McDowell, 

1988). The principle of appraisal maximization in the dyadic play condition shares an 

important structural similarity with the conditions under which the Matching Law holds 

(Dishion et al, 1996, 2002). Both conditions rely on the ability of persons, and orga-
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nisms in general for that matter, to monitor their activities and benefits (rewards, ap-

praisals) over some extended time interval. Research on the Matching Law (see the 

above-mentioned references) has shown that this monitoring, or technically speaking, 

integrating in the mathematical sense, is a common aspect of behavior. Integration 

works reliably enough for the person to discover the link between variable action pat-

terns and the variable reward that is appraisal patterns, even if the link shows rapid 

shifts. The subject’s monitoring of stochastic benefits and stochastic behavior has a 

characteristic temporal structure, which leads to a ratio of behavioral choices that 

yields an optimal reward or appraisal (optimal in the sense of “maximal, given the 

properties of the environment”). Research has shown that dyadic interactions are 

consistent with the Matching Law (Dishion et al., 1996). 

A difference between the context of the Matching Law and the context of social 

interaction is that the Matching Law requires explicit and overt reinforcements, 

whereas the appraisal maximization principle rests on a hypothesized internal ap-

praisal process. However, reinforcements are only reinforcements if they are ap-

praised as such by the organism, i.e. it is their subjective value that counts (Sallows, 

Daws, & Lichtenstein, 1971). 

Of particular importance is the fraction 

∆A / ∆I         (3) 

which represents the change in appraisal (∆A ) corresponding with a change in 

the I-variable (∆I,, e.g. an increase in Involvement actions leads to an increase – or 

eventually decrease –  in appraisal). As long as ∆A for some ∆I remains positive, ∆I 

will, metaphorically speaking, run up its slope (the amount of involvement will tend to 

increase). Sometime along the slope, i.e. for some value of I, ∆A must become 0 or 

negative. For this to occur, it suffices that, with some probability, the immediate ap-

praisal (∆A) for a non-I choice is greater than the immediate appraisal of an I-choice 

(which leads to choice behavior called melioration, Herrnstein & Prelec, 1991). Melio-

ration is a robust phenomenon, and it is very likely that it also applies to appraisals 

arising from such highly variable activities as playing together or alone in a dyadic 

play situation. The value of I for which ∆A tends to become 0, and thus for which ap-

praisal is stable, is represented by the term P (referring to the fact that it is the Pre-

ferred level of I). 

From a dynamic systems point of view, P emerges from the organism’s actions 

as a relatively stable attractor state that reflects the properties of the person-in-the-

environment, i.e. the current play partner and the current play context. P is the child’s 
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preferred level of Involvement, trivially because it is the level for which no increase in 

appraisal is likely, within the current, immediate context and circumstances. P is a 

soft-assembled property, in the terminology of Thelen and Smith (1994). 

Since the P-term describes a fundamental macroscopic property of the play 

context, namely the child’s emergent preferred I-level, it can be incorporated into the 

equation that describes the change in I over time. It is likely that the increase in ap-

praisal will proportionally diminish as I approaches its equilibrium level P (as I ap-

proaches P, the probability of experiencing an increase in I that causes an increase in 

A grows smaller). Hence, a simple way to describe the change in I is by the following 

equation 

∆I/∆t = a ( P - It )        (4) 

The child can change his own I-actions (e.g. increase initiating actions directed 

towards the other child), but the appraisal depends to a great extent on whether this 

I-action results in real interaction, that is, on the reciprocity of the actions (that is, 

situations where an involvement act such as smiling to the other child, is responded 

to by a comparable act of the other child, such as smiling back). 

Let us use the term I for the involvement level of the child and Y the involve-

ment level of the play partner. If, by way of example,  I >Y, reciprocity (the proportion 

of reciprocal actions) can never exceed the smallest of the two values, i.e. it will de-

pend on Y. Thus, the child’s appraisal (under this condition) will also depend on Y. To 

put it differently, achieving the preferred level depends on the child’s own contribution 

to Involvement (I) as well as on the play partner’s contribution to involvement (Y). The 

child can directly influence his own contribution I (increase it, for instance). However, 

the child can only indirectly influence the play partner’s contribution Y. This influence 

occurs trivially by actions addressed toward the play partner, i.e. by I-behavior. Thus, 

if the other child shows little initiative towards actual playing together, one way to try 

to change this in the direction of more pleasurable interaction is by showing more ini-

tiatives towards the other. Hence, equation 5 can be rewritten as 

∆I/∆t = a ( P - It ) + b ( P – Yt )       (5) 

However, in the dyadic interaction, the principles that hold for one agent (the 

child) also hold for the other (the play partner). Thus, the more complete form of the 

dynamic system equation for appraisal maximization is the following set of coupled 

equations 

∆I/∆t = a ( PI - It ) + b ( PI – Yt ) 

∆Y/∆t = c ( PY - Yt ) + d ( PY – It )      (6) 
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 A mathematical formulation of behavioral contagion 

In the theoretical introduction, we discussed evidence for the fact that behavior 

is contagious, i.e. that people have a tendency to imitate their interaction partner’s 

behavior. For instance, if the play partner shows a relatively high proportion of solitary 

activities, the child will imitatively tend to increase his own solitary activity level to-

wards a closer match with the pay partner (this imitative tendency is in addition to any 

other cause or influence that increases solitary activity in the current context). Hence, 

part of the change in I (and Y) is directly dependent on the Y-level, respectively I-

level, of the respective play partner. Thus 

∆I/∆t = e ( Yt - It ) 

∆Y/∆t = f ( It - Yt )        (7) 

 

 The complete mathematical model 

Under the simplifying assumption that all components affecting the change in I 

and Y linearly contribute to the overall change, the complete model is the following set 

of coupled equations 

∆I/∆t = a ( PI - It ) + b ( PI – Yt ) + e ( Yt - It ) 

∆Y/∆t = c ( PY - Yt ) + d ( PY – It ) + f ( It - Yt )     (8) 

For terminological conventions, the first equation refers to the “child”, who in 

the empirical dyads is either of popular, average or rejected status. The second equa-

tion line refers to the “play partner”, who, in our empirical study, is always of average 

status. 

 

 Accounting for differences in social influence and social competence in the 

mathematical model 

In order to model the interaction between children of different sociometric 

statuses, the differential components power and competence discussed in the Theo-

retical Introduction, are specified in the form of different model parameters (a to h), 

and values of the preferred levels PI and PY. 

First, social power, notably referent power related to popularity, implies a 

higher preference level for Involvement for children who play with children of higher 

social power. Interacting with a higher-power, i.e. more popular child will allow for a 

higher level of appraisal maximization than interacting with a lower status child. That 

is, the level of I at which ∆A stabilizes is higher for interactions with a popular than for 
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interactions with an average or rejected child. Thus, if the child has a popular status 

and the play partner is average, PY > PI (with a similar logic applied to other dyadic 

combinations). 

Second, it is likely that persons with higher social reference power, i.e. more 

popular children will have a stronger “contagious” effect than children of lower status. 

To put it differently, children are more likely to take over the behavior of more popular 

than of less popular persons. The strength of the imitative effect is governed by the 

parameters e and f. Thus, if the popular child plays with an average play partner, f > 

e. 

Third, social competence or effectiveness implies the ability to achieve more 

by doing less, which implies, among others, the ability to act if the action is effective 

and refrain from action if it is not. The effect of adapting one’s I-level (i.e. ∆I and ∆Y) 

in relation to one’s preferred level depends on the actual difference between the P, I 

 

Table 2.1. The effectiveness of children in different conditions, as presented in the model. 

I I   Y Y I I   Y Y

p p p p p p p p

Y I   Y I Y I   Y I

effect on I I I I I I I I I

effect on Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y Y

effect on R R R R R R R R R

action is ineffective effective effective effective effective undecided effective ineffective

condition

component ∆∆∆∆I = (P - Y)∆∆∆∆I = (P - I)

Note a. I = Involvement actions of the child ; Y = Involvement actions of the play partner; P = preferred 

level of Involvement; R = level of reciprocity of the dyad; effective = closer to the preferred level of In-

volvement; Ineffective = farther from  the preferred level of Involvement 

b. The table can be read as follows (we give an example based on the first column): if I is greater than P, 

and P is greater than Y, the adaptation on the basis of the difference between P and I leads to a de-

crease in the I level, and consequently also to a decrease in the Y level through the contagiousness 

component. The resulting effect on the Reciprocity will be that Reciprocity, which is already under the 

preferred level, decreases further. This action is ineffective.   

c. Remember that the effect of the two components (C - I and C - Y) occurs at the same time, which 

implies that the summed result depends on their relative magnitude.  
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and Y levels and can sometimes be ineffective or counter-productive. Table 2.1 

specifies the conditions under which action is effective or ineffective. The effect can 

be calculated by determining whether the action at issue is likely to bring the interac-

tion closer to the preferred level or not, which depends on the rank order of the cur-

rent I, P, and Y values.  

  

 Differences in effectiveness imply differences in the probability that an ineffec-

tive or counter-productive action is performed (as defined by the set of possibilities in 

Table 2.3). Thus, children that are more socially effective are less likely to show inef-

fective actions. Less socially effective children are more likely to do so, and are thus 

more likely to show an excess of interaction attempts that are not always responded 

to in a reciprocal way. 

In equation 9, the g and h parameters are stochastic parameters. They corre-

spond with a probability that the most effective action is selected (the most effective 

action is specified by the if-then-else rules). 

 

 

 
 

(9) 

 

 Finally, the current model specifies the levels of involvement of the partici-

pants, but not the amount of reciprocity that results from involvement actions. On av-

erage, reciprocity is proportional to the product of the average involvement ratio’s Iavg 

and Yavg, i.e. to Iavg*Yavg. In order to differentiate the amount of reciprocity that occurs in 

the popular versus the rejected dyad, we rely on the hypothesis that the popular child 

has a higher social effectiveness than the rejected child. This means that the popular 

child will use his involvement-actions more effectively than the rejected child, implying 

that such an involvement action has a higher probability of being accompanied by an 

involvement-action of the play partner (e.g. smiling and smiling back, asking a ques-

tion and receiving an answer). This means that involvement-actions are on average 
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more reciprocal, i.e. that, given the average expected  reciprocity specified above, the 

expected reciprocity of the popular dyad will be Iavg*Yavg*p, for 1 < p < 1.25 (the esti-

mated range for the current situation). 

 

 Hypotheses 

 The differences in parameter and preference values associated with different 

sociometric statuses, which were discussed in the preceding section, are specified in 

the model in the form of ranges of parameter values corresponding with the three 

types of dyads studied. For each set of parameters (a, b, c, etc.), the equations yield 

an attractor state (a stable value of I and Y). The range of all possible combinations 

of parameter values (see Table 2.2) that (hypothetically) characterize a particular 

status group, produces a particular distribution of such attractor states, i.e. stabilized 

levels of involvement that correspond with maximal appraisal.  

 In practice, the distributions for each type of dyad were generated on the ba-

sis of 10,000 simulations (there are four free parameters and they are changed in 

steps of 1/10th, which thus corresponds with 104,i.e. 10,000 steps). The distributions 

for the popular and rejected dyads that resulted from these calculations, contain spe-

cific predictions about the following differences for children, play-partners and dyads 

of different sociometric status. Note that these predictions are different from the ones 

derived from a number of earlier studies (see section Social competence). We will 

come back to this discrepancy in the Discussion.  

Remember that we use the term “child(ren)” to refer to either the rejected or 

the popular child in each dyad. “Play partner” refers to the rejected or popular child’s 

play partner, who, in our study, is always of average status. A term such as “popular 

dyad” thus refers to a dyad consisting of a popular child and an average-status play 

partner. 
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Table. 2.2. The model’s parameter values for children of different sociometric status in interaction with 

play partners of average status.  

Note a. P = preferred involvement level ; C = contagiousness other; A = adaptation parameter, corre-

sponds with the parameters a, b, c, and d in equation 10; E = effectiveness norm, the probability that the 

most effective action will be performed. 

b. The parameter values have been chosen in such a way that they optimally differentiate the three 

status groups, based on the theory explained in this chapter. For instance, a popular child playing with 

an average play partner has a relatively low  preferred Involvement level (with a minimum of 0.3 and a 

maximum of 0.5, the average preferred level amounts to 40% of the play time devoted to playing to-

gether). The popular child has a strong influence on the play partner (see influence from other person, 

under Average play partner), whereas the play partner has only a minor effect on the popular child (see 

the parameter Influence from other person, under Popular child). Finally, the popular child is highly effec-

tive (an effectiveness norm between 0.9 and 1, which implies that an effective decision is taken in 95% 

of the time on average).  

c. Note that the contagiousness only differs for the popular dyad, in the sense that the influence of the 

popular child on the play partner is always higher than the influence of the play partner on the popular 

child. 
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 Predictions about the children 

  On the basis of the theoretical distributions as produced by our model (see 

figure 2.1a and 2.1b), we expect the popular child to display significantly less In-

volvement than the rejected child (difference generated by the model is 1.7 standard 

deviations). Secondly, the model distribution shows that in the popular child the pro-

portion of reciprocal action over the total amount of involvement action is considera-

bly greater than in the rejected child (model difference is 1.5 standard deviations).  

 

 Play partners 

The distributions of Involvement levels of the play partners (figure 2.1c) 

shows that partners of rejected children have a higher I-level than partners of popu-

lar children, but also that the difference is small (model difference is 0.44 standard 

deviation).  

 Figure 2.1d implies that in play partners of rejected children, the proportion of 

reciprocal action over the total amount of involvement action is greater than in play 

partners of popular children. The difference is expected to be moderate (model dif-

ference is 0.62 standard deviation).   

 

Dyads 

At the dyad level, the criterion is not Involvement, but actual reciprocity in the 

interaction. The theoretical, model-based expectation is that the popular dyad 

(consisting of a popular child and his average play partner) will show less reciprocity 

than the rejected dyad (consisting of a rejected child and his average play partner) 

(see figure 2.1e). This difference is expected to be small to moderate (model differ-

ence 0.54 standard deviations). 
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Fig. 2.1. The predictions about a) the 

level of Involvement of children; b) the 

level of Proportion shared involvement of 

children; c) the level of Involvement of 

play partners; d) the level of Proportion 

shared Involvement of play partners; e) 

the level of Reciprocity of dyads 
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  METHOD 

 Participants 

Grade 1 pupils with mean age of 6.5 years, with an upper limit of 8.8 years and 

a lower limit of 5.8 years participated in this empirical study. They were recruited from 

three different schools for regular primary education in a small town in the Nether-

lands. One school was a school with a special, additional focus on children from im-

migrant families. In one group most of the children were in grade 1, but a few children 

were still in kindergarten.  

From a group of 83 children (47 boys and 36 girls), 24 children were selected 

on the basis of their sociometric status, which had to be either popular, rejected or 

average. For each of the 24 children, a play partner of average status was selected 

from the original group. The dyads were composed in such a way that animosity as 

well as more intense friendship relations were avoided. Each dyad consisted of two 

same-sex children (12 female dyads; 12 male dyads). There were 13 “rejected” dy-

ads (11 female dyads and 2 male dyads), 14 “popular” dyads (5 female dyads and 9 

male dyads), and 14 “average” dyads (6 female dyads and 8 male dyads).  There is 

an overrepresentation of girls in the rejected group of dyads. However, there is no 

statistically significant gender difference in the two most important variables (the p-

values are 0.86 and 0.58 for the expression measures of child and partner, and 0.94 

en 0.25 for the action measures, respectively). Thus, gender does not need to be 

taken into account as an additional explanatory variable.  

The empirical study was done in collaboration with the University of Utrecht, 

and the design is based on Gerrits (2004).  

 

 Procedure 

Determining sociometric statuses 

The sociometric status of the participants was determined by means of a rating 

test (Asher et al., 1979). The test presents the child with a photograph of each child in 

the class (in randomized order) and contains a frequency measure and a quality 

measure. In the frequency measure the question ‘How often do you play with this par-

ticular child?' was posed. The answers formed a three-point scale ranging from 

'never', 'sometimes' to ‘often'. The quality measure consisted of the question ‘do you 

like to play with this particular child?’. Possible answers were 'no', 'indifferent' and 

'yes’. The answers were coded by means of the two-dimensional ratings-method for 
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the determination of sociometric status Ssrat (Maassen, Akkermans & van der Lin-

den, 1996; Maassen, Steenbeek, & van Geert, 2004). The ratings over the three 

measurements and two versions were combined to determine the dominant status of 

the child. Children who received less than four times the same status were excluded 

from the analysis (remember that there were three measurements, each consisting of 

a status estimation based on frequency and one on quality). Of the 24 dyads (48 chil-

dren), 24 children received six times the same status, 17 children received five times 

the same status, and 7 children four times 2.  

 

 Videotaping dyads of children 

The situation under study is a relatively free, adult-initiated dyadic play situa-

tion, the implicit goal of which is to establish a pleasurable situation. The dyads were 

videotaped during a ten-minute play session, which took place in a separate room in 

the school. Four sets of toys that are relatively well-known to the children (Tarzan fig-

ures, kitchen toys, Playmobil toys, and Lego toys) were placed on the table in a stan-

dardized manner. The only instruction was to play together with the toys on the table. 

After giving the instruction, the researcher left the room, leaving the children alone 

with the toys and the camera. After ten minutes, the researcher came back and the 

play session was ended.  

This procedure was repeated two times, with intervals of approximately one 

and a half month. In principle the second and third round were selected for coding. 

Due to practical limitations, only 17 dyads were coded twice and 7 dyads were coded 

once. This resulted in a total of 41 coded interactions 2. 

 

 Coding and data reduction 

 The recordings were coded with the computerized system Observer 4.0 pro 

(Noldus Information technology, 1999). Changes in expressiveness and responsive-

ness of each videotaped child separately were coded every one-tenth of a second 

(event sampling). We based our coding system on an original coding system by De 

Koeyer (2001). To determine the inter-observer reliability between the observers, we 

used a nonparametric permutation test (see section statistical analysis for more infor-

mation about permutation techniques; see also Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2003). The reli-

2. The small sample sizes are explained by the fact that popular and rejected children form a small minor-

ity of the total number of children in the class; moreover, the analysis of interaction in real time is very 

labor-intensive.  
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ability was determined before the coding was started, and can be considered ade-

quate, in terms of percentage agreement ( .8 for actions, p = .01, .81 for expressions, 

p = .01) 

  

Observed variables 

Remember that the Involvement variable is divided into emotional expression 

and instrumental action. The emotional expression of each child was coded on a 

scale ranging from very negative (- 4) to + 5 (very positive), representing the intensity 

of the expression. Categories – 4 to – 2 represented negative expressions, - 1 to + 1 

neutral expressions, and + 2 to + 5 positive expressions. The one-dimensional coding 

is consistent with models of emotion that describe one underlying (dis)pleasure di-

mension (see the Theoretical section). 

The instrumental action was coded with the help of three overt variables: ver-

bal turn, nonverbal turn, and focus. Verbal turn refers to verbal utterances; nonverbal 

turn to nonverbal actions, and focus involves the direction of gaze of the children. 

These partial variables can either be present or absent. In addition, verbal and non-

verbal turns can be contiguous (oriented towards the action of the play partner) or 

initial. On the basis of these partial variables, every 1/10-second a child is coded as 

displaying Involvement behavior or non-Involvement behavior. If the child displays 

neither a verbal turn, nor a nonverbal turn, nor a focus, the child is supposed to dis-

play non-Involvement. Otherwise the child is coded as displaying Involvement. 

 

 Operational variables 

In order to derive as much information as possible from both observed vari-

ables, they were transformed into operational variables, which describe various as-

pects of the observed actions and emotional expressions, both on the individual and 

on the dyadic level.Table 2.3 presents an overview of the operational variables.  

On the individual level (child or play partner), we distinguish two types of in-

volvement actions, namely an instrumental-type of involvement action divided into 

‘directedness’ and ‘proportion shared directedness’, and two emotion-related vari-

ables called ‘positive expressions’, and ‘proportion shared positive expressions’. The 

‘proportion shared’ refers in both cases to the fraction of reciprocal action or recipro-

cal expression over a child’s total involvement action or expression. On the dyadic 

level, we specify the amount of reciprocity by means of an action-related involvement 

variable, namely ‘coherence dyad’, and one emotion-related involvement variable 
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‘shared positive emotional expression dyad’. For a description of these variables, see 

table 2.3. 

 

Expectations regarding the operational variables 

The hypotheses derived from our mathematical model can be directly trans-

lated into expectations regarding the set of operational variables about expression 

and action described above. The expectations are as follows. The popular child will 

show less involvement-actions towards the other child (in variables: less directed-

ness) than the rejected child; less intense positive emotional expressions (in vari-

ables: less positive expression). On the other hand, the popular child will show more 

effectively distributed involvement-actions (in variables: more proportion shared 

directedness) and more effectively distributed positive expressions (in variables: 

more proportion shared positive). In line with the model predictions, we expect that 

the differences will be great (> 1 SD). 

 

Table 2.3. The operational variables corresponding with Involvement (of the child or play partner), and 

Notes. a. Concerning variable 'shared positive dyad': A high level of shared positive (expression) dyad 

does not necessarily imply a high level of positive expressions per se. 

b. Besides these above mentioned operational variables more variables were tested, in most cases rep-

resenting minor variations in measured values, for instance the variable positive expression, in which 

positive was calculated as ranging from intensity 1 to 5 (instead of 2 to 5). They were mostly used as a 

check for the utility of the eventually chosen variables; see the second section of the Conclusion. 

Variables Description

Directedness proportion of actions (‘playing together’), directed towards 

the other child, over the total of all actions (both ‘playing 

together’ and ‘playing alone’) 

Proportion shared directedness proportion of 'directed' actions of this child, accompanied by 

a 'directed' action of the other child

Positive expressions proportion of total average intensity of positive expressions 

Proportion shared positive proportion of positive expressions of this child, 

accompanied by a positive expression of the other child

Coherence dyad proportion of time that both children reciprocally direct their 

actions towards the other child (‘playing together’) over the 

total time of the play session

Shared positive dyad 
a proportion of shared positive expressions over the total 

number of expressions. This variable can be read as a 

measure for “recipprocity of positive expressions” 
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With regard to the play partner, we expect more involvement and positive ex-

pressions in the play partner of the rejected child than in the play partner of the popu-

lar child. We also expect more proportion shared directedness  and more proportion 

shared positive in the play partner of the rejected than in the play partner of the popu-

lar child. Consistent with the model prediction, we expect the differences between 

play partners to be small (< 0.5 SD) for the directedness and positive expression, and 

moderate (around 0.6 SD) for the ‘proportion shared’ aspects. 

The hypothesis for dyads is that popular dyads will show less involvement than 

the rejected dyads, displayed in less reciprocity (in variables less coherence dyads) 

and less shared positive expressions (in variables: less shared positive dyad). Con-

sistent with the model prediction, we expect a small to moderate difference (about 0.5 

DS) between the dyads (i.e., smaller than those between the popular and the rejected 

child in the dyad but bigger than those found with the play partners).  

 In Table 2.4, all expectations are summarized. 

 

 

Table 2.4. The expectations about children, play partners and dyads, expressed in operational vari-

Note.  'Less' means that the expectation is that this child (play partner, or dyad) yields a lower value on 

this variable than the child (play partner, or dyad) of the other status group; magnitudes of expected dif-

ferences (great, moderate, small) are based on the effect size predicted by the model (great means >1 

SD, moderate is around 0.6 SD and small is around 0.4 SD) 

direction

child directedness  less more great

proportion shared directedness more less great

play partner directedness  less more small

proportion shared directedness less more moderate

dyad coherence less more small/moderate

child positive expression less more great
proportion shared positive more less great

play partner positive expression less more small

proportion shared positive less more moderate

dyad shared positive expression less more small/moderate
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Statistical analyses 

 Null hypothesis and permutation test 

In view of our small sample, we applied a non-parametric permutation test (see 

Manly, 1997; Good, 1999; Todman & Dugard, 2001) for each operational variable 

and for the totality of model predictions. This test is based on the null hypothesis that 

there exists no statistical difference between children and dyads from different status 

groups. Thus, according to this null hypothesis idea, there exists only one underlying 

distribution instead of distinct distributions for each of the status groups. We define a 

“dyad set” as the set of values of all variables for any particular dyad (e.g. the 

“popular dyad”, consisting of a popular and an average status child). Thus according 

to the null hypothesis, the assignment of a particular dyad set to a particular status 

group is in fact completely arbitrary. This null hypothesis is tested by randomly per-

muting the dyad sets over the three statuses. For each random permutation, we cal-

culate the difference between the averages of the rejected versus the popular dyads. 

The number of times that the random permutation produces a difference that is as big 

or bigger than the observed difference is counted and divided by the number of times 

the random permutation has been carried out (mostly 5000 times). The result of this 

division is an estimation of the exact p-value (i.e. the p-value based on the particular 

distribution of the observed data).  

In addition to providing reliable p-values for small samples, the permutation 

method also allows us to calculate p-values for samples with uncommon properties. 

In our sample, for instance, some dyads are represented twice in the sample (i.e. by 

two interactions, observed with an interval of about 1 ½ months).  

In order to compare this type of indicator between variables, every value is di-

vided by the standard deviation of each variable separately.  

The goodness-of-fit of the model will be calculated by means of a chi- and a 

chi2-function, defined respectively as the sum of absolute differences and the sum of 

squared differences between the predicted and the observed values (standardized by 

dividing by the standard deviation). The value of chi and chi2 obtained from the data 

can be compared with the distributions of chi and chi2 based on the random permuta-

tion test, in order to determine the p-values. The use of chi in addition to the more 

common chi2 is justified by the fact that chi provides an intuitively simple distance 

measure between the model and the data, with a probability distribution based on the 

random permutation method.  

Consistent with recommendations from discussions in the statistical literature 
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regarding the meaning of p-values (Cohen, 1994), we present the p-values of the dis-

tinct variables “as is”. Their meaning depends on the expectation at issue. For in-

stance, if there is a variable for which we expect a relatively small difference between 

the popular and rejected dyads, and such relatively small difference in the expected 

direction is indeed found, the corresponding p-value will be most likely in the order of 

0.2-0.25, given the relatively small number of dyads present in our sample. This p-

value is consistent with the predicted effect and should thus not lead to a rejection of 

the hypothesis in question. 

 

 

 RESULTS 

 Overall pattern 

 The chi- and chi2 values are 7.6, p = 0.006 and 8.6, p = 0.001 respectively 

(average chi and chi2 values of the null hypothesis model are 10.8 and 15.8 respec-

tively). From these p-values, it can be concluded that the model describes the pattern 

of observations considerably better than a null hypothesis model based on the as-

sumption that popular and rejected children, play partners, and dyads are similar.  

The effect sizes for all variables (children, partner and dyad) found in the data 

are within a narrower range than those predicted by the model. The effect sizes are 

0.6, 0.54, 0.51, 0.5, 0.5, 0.4, 0.37, 0.34, 0.23, and 0 respectively. We divided these 

10 values into three groups, in which a ‘great’ effect size means greater than 0.5 SD, 

a ‘moderate’ effect size is between 0.4 and 0.5, and a ‘small’ effect size is smaller 

than 0.4 SD. Overall, the predictions regarding the effect sizes are confirmed in the 

sense that the rank order of the found effect sizes matches that of the predicted effect 

sizes. 

 

 Children 

 First, we will review the differences in averages of the operational variables 

between the group of rejected and popular children, see table 2.5 for an overview of 

all the results.  
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Results of the average children (in the ‘average’ dyads) are not reported, be-

cause analyses reveal that in all cases but one the mean scores of the average dy-

ads lie in between the mean scores of the popular and rejected group, with one ex-

ception, in which the difference is not statistically significant. 

 Consistent with the model prediction, the popular child directs his behavior 

less often towards the play partner than does the rejected child. The difference is 0.6 

SD  (directedness; p = 0.06). Also consistent with the model prediction, the popular 

child displays on average 0.51 SD less intensity in its positive expressions than does 

the rejected child (p = 0.1). The magnitudes of the found effect sizes match the pre-

dicted effect sizes, i.e. they are ‘great’ (> 0.5 SD). 

Regarding the effectiveness of the actions and expressions, i.e. the reciprocity 

of instrumental actions and emotional expressions, table 2.5 shows that if the popular 

child directs his behavior towards the other child, this action is not more often shared 

with the play partner than if the rejected child shows a directed action (proportion 

shared directedness SD = 0.00, p = 0.5). This finding is inconsistent with the model 

prediction. However, the prediction is confirmed if the second criterion of involvement, 

namely positive emotional expressions, is taken into account: if the popular child 

shows a positive expression, this expression is more often shared with the play part-

 

Table 2.5.  The results regarding differences between popular and rejected children, play partners, 

Notes. a. The variables have been standardized and centered, which implies that they have a standard 

deviation of 1 and a mean of 0. For instance, a difference of –0.6 SD  with a p-value of 0.06 means that 

popular children scored 0.6 SD less  on this variable then rejected children, with a p-value of 0.06.  

b. confirmation is expressed in both direction, and in effect size.  

variables

SD p direction effect size

child directedness  -0.6 0.06  +  +

proportion shared directedness 0 0.5  -  -

play partner directedness  -0.23 0.27  +  +

proportion shared directedness -0.5 0.09  +  +

dyad coherence -0.4 0.14  +  +

child positive expression -0.51 0.1  +  +

proportion shared positive 0.54 0.08  +  +

play partner positive expression -0.34 0.2  +  +

proportion shared positive 0.5 0.1  -  -

dyad shared positive expression -0.37 0.19  +  +
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ner than if the rejected child shows a positive expression (proportion shared positive; 

the difference is 0.54 SD, p = 0.08). The magnitude of the effect size is consistent 

with the prediction (great, > 0.5 SD). Thus, the postulated greater effectiveness of the 

popular child is confirmed on the level of emotional communication, but not the level 

of the instrumental actions. 

 

 Play partners 

Consistent with the model prediction, we found that the levels of directedness 

and positive emotional expressions of the popular child’s play partner where lower 

than those of the rejected child’s play partner (directedness, 0.23 SD, p = 0.27; posi-

tive expression, 0.34 SD, p = 0.2). As expected, the differences where small ( < 0.4 

SD). Also consistent with the prediction, we found that the proportion of shared direct-

edness was higher in the rejected child’s play partner than in the play partner of the 

popular child (0.5 SD, p = 0.09). Again, the magnitude of the effect size is consistent 

with our prediction, namely ‘moderate’ (0.4 < > 0.5 SD).  

Contrary to the expectation is the finding that the popular child’s play partner 

shows a higher proportion of shared positive emotional expressions than the rejected 

child’s play partner (SD = 0.5, p = 0.1). This finding suggests that the popular dyad as 

a whole is more effective on the emotional expression level in particular, most likely 

due to the presence of the popular child.  

 

 Dyads 

 Consistent with the model prediction, the popular dyad shows less coherence 

than the rejected dyad ( 0.4 SD; p = 0.14). Also consistent with the model prediction, 

the popular dyad expresses on average less shared positive expressions (the differ-

ence is 0.37 SD; p = 0.19). The magnitudes of the differences is also consistent with 

the prediction (0.4 or smaller SD).   
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 DISCUSSION 

 Conclusions from the empirical data 

 The main question of our study, is there a different interaction pattern related 

to different sociometric statuses of children, was answered by means of an empirical 

study and by the formulation of a theoretical dynamic-systems model of interaction, 

which was based on a general theory of the components of social behavior, and a 

specific theory of differential components related to the sociometric status of children. 

The dynamic systems theory was transformed into a mathematical model of social 

interaction that emphasized the role of intertwining child-specific factors and context-

specific factors. The mathematical model served to generate a pattern of empirical 

predictions on emotional expressions and actions. 

First, a calculation of the goodness-of-fit of the model as a whole convincingly 

shows that the model predicts the pattern of differences and similarities between re-

jected and popular dyads considerably better than a null-hypothesis model.  

Second, to summarize the presentation of the separate variables presented in 

the Results section, eight of the ten predictions were confirmed. Given the nature of 

the data, confirmation depends on whether the direction of the difference between 

popular and rejected dyads was according to prediction, whether the magnitude of 

the observed difference matched the rank order of expected differences and finally, 

and whether the p-value calculated for each of the variables supported the predicted 

difference.  

The eight variables that are consistent with our predictions, described the fol-

lowing pattern of distinctions and similarities between rejected and popular dyads. To 

begin with, rejected children show a different behavioral pattern than expected on the 

basis of what is reported in the mainstream of the existing literature, which predicts 

low levels of positive expressions and directedness. We found significantly higher lev-

els of positive expressions and directedness for rejected than for popular children. In 

view of their smaller proportion of shared positive emotional expressions, it can be 

speculated that rejected children are inclined to show an overflow with regard to posi-

tive expressions, in the sense that they show many positive expressions that are not 

reflected by reactions of the play partner. It is likely that this overflow is a conse-

quence of their hypothesized high preference for Involvement, in this particular con-

text of playing with a child of a higher status. The overflow is also an indicator of their 

relative lack of effectiveness, in the sense that much of their effort in terms of emo-
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tional expression is not shared. Note however that the rejected children do not differ 

from the popular children in terms of shared directedness. That is, their sharing of 

instrumental (verbal and non-verbal) actions with the play partner is equal to the 

popular child’s sharing of such actions with the popular child’s play partner.  

We found popular children to display less positive expression and less direct-

edness, as a consequence of their hypothesized lower preference for Involvement, in 

this specific context of playing with a child of a lower status. However, the positive 

expressions they do show are more often accompanied by a positive expression of 

the play partner. Thus, considering positive expressions there seems to be a better 

intersubjective framework. In addition, popular children are effective in their interac-

tion, in the sense that they invest less effort and nevertheless generate proportionally 

high levels of effort in the play partner. In order to check this interpretation, we 

counted the play partner’s verbal and non-verbal initiation actions and found that they 

were considerably more frequent than that of the popular child (p = 0.09). Our model 

explains this observation by assuming that popular children are able to make a good 

distinction between situations in which action is effective or not.  

With regard to the play partner, we confirmed the expectation that his or her 

level of involvement would be drawn towards the preferred level of involvement of the 

rejected and popular child respectively, and thus that play partners of rejected chil-

dren would show more involvement than those of popular children. We also expected 

this to occur with the proportional measures. This expectation was confirmed with 

directedness (instrumental reciprocity) but not with positive expressions, where the 

difference was opposite to expected. The fact that the play partner of the rejected 

child shows greater instrumental reciprocity than the play partner of the popular child 

can possibly be understood as an effect of the rejected child’s apparently greater ef-

fort to establish interaction, based on his preference for a more intensive interaction 

with the play partner. 

In summary, in answer to our main question, we conclude first, that different 

sociometric statuses are related to different interaction patterns, and second, that a 

dynamic-systems model of the way child- and context-specific factors intertwine in a 

real-time process provides a good explanation of the associations between sociomet-

ric status and properties of the concrete interaction, by explicitly taking the relevant 

context conditions into account. 
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 Alternative explanations and relation with previous findings 

In order to rule out the possibility that our conclusions are limited to the specific 

operationalizations chosen, we performed a post-hoc analysis of the negative expres-

sions, and also analyzed a set of additional operationalizations of variables related to 

positive expressions. First, the findings about negative expressions confirm our theo-

retical decision not to examine negative expressions, because our additional ana-

lyzes revealed that they occur with very low frequency and, moreover, that there exist 

no differences between status groups. There is an interesting exception for one vari-

able, which shows that if play partners of rejected children showed a negative expres-

sion, they were more intensely negative than if play partners of popular children 

showed a negative emotion.  

Second, a series of alternative operationalizations of positive expressions con-

firm the patterns that the original variables reveal. The only exception was the finding 

that popular and rejected children do not differ in their intensity of positive expression, 

if they show a positive expression. However, this again yields important additional 

information, in the sense that the afore-mentioned differences in positive expression 

between popular and rejected children can thus be ascribed to rejected children 

showing more and longer episodes of low-intensity positive expressions (e.g. smiling) 

than the popular children. That is, the difference is caused by duration and frequency, 

not by intensity and likely relates to the hypothesized “overflow” of emotional signals 

that rejected children tend to emit. 

 A final and important point of consideration is the discrepancy between find-

ings from earlier studies (see section Introduction) and our own study concerning dif-

ferences in behavior of rejected and popular status groups. The difference, in our 

view, can be explained by the fact that we used a process model to make predictions. 

Predictions based on a process model can easily differ from those that depart from 

child-specific factors found by averaging over many interactions, and that are based, 

for instance, on data from questionnaires or the observation of diverse interaction 

situations. It is likely that the difference in the predictions, and the fact that predictions 

based on our process model are confirmed can, first, be explained by the specific 

play situation that our research setting entails, namely, one in which the children are 

explicitly asked to play with the other child and where they are monitored by adults. 

This situation is different from a free play situation in the daily life of children. Possi-

bly, rejected children in particular do not often get the chance to play with a higher-

status child, in a one-to-one situation that is explicitly sanctioned by an adult. Our 
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process model predicts that, given this opportunity, they will show many positive ex-

pressions and direct many actions towards the other child. The fact that they behave 

in this way in this particular situation does not exclude another fact, which is de-

scribed by the literature discussed earlier, namely that their overall daily experience 

might be one of predominantly negative emotions and little interaction. A challenge 

for our process model is to try to explain why spontaneous interactions with other 

children are infrequent and often negatively loaded. 

A second possible explanation for the difference between our findings and 

those reported in the majority of the earlier studies, is that the strength of the effects 

of the social competence-component and the social power-component possibly de-

pends on the situation in which the interaction takes place. In our research setting, 

i.e. in an adult-controlled play situation, the social power-component probably has 

more influence on the behavior of the children than the social competence-

component. In this context, the rejected child can for a longer period attempt to show 

more Involvement behavior, because the play partner has less opportunity to reject 

the child by (actually physically) withdrawing from the play interaction. This context is 

in contrast with free play situations, where children seek their own play partners and 

eventually reject others, and in which the social competence is likely to play a signifi-

cant role in initiating and maintaining interactions, given the play partner’s freedom to 

quit if the interaction is not sufficiently satisfying.  

 

 Theoretical implications and practical consequences 

This study first emphasizes the importance of taking into account that emo-

tional expressions and actions of an individual are determined by principles of inter-

action that entail an intertwining of child-specific factors and context-specific factors. 

This means that at any moment these factors influence each other, and together cre-

ate the conditions under which both factors will operate during the next moment in 

time (see the section The dynamics of intertwining person-specific and context-

specific factors). This implies that it is not enough to consider only child-specific fac-

tors responsible for what happens during an interaction (see also Gottman’s model of 

emotion regulation of children in free play situations; Gottman, 2002).  More insight in 

the particular nature of context dependency of the behavior of child and play partner 

provides important information. However, this insight cannot come from multi-factorial 

models that estimate the contribution of individual versus context factors across sam-
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ples of subjects. Insight must come from process models that explain how these fac-

tors intertwine over time. 

It is necessary to remark that the differential components we used to study this 

context dependency, i.e. the social competence-component and social power-

component, are postulates that we employed to generate predictions from our model. 

However, they were not directly measured in the popular, average and rejected chil-

dren that were distinguished on the basis of our sociometric test. Future research 

must look for ways to observe social competence (effectiveness) and social power 

directly. 

Our approach provides an alternative for the literature that stresses negative 

characteristics of rejected children, for instance their aggressive or withdrawn behav-

ior. It provides a more balanced image of the rejected child, which puts forwards the 

high preference for involvement of the child and the high amount of effort that the 

child invests in trying to establish interaction, in situations where it is given the oppor-

tunity to achieve his or her social interests and preferences. 

A practical consequence of the above remarks, is that it is important for teach-

ers and counselors to bring rejected children in social situations in which they can 

realize their goals more easily, and in which positive interaction occurs. Thus, we 

think it is important to consider the extent to which the child’s behavior is sensitive to 

various types of contexts. If there exists a particular context which will help the child 

interact positively, (e.g. a cooperative learning situation with just one other child), the 

child must be given the opportunity to function in such a context. In this way, rejected 

children will gain experience in achieving their goals more easily, and in establishing 

a more effective exchange of positive expressions.  

The diagnostic implication is that children are in fact characterized by a range 

of possible interaction forms that are codetermined by the extent to which they can 

realize their goals (concerns). This emphasizes the use of repeated testing and ob-

servation in different contexts, aimed at trying to understand the child’s interaction 

dynamics. 

 

 Reflection on the application of dynamic systems thinking in this study 

Our dynamic systems model took the form of a system of coupled differential 

equations. An advantage of this methodology is that the mathematical model can be 

used for generating detailed predictions. These  predictions concerned measures of 
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Involvement that provided a summary of action and expression over the course of an 

individual play session. By doing so, we discarded all information of the temporal pat-

tern of these variables. This gap can be filled by performing pattern analyses over 

one play session (see for an application: Newtson, 1993), or by building an agent 

model that provides a closer description of the real time dynamics than the coupled 

equations model can do (for a description of this agent model, see Steenbeek & Van 

Geert, 2005a). In this way, we hope to obtain more information about the eventual 

emergence of more than one attractor state during the course of an interaction (see 

Steenbeek & van Geert, 2002a).  

A characteristic feature of dynamic systems approach is that it focuses on both 

short term and long term processes, and attempts to describe the link between the 

two. In the current research, we have confined ourselves to studying the short-term 

dynamics of social interactions. Future research must also focus on long-term proc-

esses, and the way the long-term dynamics relates to the short term dynamics (see 

for an example of long term dynamics in social development, Kunnen & Bosma’s 

model of meaning making, 2000). 

Social interaction is a very complex process. The question might arise whether 

one does justice to its complexity if one reduces it to such a simple dynamic-systems 

model, leaving out many components of the process. The answer is that it does jus-

tice to the complexity because the dynamic systems approach attempts to focus on 

the most fundamental aspects of a complex system, those that are essential for the 

system’s basic dyanmics. In addition, the dynamics of the components of a complex 

process does not have to be complex in itself. For instance, population models de-

scribe a very complex system, whereas the fundamental dynamics of the intertwining 

components can be very simple (as described in simple dynamic growth models, van 

Geert, 1994).  

It is possible to adjust the parameters in the model in such a way that also 

other situations, such as a free play situation situation or situations of play partner 

selection, can be described. This can be done by,  for instance, specifying a “quit” 

parameter, determining whether and when a child will step out of the interaction if the 

child’s concerns are not realized in a satisfactory way. With such extensions to the 

model, it is expected that findings such as those reported in earlier studies, can also 

be explained by the model on the basis of the model’s dynamic process approach. 

 

 Further suggestions for future research 
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 Further suggestions for future research 

In addition to the above-mentioned suggestions for further research, the model 

could be extended in the following ways. First, the model could be altered to incorpo-

rate also parent-child interactions; where in addition to the vertical nature of parent-

child relationships also horizontal qualities of interaction can be investigated (see 

Russell, Pettit & Mize, 1998). Second, the current model is confined to the mecha-

nisms of behavior during positive, socially competent play. This type of play is only a 

subset of the many forms of interaction between children, some of which are also of a 

negative nature. For instance, in bullying situations, the pleasure of one participant is 

the displeasure of the other participant, and the victim is more or less automatically 

drawn into his or her role, as a specific form of ‘contagiousness’. Third, the model 

could be extended to account for interactions between multiple players, in which net-

works of interaction emerges. In this way, a link could be made to the extensive litera-

ture about social network research (Van Rossem & Vermande, 2004). 

 

 Concluding remark 

In this study, we tried to establish a link between two research paradigms. The 

first one is the cross-sectional paradigm, in which averages of groups are compared 

and mostly explained on the basis of linear, multi-factorial models. The second one is 

a dynamic systems approach that emphasized the real time process of interaction. 

We have demonstrated that it is possible to use a cross-sectional design to examine 

interesting properties of the dynamics of interaction, in particular the interaction be-

tween intertwining of different kinds of factors, in which both child property 

(effectiveness) and process characteristics are taken into account. This hybrid ap-

proach requires that attention is given to methodological issues, and to predictions 

based on a model of the real time process. This approach can in principle be applied 

over a wide variety of developmental domains.  
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A Dynamic Systems Model of Dyadic Interaction du-

ring Play of Two Children 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Abstract 

This chapter describes the construction and validation of a dynamic systems model of 

dyadic interaction, applied to a dyadic play situation between children of different sociometric 

statuses. The introduction addresses research on social interaction, principles of dynamic sys-

tems and of simulation. We proceed with a discussion of our interaction model, which is in-

spired by the theory of Frijda (1986). The model describes the continuous interaction between 

concerns, drives, emotional appraisals, emotional expressions and behavior of children during 

each moment of the children’s play session. The empirical validation of the model focuses on 

group differences (averages and distributions of three types of dyads), which are based on a 

time-sampling of videotaped play interactions. The predictions of the model, which differ from 

those made on the basis of the current literature, are corroborated by our empirical data. The 

conclusion discusses the use of models in the explanation of social behavior and develop-

ment. 

This chapter is published as: A Dynamic systems model of dyadic interaction during play of two children. 

Steenbeek, H. & van Geert, P. (2005). European Journal of Developmental Psychology, 2 (2), 105 – 

145.  
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INTRODUCTION  

Social interaction is a central feature of human behavior, in children as well as 

in adults. At least since Kurt Lewin, it is known that, irrespective of a person’s age, 

social interaction is a dynamic, transactional process (see for instance Herbst, 1957, 

for a remarkably modern account of behavioral dynamics). In order to have satisfac-

tory social interactions with others, for instance during play, it is crucial for children to 

have a sufficient level of social competence or skill. Social competence is ”the ability 

to achieve personal goals in social interaction while simultaneously maintaining posi-

tive relationships with others over time and across situations”. (Rubin, Bukowski, & 

Parker, 1998, p. 645). Social competence is often indirectly specified by the child’s 

sociometric status. The sociometric status of a child is derived on the basis of social 

judgements of children in the child’s group or class and expresses the level of popu-

larity of this child in this particular group. The status of a child is an indicator of gen-

eral evaluations of that child by others, coupled to certain expectations about the be-

havior of the child at issue. Mostly, five sociometric statuses are distinguished (Coie, 

Dodge, & Coppotelli, 1982), namely popular, controversial, neglected, rejected and 

average statuses. In particular, children with a popular and rejected status differ in 

their behavior abilities during interactions with both peers and parents (Black & 

Logan, 1995, Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker; 1998; Goudena & Gerrits, 2003). The litera-

ture reports two consistent patterns: one is the pattern of high social competence, 

high coherence of interaction and expression of positive emotions that is characteris-

tic of children with a high social status, i.e. popular children. The second pattern re-

fers to the association between low social competence, low coherence of social inter-

action and expression of negative emotions. This pattern is characteristic of children 

with low social status, i.e. rejected children. The literature corroborating these pat-

terns is extensive and diverse (Black & Logan, 1995; Asher, 1983; Asher & Parker, 

1989; Rose-Krasnor, 1997; Gnepp, 1989; Edwards, Manstead, & MacDonald, 1984; 

Vosk et al., 1983; Gottman et al. 1975; Krantz 1982; Eisenberg, Fabes, & Bernzweig, 

1993; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; Cirino & Beck, 1991; Miller & Olson, 2000; Hubbard, 

2001; Denham, McKinley, & Couchoud, 1990).  

Relationships between emotional and interaction patterns and social status are 

almost exclusively reported in the form of statistical associations between variables 

(e.g. emotions and status). In reality, such observed associations are the result of 

processes of social interaction between children, in specific contexts and for a  
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specific duration. In the literature, the actual processes or mechanisms that 

govern these concrete interactions remain underexposed. In this study, we attempt to 

address the issue of social status and dyadic interactions by means of a model that 

puts these underexposed aspects in a more central position. 

Goal of this study and goal of this chapter 

 The central aim of the study reported in this chapter is to construct a model 

that generates patterns of interaction that correspond with observed interaction pat-

terns in children of different sociometric statuses. The goal of this chapter is to pro-

vide a bird’s eye view of the many aspects – theory construction, model building, and 

empirical testing – that are involved in the construction of such a model. Building 

such a model is an example of a process approach, in which the emphasis lies on 

obtaining insight in the course of the process during a particular interaction in real 

time (e.g. a play situation lasting ten minutes, involving two children). Principles of 

dynamic systems theory have been used in an attempt to construct a simulation 

model of interaction during dyadic play, which is based on a broader theory of human 

action strongly inspired by Frijda’s theory of emotions (Frijda, 1986). The dynamic 

systems view has been applied in various areas of social development, such as emo-

tional development, parent-child interactions, self and identity, and attachment 

(Bosma & Kunnen, 2001; Fogel, 1993, 2001; Granic, 2000; Lewis, 2000; Lewis & 

Granic, 2001; De Weerth, 1998; Olthof, Kunnen, &  Boom, 2000; Kunnen, 2000; 

Laible & Thompson, 2000; Van Geert, 1996). The present chapter aims at contribut-

ing to this literature by providing a dynamic model of social interaction during play 

among children.  

  

The Dynamic systems approach 

What is a dynamic system? 

The mathematical definition of “dynamic(al) system”  is: “a means of describing 

how one state develops into another state over the course of time” (Weisstein, 1999, 

p. 501). 

Thus, if xt is a specification of a “state” at time t, a dynamic model takes the 

form 

 

xt+1  = f (xt)    (eq. 1) 
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which should be read as “the value of x at time t+1 is a function “f” of the value 

of x at time t”. A state is described by the value of a variable (or several variables, for 

that matter). The change in the value is a function of the variable’s current value 

Thus, a dynamic systems model of play in two children is an explicit model (the 

f in the equation) that describes how a current state of the play situation evolves into 

another state, at some later moment. That is, the next state is a transformation of the 

current state, according to some explicit model or set of rules. The states are speci-

fied in terms of the variables that are used to describe the play situation.  

There can be many variables, or only a small number. In line with the mathe-

matical approach, the “means of describing” must be formal. That is, a dynamic sys-

tem implies a fixed procedure that for any state, for instance of a dyadic play situa-

tion, determines a successive state. This fixed procedure can be as simple as a ver-

bally stated rule, for instance, but it can also be a mathematical equation or a com-

puter program. Note that a dynamic model is “recursive”, or “iterative”. That is, it de-

scribes a procedure or function (the f in the equation) that transforms xt into xt+1, xt+1 

into xt+2, xt+2 into xt+3 and so on. The series of successive x’s forms the description of a 

process. 

Any model that complies with this basic definition is a dynamic systems model. 

Thus, in our view, the term “dynamic systems” is not confined to a particular theory 

(such as Thelen and Smith’s (1994) specific theory). Given this general definition, it is 

clear that the variety of dynamic systems models is great and that dynamic systems 

models cover a wide range, including Markov chain models, simulation models, differ-

ential equations (over time) and so forth.  

One might even ask if, given such general definition, there exist models, in 

(developmental) psychology, that are not dynamic systems models. Such models ex-

ist, and they are common. For instance, a regression model that specifies the amount 

of positive emotions produced during a play session as a function of the child’s so-

ciometric status, the play partner’s status and the quality of the toys, to name just an 

imaginary example, is not a dynamic systems model. It does not describe how a 

child’s current level of positive emotional expression is a function of the preceding 

level at some earlier time.  

Is a model making a prediction about the future state of a variable a dynamic 

systems model? Take the following example. Several authors found, for instance that 

if children have a rejected status during an extended period, the consequences are 

felt until far in adulthood (Kupersmidt & Coie, 1990; DeRosier, Kupersmidt, & Patter-
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son, 1994; Haselager, Van Lieshout, Riksen-Walraven, Cillessen, & Hartup, 2002). 

Thus, the model specifies how rejection at time t (childhood) leads to rejection at time 

t+1 (adulthood).  

 

Rejectionadulthood = f(rejectionyouth)   (eq. 2) 

 

The model is a dynamic model if the relationship it specifies between time t 

and t+1 also holds for time t+1 and t+2 (e.g. old age; unfortunately, given the big time 

leaps the model entails, there will probably be no t+3, but that does not affect the 

principle of recursiveness). If it does not specify such a relationship, for instance if the 

relationship only holds for youth to adulthood, it is not a dynamic model (since it is not 

recursive or iterative).  

It is likely that a model like this one specifies that the next state of rejection is 

proportional to the current state, for instance 

 

Rejectionadulthood = a*rejectionyouth + e  (eq. 3) 

 

Which should be read as “rejection in adulthood is a proportion a  of rejection 

in youth plus some random or error term e”. If a model has this particular format, it is 

called a linear (dynamic) model. It is a “linear” model if the sum (addition) of two solu-

tions of the model (plug in two specific values for rejection and calculate the results) 

is also a solution of the model (a model is non-linear if the addition property does not 

hold). Linear does not necessarily mean “simple”: linear dynamic models can achieve 

any level of complexity. However, it is unlikely that it will be possible to specify devel-

opmental mechanisms (i.e. descriptions of actual developmental processes) without 

specifying non-linear terms in the models at issue (for discussion see Thelen & 

Smith, 1994; Van Geert, 1994; Van Geert, 2003).  

Finally, dynamic systems try to capture the most fundamental, qualitative as-

pects of a process by means of models that specify only the most essential mecha-

nisms or relationships (Jackson, 1991). 

 

 Properties of dynamic models in the context of behavior and development 

The preceding section introduced two basic properties of dynamic systems: 

iterativity (also called recursiveness) of a function over time and the distinction be-
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tween linear and non-linear models. The following properties are of particular interest 

in the context of behavioral and developmental dynamic models. The first of these 

properties is that the process described by the system has a characteristic “step size” 

or time scale, (the interval between t and t+1), which relates to the temporal resolu-

tion of the model). It is important that the model’s temporal resolution allows the re-

searcher to adequately specify the underlying process. The question of which resolu-

tion to choose can be answered by asking oneself how often one would wish to sam-

ple the real process in order to obtain an adequate image of that process. It is clear 

that to cover development, a process must be sampled at least twice, at the begin-

ning and at the end. However, a researcher interested in the properties of a process 

– not just its initial and final states –wishes to capture the trajectory of the process, 

and thus must sample more frequently. For instance, capturing the process of rejec-

tion, or a comparable social property for that matter, would require its sampling on a 

time scale of months (or eventually weeks, in times of rapid change). Capturing the 

process of social interaction in a play situation requires a much finer time scale, for 

instance the scale of minutes or seconds. Note that this frequency defines an obser-

vational time scale or range of time steps, not just a single possible frequency. This 

time scale (co-)determines the step-size of the dynamic model that intends to de-

scribe that process (see further the description of the dynamic model of social inter-

action).  

The second property in this series is that the function (or mechanism) describ-

ing how one state of a variable is transformed into another state (the f in the above 

equations) must refer to the nature of the underlying developmental process. More 

precisely, it must entail a meaningful theory or hypothesis about the nature of that 

process. If the variable at issue refers to an individual – which will mostly be so in de-

velopmental psychology – the theory or hypothesis must refer to a process that oc-

curs in an individual. The problem with much developmental research is that it relates 

to relationships over groups and easily leads to confounding intra-individual variation 

(which applies to the mechanisms that apply to an individual) with inter-individual 

variation (differences in distributions over groups; Borsboom, Mellenbergh, & Van 

Heerden, 2003). For instance, several authors found a predictive relationship be-

tween children’s perceived security of the relationship with their parents and aspects 

of self-representation and social interaction two years later (Gerrits, 2004; Ver-

schueren & Marcoen, 1999). What does this relationship mean in terms of develop-

mental mechanisms that operate in individuals? It might mean that security of the re-
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lationship causally contributes to the growth of certain aspects of self-representation, 

such as openness (Gerrits, 2004). However, since the relationship is found across a 

group, it is likely that it does not apply to at least a considerable number of children in 

the group, or that for some children the relation is inverse. A developmental process 

model specifying the development of self-representation or social interaction must be 

able to account for the fact that the relationship can run both ways or is inexistent, 

irrespective of the fact that the majority of individuals might follow a path that corre-

sponds with the finding that has been reported over the group. Thus, in order to un-

derstand why a predictive group relationship holds between, for instance, seven and 

nine years of age, and why it has its particular distribution, one needs to specify a 

model of individual processes. In principle, this model must be able to explain the 

predictive relationship, but also the distribution over the group (the structure of inter-

individual variation) and properties of the individual trajectories (structure of intra-

individual variation).  

The third property of dynamic models describing developmental or behavioral 

processes is that they can rarely be confined to specifying a single variable, such as 

the time-series of x’s in the equations above (an exception is the growth of early lexi-

con, Van Geert, 1991). That is, a dynamic system describing development or proc-

esses such as social interaction most likely consists of a number of coupled vari-

ables. For instance, if in a dyadic interaction the child’s current emotional state (x) co-

determines the child’s next emotional state but also the next emotional state of the 

child’s peer (y), and vice versa, the flow of the emotions is a coupled system 

 

xt+1 = f ( xt , yt ) 

yt+1 = g ( yt , xt )    (eq. 4) 

 

which can be read as “the value of x at the next moment in time is a function of 

the value of x at the preceding moment and of the value of y at the preceding mo-

ment” (with a comparable reading for y) 

These coupled systems show how variables mutually influence each other. 

The fourth property is that these coupled, iterative, non-linear systems are 

characterized by self-organisation. A characteristic feature of behavior is the emer-

gence and maintenance of structures over time, e.g. a pattern of interaction between 

two children, with turn-taking, maintaining and changing topics, and so forth. These 

patterns are in general not predetermined. They emerge spontaneously when two, 
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socially skilled persons, interact. This spontaneous emergence of patterns, order or 

structure that is not based on some external instruction or blueprint is known under 

the encompassing term of self-organisation. The emergent patterns must be both sta-

ble and flexible, i.e. maintain themselves for a certain amount of time, in different cir-

cumstances and under external pressure or perturbation (e.g. external distractors). 

The flexible yet stable patterns that spontaneously emerge are known as “attractors”, 

i.e. states (or cycles or patterns) towards which the system is automatically drawn, 

given a broad range of starting points and conditions.  

In principle, dynamic systems of the kind described in the above equations, are 

deterministic. However, in human behavior, accidental events play an important role. 

A final property of dynamic systems that model behavior, for instance social interac-

tion, is that they must incorporate chance. In such a system, chance usually does not 

average itself out, but can be strengthened or weakened dependent on circum-

stances, and has an important function in the creation and maintenance of behavioral 

patterns. These properties will now be illustrated by means of an example.  

  

Muriel and Rosa: an example of dynamic systems principles in a play session 

Muriel and Rosa are playing together with plastic monkeys and a play tree. On 

time t, Rosa reaches for a monkey. As a reaction, on time t + 1, Muriel reaches for 

various parts of the tree and assembles it. With the tree assembled, Rosa puts the 

monkey in the tree and reaches for a second monkey. This interaction clearly demon-

strates the principle of coupled systems, i.e. of mutual influence. A little later, Rosa 

accidentally glances at the Playmobil-motorbike, after which she immediately turns 

her attention away from playing with the monkeys, and starts to play with the motor-

bike. Seeing the motorbike is the cause, and the consequence is that the attention 

suddenly switches from the monkeys and the tree towards the new toy. This event is 

an example of non-linearity: before this moment, Rosa had already looked at the mo-

torbike, but with no direct consequence on her behavior. This situation also illustrates 

the role of chance (Rosa’s accidentally spotting the motorbike). Several seconds later 

the tree suddenly tips over, with the result that the monkeys are scattered across the 

table. Muriel begins to laugh. Rosa reacts by also laughing, resulting in continued 

giggling. The giggling is a nice illustration of the principle of iteration and the mainte-

nance of an attractor: the fact that both Muriel and Rosa are giggling keeps them gig-

gling.  
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The play session shows a succession of three relatively coherent episodes 

(monkeys, motorbike, giggling). The children did not plan this pattern in advance. The 

pattern is an illustration of a self-organising process.  

 

 Summary and preview 

We now have given an overview of some important properties of the dynamic 

systems approach. Given the recursive or iterative nature of the processes described 

by this approach, it is difficult if not impossible to understand how these processes 

shape the form of the phenomenon at interest – the course of social interaction, long-

term development, etc. – without implementing them in the form of a simulation 

model. In the next section we will present a global discussion of this method.  

 Using simulation as a tool in social sciences 

What is simulation? 

A simulation model of a process is a reduced, shortened, and idealized imita-

tion of the time course of the real process (Schmidt, 2000; Gilbert & Troitzsch, 1999). 

An important first step is to identify the basic characteristics of the process we want to 

imitate. These characteristics will be translated into the variables of the simulation 

model. A second step is to identify the basic relations between the variables. To be 

able to represent these relations in the form of a simulation model, the variables must 

be mathematically formulated, i.e. turned into the format of the equations specified in 

the section on dynamic systems theory. This model is then translated into a computer 

program that generates changes in the variables over a number of steps, imitating 

the steps in the real process. The expectation is that this computer program covers 

the characteristic main features of the real process.  

Within the field of social and developmental research, simulation is a relatively 

new method. Examples are models of consumer behavior, play interaction, mother-

child interaction, robots that can express emotions in communication with people, and 

the role of emotions in the study of social norms (Jager, 2000; Breazeal & Scassellati, 

2000; Schmidt, 2000; Olthof, Kunnen, & Boom, 2000, Casti, 1997; Staller & Petta, 

2001).  

Finally, it should be noted that we focus on simulation of dynamic models. 

Thus, contrary to trying to model as many aspects of a system as possible in order to 

approach the system’s complexity as closely as possible, dynamic system simula-

tions try to capture the essential features of the system’s behavior (and must there-
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fore justify what they see as “essential” in the behavior at issue). 

 

What are the advantages and disadvantages of simulation in comparison with 

other methods? 

An important advantage is that simulation forces the researcher to formulate 

his theory in a precise and detailed manner. This is necessary in order to translate 

the theory into a simulation model (Axelrod, 1997). A second advantage is the fact 

that the model generates detailed predictions on different levels – the course of tra-

jectories as well as distributions of outcomes over groups – that can be tested with 

empirical data. A third advantage is that processes can be simulated that, for several 

reasons, such as ethical reasons or the mere availability of time, cannot be studied in 

real life. Fourth, insight in the course of a process can be obtained in a manner that is 

otherwise nearly impossible, namely by simply manipulating values of parameters. In 

this respect, modeling is related to experimental methodology, because a model can 

be simulated under different conditions (Gilbert & Troitzsch, 1999). A fifth advantage 

is the fact that computer simulations are able to provide convenient representations 

of dynamic aspects of processes, which are often highly complicated (Gilbert & 

Troitzsch, 1999). For instance, they can be used to represent relations between lev-

els of development, for instance between the individual level (processes within a per-

son) and the group level (relations within a group). 

 

A comparison between different types of models 

In the social sciences, roughly three types of simulation models can be distin-

guished: system models, connectionist models, and agent models. System models 

describe a process in the form of a set of coupled equations, similar to the format de-

scribed in equation 4. Connectionist models specify relations between an input, for 

instance a sensory input of a face showing a particular emotion, and an output, for 

instance an emotional response. The input-output relation is modeled by means of 

layers of nodes. Agent or multi-agent models consist of components or models that 

model real agents, i.e. persons that act on other persons and on their environment. 

Each agent contains a model description that can either be a system or a connection-

ist model. These types of models have in common that they deal with dynamic sys-

tems, in which variables mutually interact, influence each other, and change over 

time. Thus, basically all the models can be described as dynamic system models, 
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which only differ in the way they realise this dynamic system character (see for in-

stance Thelen & Bates, 2003). 

An example of a comparison between different types of models is the simula-

tion research of mother-child interaction by Olthof, Kunnen, & Boom (2000). They 

compared a connectionist and a system model. In the system model, three variables 

were distinguished that acted as determinants of the interaction process, namely the 

irritability of the child, the sensitivity of the mother, and the intensity of an external 

stressor. Results of both types of simulation show considerable differences. However, 

in both types of simulation, small changes in the intensity of the stressor cause abrupt 

changes in the type of interaction, for example changing an effective interaction into 

an ineffective one.  

The model of interaction that we describe in this study is a combination of a 

dynamic system model with a multi-agent model, in which the variables are organised 

in the form of two agents reacting to one another. In the next section we will first de-

scribe the theoretical foundations of this model and then specify how it has been im-

plemented in the form of a simulation model.  

 

 THE MODEL 

Theoretical foundations of the model variables and parameters 

Frijda’s emotion theory: the connection between concerns, emotions, and be-

havior 

In line with the requirement that a dynamic model should capture only the most 

essential aspects of the phenomenon it models, we asked ourselves if there is any 

existing theory that provides a comprehensive description of the essential aspects of 

human (inter-)action. We found such a theory in Frijda’s emotion theory (1986). Al-

though Frijda’s theory focuses on emotions, it encompasses a general theory of ac-

tion. It says that emotions are changes in action readiness, emerging as reactions on 

events that are crucial for the concerns of the individual. An emotion is a tool for real-

ising concerns, finding its expression in the behavior of the individual. A concern is 

“the concept used for an individual’s motives, major goals, interests, attachments, 

values, ideals, sensitivities, and aversions and likings” (Frijda, 2001, p. 54; see also 

Hermans & Hermans-Jansen, 2001). In other words, a concern is a disposition for 

wishing that a certain situation will occur or not (Frijda, 1986; Sloman, 1987). Aiming 
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for concerns is a form of intentional behavior.  Intentionality does not imply that the 

corresponding behavior must be consciously and deliberately planned. Intentions, i.e. 

the realization of specific concerns, can occur largely unconsciously (Bargh & Char-

trand, 1999, Bargh et al., 2001; Ferguson & Bargh, 2004; Bargh & Ferguson, 2000). 

Various authors have also argued that such intentions self-organise in a context-and-

person specific way (Shaw, 2001, Gibbs & van Orden, 2003; Kappas, 2002). Al-

though many if not most concerns are largely “automatic”, some concerns are of 

course conscious and deliberate such as a person’s wish to buy a particular book or 

CD. 

Concerns can be defined at various time scales and levels of generality. For 

instance, the concern “love for a person” is reflected both in the concern to strive for 

nearness and in the concern to maintain the relationship. An example of a short-term 

concern is a child’s current, context-dependent preference for a certain balance be-

tween playing together with another child and playing alone. Depending on what level 

of generality a concern is described, concerns can refer to something that is largely 

person-dependent, context-dependent, or something that emerges in the interplay of 

a specific context and a specific person. Thus, the notion of “concern” has a broad 

range of meanings, which all refer to an essential feature of intentional – as opposed 

to purely reactive – systems, namely the system’s or organism’s current intention that 

it tries to achieve through its actions. In our dynamic model, we define “concern” in a 

way consistent with Thelen and Smith’s notion of “soft-assembled” properties (1994), 

namely as the temporal and local set of factors that cause a person to strive for a cer-

tain balance of actions with which that person is optimally satisfied. 

The level to which concerns are realized or satisfied in the present situation is 

constantly evaluated and this evaluation is expressed in the form of a direct emo-

tional appraisal (Frijda, 1993). Emotional appraisals are linked to drives (see also 

Damasio, 2003). The notion of “drive” is of a comparable generality as the notion of 

“concern” and refers to the intensity of the action by means of which the organism 

tries to achieve its concerns. Realisation of a concern (or bringing it closer to realiza-

tion) has a positive influence on the emotional appraisal of this moment. If the con-

cern is not (sufficiently) realized, the emotional appraisal of this moment is negatively 

influenced. With a negative emotion, a drive will emerge that leads to behavior aimed 

at undoing this negative emotion. Emotions can be distinguished both on qualitative 

(different emotions) and quantitative (intensity) grounds (Oatley & Johnson-Laird, 

1996; Sonnemans & Frijda, 1994). In our model, we simplify emotions by reducing 
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them to a single quantitative dimension that specifies the intensity of the emotional 

expression regardless of the accompanying emotional quality (for similar approaches, 

see Russell, 1980; Watson & Tellegen, 1985; Cacioppo & Gardner, 1999). On the 

other hand, our model represents the qualitative distinction between emotions in the 

form of different effects that positive, neutral, or negative emotions have on the pref-

erence for concerns (for a general, biological underpinning of the effect-related as-

pects of emotions, see Cabanac, 2002; Panksepp, 2000). A comparable approach 

including emotions as a drive for behavior is also being used in a computer model 

made by Frijda and Swagerman (1987; see also Moffat, Frijda, & Phaf, 1993).   

 

Involvement and Autonomy – the first input parameter group 

Our dynamic model specifies the realization of one important concern dimen-

sion that refers to the realization of a specific balance between the concern 

“Autonomy” and the concern “Involvement”. Autonomy is the tendency to be or to act 

on one’s own, Involvement is the tendency to direct one’s behavior towards an other 

person (note that “autonomy” refers to a simple behavioral tendency to focus on 

one’s own person and is not used in any morally or ethically inspired sense of 

“personal autonomy”, related to self-efficacy and independence). Consistent with our 

earlier claim that a concern can be defined on different time scales and levels of gen-

erality, we justify the choice for these two concerns (or the underlying concern dimen-

sion) in the following way.  

First, the concern for Autonomy versus Involvement can be conceived of as 

referring to a general, long term aspect of a person’s identity or personality. Recent 

literature emphasises the fact that in forming self and identity, a good relation with 

oneself and with others go hand-in-hand (Bosma & Gerlsma, 2003). Finding a good 

balance between Autonomy and Involvement can be seen as one of the greatest 

challenges of development over the course of a lifetime (Grotevant & Cooper, 1998; 

Guisinger & Blatt, 1993, 1991; note that authors such as Grotevant use different 

terms, namely Individuality versus Connectedness). Also Frijda distinguishes an im-

portant group of concerns that can be summarized under the denominator of  ‘identity 

striving’. These concerns deal with self-esteem and appreciation of others, and per-

sonal warmth and attention (Frijda, 1986), and are related to nearness, togetherness 

and connectedness. This nearness-concern remains important during the whole life-

time. Frijda mentions Bowlby as an important source (Bowlby, 1980). 

At a similar level of generality, Autonomy and Involvement can be conceived of 
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as important factors in social competence, in which the essential duality between self 

and others is expressed (De Koeijer, 2001; see also the literature mentioned in the 

Introduction section). Popular children have obtained a good balance between their 

concerns for Autonomy and Involvement (De Koeijer, 2001). In addition, they are able 

to weigh and strive for these concerns in a manner that adequately reckons with the 

current situation or context (Cappella, 1996; Warner, 1996). On the other side of the 

spectrum, we find children with a complete different balance between Autonomy and 

Involvement, namely autistic children and children with related problems. Their con-

cern for Involvement is considerably less or sometimes very low, partly because they 

lack the abilities to effectively interact with others, partly because they find only little 

joy in interacting with others (see Jordan, 2003; Bauminger, Shulman, & Agam, 2003 

about social play in autistic children). 

 On the time scale of real action that our model intends to describe, the con-

cerns Involvement and Autonomy are specified as strictly context-dependent, tempo-

ral properties, deriving from the general properties described above and from the 

context in which they occur. They refer to the child’s and peer’s temporal, context-

specific value of self-directed and the value of other-directed play behaviors. In the 

dyadic play situation that forms the topic of our study, the play behavior of the chil-

dren can vary from strictly solitary play with the toys to highly interactive constructive 

play. At any moment in the play situation, they can choose (dependent on the play 

context, and both in a conscious and in a non-conscious manner, as we shall see) for 

a form of play behavior that is either Autonomy-oriented or Involvement-oriented, de-

pending on what is at that particular moment the most obvious or pleasurable choice. 

This temporal preference is determined by child-specific aspects referring to a child’s 

general tendencies towards Autonomy versus Involvement and by context-specific 

aspects, for instance by the simple fact that the researcher has asked the children to 

play together, or by a host of properties relating to the attractiveness of the play part-

ner, for instance the play partner’s social status or popularity (for a more complete 

overview of the factors that determine the attractiveness of the play partner, see 

Steenbeek & Van Geert, 2005a; Chapter 2).  

In the model, the values of the Involvement (play actions directed towards or 

together with the other child) and Autonomy concerns (play actions directed towards 

the child him- or herself) are represented by two parameters, which together form the 

first group of parameters.  
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 The influence of behavior on the realization of concerns – the second input 

parameter group 

As described above, at each point in time, evaluation of the concerns in the 

form of an emotional appraisal leads to a drive, which leads to specific behavior. The 

group of behaviors referred to by the collective term ‘Playing together’ is connected 

with the current, context-dependent concern Involvement. The group of behaviours 

‘Playing alone’ is coupled to the current, context-dependent concern Autonomy. 

The basic idea is that by expressing a certain behavior (e.g. responding to the 

play partner in cooperative playing action), the child aims at increasing his or her ap-

praisal (e.g. increase pleasure), which, in model terms, is formally equivalent to bring-

ing the corresponding concern (Involvement in this example) closer to its realization. 

As appraisal increases, the effect of a particular action (e.g. playing together) on the 

further increase of appraisal diminishes. This means that, at some time in the proc-

ess, the effect of a more preferred action (e.g. playing together) on the increase in 

appraisal will be smaller than that of a less preferred action (e.g. playing alone). At 

that time, the child will switch to that other type of action (the switch being co-

dependent on a host of additional, contextual factors). For sufficiently variable and 

free behaviors such as those occurring in play, the above mentioned principles will 

lead to a succession of solitary and joint actions, the frequencies of which will reflect 

the differential values of Autonomy versus Involvement related behaviors and which 

will correspond with the preferred balance between Autonomy and Involvement men-

tioned in the section on the first parameter group. The relation between evaluations 

(e.g. the amount of “reward” expected from an activity), preferences and proportions 

of activities over time is a well-documented principle from learning theory, known as 

the Matching Law (Heth, 1992). 

An obvious property of the concern Involvement is that it can only be well sat-

isfied if there is real joint action or communication, i.e. if the play partner responds 

coherently. If the response of the play partner is enjoyable and fun, it will contribute 

more to increasing appraisal than if it is unpleasant or annoying. Put differently, the 

appraisal effect of an action diminishes less rapidly if the action has more pleasurable 

consequences. This principle is expressed in our model by means of a second group 

of input parameters, namely the magnitude of the effect of the behavio on the realiza-

tion of concerns. We assume that socially competent, i.e. socially effective children 

can realize their concerns more easily by displaying adequate behaviors than socially 

less effective children. On the other hand, if playing together is unpleasant for a child 
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(for instance because the play partner shows annoying or boring behavior), the 

child’s concern for Involvement will also be satisfied more rapidly than if the child 

were playing with a pleasant companion (because this is not the kind of involvement 

the child is aiming at).  

 

 The strength of the relation between emotional appraisal and emotional ex-

pression – the third parameter group 

The model makes the simplifying assumption that a drive is linearly dependent 

on the level of emotional appraisal of this situation. This appraisal can be translated 

into a positive, neutral, or negative emotional expression of the child. The limits of the 

appraisal, i.e. the level at which a neutral expression is likely to turn into a positive or 

a negative expression, can vary per child, and eventually also per situation (Oatley & 

Jenkins, 1996). The ease, with which a child translates an emotional appraisal into a 

specific expression, can be tuned by means of a third input parameter group. 

  

The influence of emotional expression on the preference of concerns – the 

fourth input parameter group 

A central feature of a functionalist theory of behavior, or of emotions for that 

matter, is that the effects of behaviors regulate the way that the behaviour will be dis-

played in the future. In our model we assume that an emotional expression is such an 

effect. For instance, a positive emotional expression following on or accompanying a 

particular behavior will tend to increase the future frequency of that behaviour, which, 

in our model, is similar to saying that it will increase the strength of the concern that 

corresponds with this behaviour. More precisely, a behaviour accompanied by a posi-

tive expression increases the preference value of the corresponding concern; behav-

ior accompanied by a negative expression decreases the preference value of the 

concern. A neutral expression has no influence on the preference value of concerns. 

In social organisms, such as human beings, emotional expressions regulate not only 

one’s own behavior but also the behaviour of conspecifics, assuming of course that 

the latter perceive this emotional expression. According to Preston and de Waal’s 

Perception-Action model of empathy (Preston & de Waal, 2002), perception of emo-

tional expressions in another subject automatically invokes the associated behavioral 

responses. Moreover, positive emotional expressions in particular, such as laughs or 

smiles, have a strongly communicative function (Russell, Bachorowski & Fernandez-

Dols, 2003). In line with these findings, we assume that emotional expressions have 
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an effect on the preference of a child’s concern, irrespective of whether they are the 

child’s own or those observed in the play partner. For instance, imagine that both chil-

dren are playing together on time t, and that this playing together is currently accom-

panied by positive expressions of one of the children. The result is a higher value for 

the preference of Involvement on time t+1 for both children.  

 

Non-intentional principles of behavior – the fifth input parameter group 

The preceding groups of parameters govern the intentional aspect of action, 

linking concerns to appraisals, appraisals to drives, actions and emotions and emo-

tions back to concerns. In addition to these intentional aspects, we believe that ac-

tions are also driven by automatic, non-intentional processes. In a social organism, 

humans in particular, the perceived behavior of conspecifics has a direct influence on 

the organism’s own behavior, which is most directly seen in the act of imitation. Imita-

tion is a primary, very elementary form of reflexive behavior already present in new-

born children (Meltzoff & Moore, 2000). In Preston’s and de Waal’s (2002) model the 

behavioral effect of emotions perceived in others is immediate, unless inhibited. They 

refer to the notion of “emotion contagion” (see also Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 

2002; Doherty, 1998). Comparable forms of direct effects on other persons’ behavior 

are behavior contagion (Wheeler, 1966; Wheeler, Smith, & Murphy, 1964; Grosser, 

Polansky, & Lippitt, 1951), social contagion (Levy & Nail, 1993) and mood contagion 

(Neumann & Strack, 2000).  Research on what social psychologists have coined the 

“chameleon effect” shows that people tend to show an automatic mimicry of other 

persons in a group, relating to facial expressions and behaviors (Chartrand & Bargh, 

1999). This mimicry is related to cohesion between group members and it is sus-

pected that it contributes to effective behavior coordination among members of a 

group (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999). The immediacy or non-intentionality of the mirror-

ing of other persons’ behavior has recently found a neurophysiological underpinning 

in the discovery of so-called mirror neurons, which, among others, prime a person to 

repeat an action perceived in another person (Rizolatti & Craighero, 2004). Thus, 

there exists a certain non-intentional tendency to mirror what another person is doing, 

and this tendency may not always be consistent with the action related to the per-

son’s immediate concern. In the model we introduce this tendency in the form of a 

Symmetry parameter, which is a non-intentional action parameter (i.e. it is not related 

to the immediate concern, such as playing together). 

A second non-intentional action parameter refers to the fact that in a dynamic 
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systems model the next step in an action sequence is a function of the preceding 

step (see equation 1). The recursive nature of action thus corresponds with a certain, 

automatic tendency to remain in one’s action mode, until this tendency is overruled 

by an intentional drive towards a different action (that is, actions tend to behave like 

autoregressive functions). The action mode is an attractor. Attractors differ in terms of 

stability, i.e. in the strength of the influence needed to move the system towards an-

other attractor state. In our model, this non-intentional course of the playing. These 

additional influences are implemented in the form of an adjustable random factor that 

is added during each step in the model. The random factor takes the form of an auto-

regressive function, namely a random walk with an adjustable, limited band-

width.tendency to remain in one’s action mode is specified by a Continuity parameter 

(a comparable concept is that of behavioral momentum, which is defined over a 

longer time scale than our notion of continuity; see Nevin, 1988). 

Dependent on person- and context-characteristics, a child shows more or less 

Continuity and Symmetry. The level of Symmetry depends largely on contextual influ-

ence, i.e. the ‘contagiousness’ of the play partner (Levy & Nail, 1993), which is likely 

to be bigger in popular than in rejected children. In the example of the play session of 

Muriel and Rosa, the giggling is a good illustration of both Symmetry and Continuity. 

Muriel giggles because Rosa giggles, and vice versa. In addition, their own giggling 

makes them go on giggling. 

The output variables social behavior and expression 

The model distinguishes two kinds of observable, i.e. overt output variables, 

which have already been introduced in the preceding sections, namely the output-

variable Behavior and the output-variable Emotional Expressions (these are just 

terms to distinguish two different kinds of behaviour, namely the play behavior and 

the emotional expressions). The Behavior output variable consists of either behavior 

directed towards the other person (all behaviours falling under the denominator 

“Playing together”) or behavior aimed at one self (behaviors falling under “Playing 

alone”). All actions that are aimed at interaction – ranging from actual playing to-

gether to attempts to engage the other child in doing things together – fall under the 

denominator “Playing together”. Emotional expression is ‘every form of utterance that 

accompanies and expresses an experienced emotion’ (Oatley & Jenkins, 1996; Rus-

sell, Bachorowski & Fernández-Dols, 2003) and is related to a specific context 

(Camras, 1992). As stated earlier, our model specifies only the intensity of the emo-
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tional expression, varying from negative to positive, on a 9-point scale. 

 Additional model parameters 

 The dynamics in the interaction process are not only determined by the 

model’s input parameters. An additional influence is derived from a range of variables 

that are not specified in the model. For instance, the attractiveness of the toys, the 

‘script’ of the play session and the mood of the two children, when they enter the play 

session may all affect the actual  

Since the level of realization of a concern is dependent on the ratio between 

the total performance time of the concern-related behavior and the total elapsed time, 

the modeled agents (i.e. the children) must be issued with a memory that retains 

some sort of information about the course of the play session so far, in particular the 

cumulative appraisal function. In principle, the memory covers the whole play ses-

sion. By means of an additional input parameter, it is possible to set a limit to the epi-

sode covered by the child’s memory. The chosen limit is set to at most half the length 

of the play session. 

Finally, the model covers a short time scale, namely the duration of a single 

play session. However, each play interaction is likely to have a learning or adaptive 

effect on a child. For instance, repeated negative experiences with a particular peer 

will reduce the initial involvement concern of the next play session. It is possible to 

run an arbitrary number of play sessions, and in this way simulate long-term effects. 

This possibility will be extended in future versions of the model. 

Summary of input- and output parameters 

 Based on properties of the dynamic systems theory, and the emotion theory 

of Frijda the following assumptions can be distinguished in our model. Firstly, child-

specific factors and context-specific factors dynamically intertwine in the values of the 

parameters and the course of the interaction process. Child-specific factors refer to 

ranges within which a child’s parameter values may vary. The context-specific factors 

consists of properties of the play partner as perceived by the child (e.g. a popular 

status) and second, of the preceding actions of the child and the play partner.  

Table 3. 1 shows all the input parameter groups, the accompanying input pa-

rameters, and what precisely can be adjusted.  
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Table 3.1. An overview of the groups of input parameters, the specific parameters that are distinguished, 

Time course of the model 

Temporal resolution 

 As explained earlier, dynamic models have a characteristic temporal resolu-

tion, i.e. a characteristic number of steps, ranging from continuous time to steps cov-

ering successive generations (e.g. in biological population models). Since the scoring 

of behaviors and emotional expressions of the observed play sessions (see further) 

occurred with a 1-second resolution, the dynamic model consists of discrete steps 

corresponding with 1 second. Thus, a 7-minute observation is modeled by 420 steps.  

 

The process at one moment (one step in the model, for instance a second) 

 The upper part of figure 3.1 shows that at time t the child has a particular value 

for the preferred level of a concern and a particular value for the realized level of a 

concern (what is shown for one child applies also to the other). Recall that the real-

ized level is a function of the ratio between the total performance time of the concern-

related behavior and the total elapsed time on the one hand, and the magnitude of the 

contribution of actions to the realization of the corresponding concerns on the other 

hand. The concern is the preferred ratio (between “playing together” and “playing  

Input-parameter groups Which parameters are distinguished? What can be adjusted?

1. Concerns Involvement Strength of the concerns in relation

Autonomy to each other

2. Influence of behavior Influence of Playing Together Strength of the influence of

on realization of concerns Influence of Playing Alone behavior on the realization of a

concern

3. Relation between emotional Positive expression Ease with which emotional 

appraisal and emotional Neutral expression appraisal is translated into an 

expression Negative expression emotional expression

4. Influence of emotional Influence of positive expression Strength of the influence 

expression on preference of Influence of negative expression of emotional expression on the 

concerns preference of a concern

5. Non-intentional principles of Continuity Strength of the non-intentional 

behavior Symmetry principles in relation to each other

6. Additional model Memory Duration of the memory span

parameters Randomisation Magnitude of the randomisation
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Figure 3.1. The process at one moment (one step in the model, for instance a second), and the process 

at two consecutive moments in both children (see text for explanation). 
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alone” behaviors). At time t (and every point in time), the difference between 

the preferred and realized value of a concern results in a specific drive, which, in the 

model, is nothing but the absolute numerical difference between the two proportions. 

Since there are two concerns (Autonomy and Involvement), the total drive is the sum 

of the two differences. An ideal situation has a drive with value of zero, which means 

that the preferred and realized levels of both concerns are the same. It is a situation 

in which the concerns are optimally satisfied.  

First, the total drive is linearly transformed into a particular emotional appraisal. 

This emotional appraisal is transformed into a positive, a neutral, or a negative ex-

pression, by means of an S-shaped (sigmoid) function that determines the probability 

of a particular expression, e.g. a mild positive expression such as a smile. For in-

stance, a strong drive means that the concern is not yet sufficiently realized, leading 

to a low (i.e. an inverse) emotional appraisal value, with a bigger chance for a nega-

tive expression. Second, the drive generates a specific behavior, which in the model 

is limited to either ‘playing together’ or ‘playing alone’. Since there are two drives, one 

drive for each of the two behavioral categories (the playing together or playing alone), 

the drive with the highest current value determines which of the two behaviors will 

actually be displayed. The levels of drives, concern realization, play behaviour and 

emotional expression of child1 and child 2 that result from the model calculation at 

time t will now form the input of the calculation at time t+1. 

 

 The process at two consecutive moments in both children 

The lower part of figure 3.1 shows the processes occurring between two chil-

dren over two consecutive time steps. For simplicity, the figure shows only one con-

cern (but remember there are two). An example might simplify the explanation. Sup-

pose that at time t, Muriel and Rosa are playing together, i.e. both display the behav-

ioral category ”Playing together”. Also at time t Muriel begins to laugh, thus, at time t 

a positive expression accompanies the behavior Playing Together. Firstly, the occur-

rence of playing together in both children at time t, will result in an increased level for 

the realized value of the concern Involvement for both children at time t + 1 (see the 

section on the second input parameter group). If only Rosa would have displayed be-

havior from the Playing-together-category, for instance by trying to capture Muriel’s 

attention for what she is doing, the realization of the concern Involvement would not 

have changed, since realization of that concern requires that both children show a 

Playing-together behavior. For playing alone, concern satisfaction is updated if only 
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the child herself displays Playing-alone (we have made the simplifying assumption 

that in this case the behavior of the other child does not matter). Secondly, the co-

occurrence of the positive expression of Muriel with both children displaying Playing-

together at time t, will result in an increased level for the preferred value of the con-

cern Involvement for both children at time t + 1 (see the section on the fourth input 

parameter group). This means that at time t + 1 the values of the concern Involve-

ment are increased, while the values for the concern Autonomy are the same as at 

time t. On the basis of these new concern and realized level values, it is now calcu-

lated which behavior and emotional expressions both children will show at time t + 1, 

in accordance with the rules specified in the preceding section.  

Because all influences appear not only within each child, but also occur be-

tween both children, eight influences per concern are active between two consecutive 

points in time (these influences are represented in figure 1- bottom by black and grey 

arrows and black and grey dotted arrows; the arrows are limited to one concern only). 

In a complete simulation run, the model goes through 420 of such steps, correspond-

ing with 7 minutes playtime. For a more detailed technical description, see Appendix 

A. (For a manual of the model, see Steenbeek & Van Geert (2002b), and for a copy 

of the model itself running under Microsoft Excel and Visual Basic, we refer to the 

website http://www.gmw.rug.nl/~model/). 

 

 Simulating children of different sociometric statuses 

Our starting point is that all differences between children that are relevant for 

the kind of social interaction we want to simulate must be caught in the form of differ-

ences in the values of the input parameters. Each type of child in this particular con-

text is represented by a specific set of values of the input parameters.  

 Table 3.2 shows the settings of the groups of input parameters for children of 

different sociometric statuses, in the context of playing with a play partner of a par-

ticular status. For example, column 1 represents a specific set of parameters for a 

child with a rejected status in the context of playing with a play partner with an aver-

age status. Column 2 represents the settings of this play partner. Note that the con-

text for this average play partner is formed by playing with a rejected child. Columns 

3 and 4 represent the settings of an average status child playing with another aver-

age status child, and columns 5 and 6 refer to an average child playing with a popular 

child. In the Excel model, parameters can be set by means of verbal descriptors that 
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 Table 3.2. Settings of input parameters of children of different sociometric status in the context of playing with a play partner. 

Notes. a. The table can be read as follows: a child with a rejected status that plays with a play partner with an average status (rejected dyad; upper left of the table) 

has as setting for the first input parameter group Concerns that his / her Concern Involvement is much stronger than his / her Concern Autonomy, which is expressed 

as ‘I much stronger than A’. 

b. I = Concern Involvement, A = Concern Autonomy. The average dyad has standard settings (average, moderate), Everything that differs from these standard 

settings is printed in italics (high, low, difficult, big). 

c.  Information about the corresponding ranges of numerical values of these settings of input parameter groups for children of different statuses in the context of 

Type of dyad

Status of child rejected average popular

Status of play partner average average average

1 Concerns I much stronger  than A I little bit stronger  than A I stronger than  A I stronger than  A I little bit stronger  than A I much stronger  than A

2 Influence of behaviour I = average I = high I = average I = average I = high I = average

on realisation of concerns A = high A = average A = average A = average A = average A = high

3 Relation betweeen positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate

emotional appraisal negative = difficult negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = difficult

and emotional expression

4 Influence of emotional positive = big positive = average positive = average positive = average positive = average positive = big

expression to negative = big negative = average negative = average negative = average negative = average negative = big

to preference of concerns

5 Non-intentional principles continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average

of behaviour symmetry = high symmetry = low symmetry = average symmetry = average symmetry = low symmetry = high

Rejected dyad Average dyad Popular dyad
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correspond with pre-set parameter values (see Table 3.2, and Appendix B). Note that 

verbal descriptors (used in the model’s set up work sheet) correspond with numerical 

values than can be fine-tuned in the numerical parameter worksheet.  

 

 Theoretical assumptions 

The theoretical assumptions behind settings of input parameters for different 

types of children are as follows: first, an average child with an average play partner is 

considered to have standard input parameter settings. These standard settings have 

been obtained by estimating the best possible set of model parameters, based on a 

qualitative comparison with the empirical data from “average-dyads” (see further). 

Starting from this standard set, we assume that a child will have a higher concern for 

Involvement to the extent that the child’s play partner has a higher sociometric status. 

This assumption is based on the idea that the status difference between children im-

plies an inequality in social power. The popular child has ‘referent power’ (see French 

& Raven ‘s power/ interaction model, 1959; Raven, 1992), because it is the popular 

child who is the “best-liked member of the group” (the dyad) (Forsyth, 1990, p. 217). 

This power difference will influence the interactions between individuals with different 

power levels (Snyder, 2001). For instance, the child with the lowest status in the dyad 

( the child with the lowest perceived power) will manifest more ‘defensive behavior’, 

which will show in the form of  ‘appeasement smiles’ (see Bugental, 1996; about 

power in the context of caregiving relationships) and in the form of behavior that re-

sponds to the initiatives of the other (Eisenberg, Cameron, Tryon,& Dodez; 1981: 

Hawley, 2002).  

The consequence of this power difference approach is that a child with a re-

jected status playing with an average play partner has the same concern settings as 

an average child playing with a popular play partner, reflecting the fact that in both 

cases the children play with children of a higher sociometric status. A child who plays 

with a play partner with a lower status has settings that correspond with the down-

ward difference in social status. Thus, an average child playing with a rejected child 

has the same parameter setting for his concerns as a popular child playing with an 

average play partner. 

The cells that are printed in italics in table 3.2 show for which child-context 

combination, the settings for input parameters differ from the standard settings. For 

instance, the popular child that plays with a play partner with an average status, has 

a lower value for the concern involvement, and a higher value for the concern Auto-
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nomy, verbally expressed as ‘I little bit stronger than A’ (given his relatively 

“unattractive” play partner), whereas the standard stetting is “I stronger than 

A” (remember that these verbal descriptions correspond with adjustable numerical 

parameter values). 

Note that in our empirical arrangement, and therefore also in our simulated 

sessions, a child with an average status can play with a play partner that has a re-

jected status, an average status, or a popular status. (Columns 1, 3 and 5 respec-

tively). For instance, if Rosa (average status) plays with Muriel, who has a popular 

status, Rosa will have a high value for the concern Involvement and a low value for 

the concern Autonomy (first input parameter group). This is expressed in column 6 in 

the table as ‘I much stronger than A’. If, on the other hand, Rosa plays with April, who 

has a rejected status, Rosa’s settings for her concern Involvement will be much 

lower, whereas her concern Autonomy will be higher. Since the children have been 

asked to play together, we assume that the context-specific concern for Involvement 

is higher than the Autonomy concern. In this way, the expectations of the (modeled) 

children are varied as a function of their personal properties (preferences) and as a 

function of the context (the play partner’s attractiveness). Note again that these pre-

liminary verbal descriptions refer to numerical values than can further be numerically 

adjusted. 

  

 VALIDATING THE MODEL 

The empirical data 

 The empirical validation of the simulation is based on our empirical study, 

which is described in more detail in Steenbeek & Van Geert (2005b; Chapter 2). 

Given the scope of the present chapter, we shall confine ourselves to presenting a 

summary.  

 

 Participants 

Grade 1 pupils with mean age of  6.5 years, with an upper limit of 8.8 years 

and a lower limit of 5.8 years, participated in this study. From a group of 83 children 

(47 boys and 36 girls), 24 dyads were selected on the basis of their sociometric 

status (popular, average, rejected). Each dyad consisted of two same-sex children 

who were not close friends. Three types of dyads were formed. The first consisted of 
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a child with a rejected status, coupled with a neutral play partner with an average 

status, which we will abbreviate as the “rejected dyad”. The second group contained 

dyads of a popular with an average child (the “popular dyad”); the third group of dy-

ads an average with an average child (the “average dyad”) 1.  

 

Procedure 

The empirical study was done in collaboration with the University of Utrecht, 

and the design is based on Goudena & Gerrits’ design (2003). The main goal of this 

collaborative project was to study differences in interaction of popular and rejected 

children, in a standardized play context, with dyads composed as described above. 

Although gender is likely to play a role in the nature of the interaction, it was not 

taken into account in the present study. 

First, the sociometric status of the participants was determined on the basis of 

repeated measures of a rating test (Asher, Singleton, Tinsley, & Hymel, 1979), which 

was analysed with the computer program SS-rat (for a detailed description of SS-rat, 

see Maassen, Akkermans, & Van der Linden, 1996). Second, the dyads were video-

taped during a ten-minute play session in a separate room in the school, while play-

ing with four groups of toys (Tarzan figures, kitchen toys, Playmobil toys and Lego 

toys). The only instruction was to play together with the toys on the table. After giving 

the instruction the researcher left the room, leaving the children alone with the toys 

and the camera. After ten minutes, the researcher came back and the play session 

was ended.  

This procedure (testing the status of the children and videotaping them) was 

repeated after one and a half and three months. In principle the second and third 

round were selected for coding. Due to practical limitations, only 17 dyads were 

coded twice and 7 dyads were coded once. This resulted in a total of 41 coded inter-

actions (“rejected dyad”, n = 13; “popular dyad”, n = 14; “average dyad”, n = 14).  

The recordings were coded with the computerized system Observer 4.0 pro 

(Noldus Information technology, 1999), based on a coding system made by De Koei-

jer (2001). Changes in expressiveness and behavior of each videotaped child sepa-

rately were coded for every one-tenth of a second (event sampling). To determine the 

inter-observer reliability between the observers, we used a nonparametric permuta-

1. The fact that some of the observations have been done with the same dyads, with an interval of about a 

month, does not pose any statistical problems, since the permutation method does not require any 

assumption of independence. 
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tion test (see Van Geert & Van Dijk, 2003). The reliability was determined before the 

coding was started, and can be considered good, in terms of percentage agreement 

(.8 for behavior , p = .01, .81 for expressions, p = .01).  

 

Variables  

Two variables were coded: emotional expressions and instrumental actions, 

which amounts to the contribution to coherence of each child separately. Coherence 

refers to the children actually playing together; “contribution” meaning that one child 

attempts to involve the other child in some common action. (Contribution to) coher-

ence was coded with the help of the partial variables verbal turn, nonverbal turn and 

focus. Verbal turn refers to verbal utterances; nonverbal turn refers to nonverbal com-

municative utterances; and focus involves the direction of gaze of the children to-

wards the play partner, towards the toys, or towards something else. Emotional ex-

pressions were coded on an intensity scale ranging from -4 to 5. Category -4 to -2 

represented negative expressions, -1 to 1 neutral expressions, and 2 to 5 positive 

expressions. For more information about the coding of these empirical variables, we 

refer to Steenbeek & Van Geert (2005b; Chapter 2). 

These variables were translated in 20 operational variables, which each ex-

press an aspect of emotional expression or coherence (actual playing together). A 

description of these operational variables can be found in table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3. The operational variables, such as derived from the empirical data and from the model output 

variables 

Notes. a. For clarity reasons, the variables are divided into a group of variables per child; which entails 

both the child and the play partner, and a group of variables per dyad.  

b. Concerning variable shared positive dyad:  1. A high level of shared positive expression dyad does 

not necessarily imply a high level of positive expressions per se. 

c. Concerning variable positive expression (1) and intensity positive time (2): in (1) the intensity of the 

expression is not calculated, in (2) the proportion in relation to the intensity is calculated. 

  

Variables Description

Child or Play partner

Directedness proportion of coherent behaviour (‘playing together’) over the total 

of all behaviours (both ‘playing together’ and ‘playing alone’) of the 

child

Positive expressions 
c proportion (percentage of time) of positive expression over the total 

number of expressions (neutral, negative or positive expressions)

Intensity positive time 
c proportion of total average intensity of positive expressions 

Intensity positive number proportion of intensity of positive expressions divided by the amount 

of positive expressions 

Proportion shared positive proportion of positive expressions of this child, accompanied by a 

positive expression of the play partner

Negative expressions proportion (percentage of time) of negative expression over the 

total number of expressions (neutral, negative or positive 

expressions)

Intensity negative time proportion of total average intensity of negative expressions 

Intensity negative number proportion of intensity of negative expressions divided by the 

amount of negative expressions 

Dyad

Coherence dyad proportion of time that both children show coherent behaviour 

(‘playing together’) of the total time of the play session

Shared positive dyad 
b proportion of shared positive expressions over the total number of 

expressions. This variable can be read as a measure for 

“coherence of positive expressions” 

Shared negative dyad proportion of shared negative expressions over the total number of 

expressions. This variable can be read as a measure for 

“coherence of negative expressions” 

Contrast dyad proportion of contrast in intensity of expression of both children over 

the total time. The time that both children express a neutral 

expression is not included (coded as zero)
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 Model fitting 

Generation of model output 

Remember that the model’s output consists of each child’s emotional expres-

sion and of social behavior, more precisely each child’s contribution to coherence 

(actual playing together). Per model run, the output variables are transformed into 

twenty operational variables (the same as described in table 3.3; empirical study). 

By running the model 5000 times, for each set of parameters that represents a 

specific type of dyad, we obtained the model output that we used for the comparison 

with the empirical data. All averages and distributions resulting from the model runs 

of different types of dyads are significantly different.  

  

 An overview of the fitting methods and the statistical method 

The current validation method focuses on whether the model gives an ade-

quate representation of general characteristics of the sample. This group-wise valida-

tion is a first step towards a second validation that focuses on individual process 

characteristics, such as patterns of the operational variables over the course of an 

interaction. In the current chapter, we will confine ourselves to validating with the first 

method.   

The validation existed of three distinct fitting methods, namely fitting over aver-

ages, fitting over distributions, and a sensitivity analysis. The statistical problem is 

that a total of 5000 model runs of dyads with a specific status are compared with 13, 

14, and 14 empirical dyads with that particular status, respectively. To solve the sta-

tistical problem of the major difference in size between empirical and model samples 

(13, 14 and 14 versus 5000 simulations each), we use random permutation analysis, 

or Monte Carlo methods, which are particularly convenient for small or unbalanced 

datasets (Todman & Dugard, 2001; Manly, 1997). For a more thorough description of 

these fitting methods and statistical method, we refer to Steenbeek & Van Geert 

(2005c; chapter 4).  

 

Fitting over averages 

First, an analysis over the total pattern of empirical averages is performed. 

This pattern consists of a 20*3 matrix of averages (20 variables, three status groups). 

There are two such patterns: one based on the empirical data, the other based on the 

model output. In this analysis, we estimated the goodness-of-fit of our model by cal-
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culating the distance between the simulated and empirical values of each variable 

(the “chi”). The advantage of the chi is its intuitive simplicity: it is a direct measure of 

the distance between model and data matrix. The chi-distribution for the null-

hypothesis is calculated by means of a repeated random-permutation procedure, 

which produces a parameter-free estimation of the p-value of the goodness-of-fit in-

dex. The chi, i.e. the summed distance (summed over all variables, over all status 

groups) was smaller than could be expected on the basis of chance (random assign-

ment of simulated averages to variables; p = .02). That is, the probability that the  

match between the pattern based on the data and the pattern generated by the 

model is based on chance alone is very small. 

Second, each variable is analysed separately. We shall confine ourselves to 

giving an overview of predictions for 6 theoretically important variables that differed 

between the status groups in a statistically significant way (see Steenbeek & Van 

Geert, 2005b; Chapter 2,  for further details). 

 This is the more interesting part of the analysis since it allows us to explicitly 

test predictions that our model makes with regard to specific variables. Recall that the 

existing literature describes two patterns, one based on a strong association between 

high social status (popularity), high social competence, high coherence of interaction 

and positive emotions; the other based on a strong association between low social 

status (rejection), low social competence, low coherence and negative emotions. Our 

model, on the other hand, describes the course of (coherence of) interaction and 

positive versus negative emotions during a play session, based on the dynamics of 

concerns and emotional appraisals as described in earlier sections. For the present 

dyadic interaction situation, this model predicted outcomes for the interaction and 

emotion variables that were not consistent with the patterns described in the literature 

about general differences between popular and rejected children (see Introduction 

section).  
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Figure 3.2 gives an overview of predictions for the 6 aforementioned variables. 

Our model predicted more coherence, i.e. real interaction, in the “rejected dyads” 

than in the “popular dyads” (compare the observed averages – white symbols – with 

the averages based on the model – black symbols; the relevant variables are coher-

ence dyad and directedness child). The predictions regarding these two variables are 

consistent with the data. The model also predicted more positive expressions and 

higher intensity of positive expressions in the rejected child (in the “rejected dyads”) 

than in the popular child (in the “popular dyad”). These predictions were also consis-

tent with our data; the relevant variables are positive expressions child and intensity 

positive time child. The model predicted that the rejected child would share more 

positive emotions with his average play partner than the popular child would share 

with his average play partner. This prediction was not corroborated by the data 

(variable proportion shared positive child). Finally, the model predicted that the num-

ber of negative emotional expressions would be small for the three dyad groups, but 

that, if negative emotions occurred in the play partner, they would be more intense if 

 

Figure 3.2. Results of fitting of averages of six empirically significant variables for the “popular” dyads 

and “rejected” dyads. Simulated averages (black symbols) are compared with observed averages (white 

symbols), and confidence intervals of observed averages. 
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they were addressed toward the rejected child than if they were addressed towards 

the popular child. This prediction was again supported by the data. (variable intensity 

negative number play partner). 

With these distinct variables, the fit between the averages based on the data 

and those based on the model was determined in the following way. To begin with, 

the 95% confidence interval of the empirical average of the variable at issue was cal-

culated, by means of a bootstrap method (Manly, 1997). Subsequently, it was, first, 

checked whether the simulated average falls within the range of the empirical confi-

dence interval, and, second, whether the rank order of the simulated averages of the 

three status groups is the same as the empirical one, with the rank order of the popu-

lar versus rejected dyads being the most theoretically relevant. Figure 3. shows the 

rank orders and confidence intervals for the 6 variables described above. If we con-

fine ourselves to the comparison between popular and rejected dyads, both criteria 

(interval and rank order match) are satisfied for the variables coherence dyad, posi-

tive expressions child and intensity positive expression child. The rank order criterion 

is satisfied for the variables directedness child and intensity negative emotion play 

partner. There is no fit for the variable proportion shared positive emotions in the 

child. 

 

 Fitting over distributions 

Do the simulated model distributions give a good representation of the ob-

served, empirical distributions of all variables? This is a question that is seldom asked 

in empirical research, which most often confines itself to averages or other central 

values. However, a model that claims to describe a process – such as the present 

dynamic systems model – should also be able to predict the distribution of the values 

that will be found in particular groups or subjects. Our model generates predictions 

about distributions in a natural way, namely by simulating dyadic play sessions a 

great many times, each session based on a specific parameter set (i.e. one for the 

rejected, one for the average and one for the popular dyads; remember that the 

model incorporates stochastic variables, which account for the distribution). Compa-

rable to the averages, the goodness-of-fit is determined over the entire pattern of dis-

tributions and over the distributions of variables separately. 

The specification of a goodness-of-fit indication over the total pattern of empiri-

cal distributions was performed in the following way (remember that the pattern con-

sists of twenty distributions for three status groups and that there is a pattern based 
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on the data and one on the model). To describe each distribution in the pattern of dis-

tributions, two criteria were used, namely the position of the peak of the distribution, 

and the histograms of the distributions. For both criteria, we found that the distance 

between simulated and empirical data was smaller than could be expected on the 

basis of chance (p < .01). The p-value was determined on the basis of a random per-

mutation procedure, comparable to that used for the pattern of averages.  

Second, a goodness-of-fit was determined for each distribution separately. The 

distribution of a variable based on the data and the distribution based on the model 

was described in the form of a histogram with the same number of bins and the same 

range, such that the histograms could be easily compared. The fit between model 

and data histogram is expressed in the form of a chi-value, i.e. the sum of absolute 

differences between the histograms (a chi-measure). The testing procedure is some-

what comparable to a maximum likelihood procedure (with the likelihood measure 

replaced by the chi). That is, we try to show that the model (i.e. the model specified 

by the parameter sets that are assumed to described the three types of dyads) pro-

vides a better fit of the distribution than alternative models. The alternative models 

are based on parameter values that differ from those of the original model. One type 

of alternative model is based on parameter values drawn from a range of values 

around the values of the original model. The original model fits significantly better 

than the alternative models in about 2/3ds of the variables (20 variables and 3 status 

groups yields 60 comparisons, 43 of which were significantly better for the real 

model, p < .01). The superiority of the original over the alternative models is particu-

larly clear for the rejected dyads and average dyads but less so for the popular dy-

ads. Note that the parameter values of the original model and those of the alternative 

models overlap. If alternative models are based on parameter ranges that do not 

overlap with the parameter values chosen for the original model, all variables except 

one yield significant p-values (p < .001), in favour of the real models.  

By way of example, we shall discuss the correspondence between the distribu-

tions of the empirical data, the original model and the two types of alternative models 

for the variable coherence dyad (the example comes from the average dyads; see 

figure 3.3).  
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There exists a considerable overlap between the distributions of the empirical 

data with the data simulated by the original model, although the model distribution is 

flatter than the data distribution. The distribution based on the first type of alternative 

model (overlapping model, upper part of the figure) produces more values in the 

lower range of the variable. The second type of alternative model, the parameters of 

which do not overlap with those of the original model (non-overlapping model, lower 

part of the figure), generates a distribution consisting almost exclusively of low val-

ues. Note that many of the empirical variables – and those simulated on the basis of 

the original model for that matter, are characterized by skewed distributions. 

 

Figure 3.3.  An example of the comparison of distributions of one variable in particular, namely 

‘coherence dyad’. The distribution of the observed cases is compared with the distribution generated by 
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 Exploratory qualitative analysis of sensitivity 

Finally, a form of sensitivity analysis was applied in order to determine the ro-

bustness of the model. There occurred no discontinuities, instabilities, and fluctua-

tions in the charts that could point to oversensitivity of the model (this oversensitivity 

would greatly hamper the possibility of fitting the model parameters to empirical data). 

In order to check for eventual insensitivity of the model, we took the  empirical confi-

dence intervals as criterion. If the model is insensitive in a particular parameter, the 

model’s output remains within the confidence interval for any possible value of that 

parameter (“any possible” within a pre-set range). None of the parameters turned out 

to be insensitive. Further details of the sensitivity analysis can be found in Steenbeek 

& Van Geert, 2005c; Chapter 4). 

 

 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

 

We have shown that it is possible to build a dynamic systems model of social 

interaction during play, based on an existing, general theory, Frijda’s theory of emo-

tions, concerns and behaviors. The benefit of building such a model is twofold. First, 

the attempt at building a simulation model obliged us to refine and extend existing 

theory in a new manner, among others by incorporating principles of iterativity, mu-

tual relationships, context dependency, and processes in real time. Second, the dy-

namic model enabled us to generate highly specific predictions about group-wise 

properties, such as averages and distributions, relating to children of various so-

ciometric statuses. It turned out that the majority of the model ‘s predictions of the 

group-wise properties were corroborated by our empirical data.  

Note that these predictions were not trivial and were in fact inconsistent with 

the existing literature on general differences between popular and rejected children 

(see Introduction section). Among others, our predictions, which were corroborated 

by our empirical findings, entailed that in this particular interaction situation, rejected 

children (in a “rejected dyad”) show more of the Involvement-category behaviors than 

popular children do in their dyads. The difference consists of more positive expres-

sions and more contributions to coherent behavior (actual interaction).  

There are two possible explanations for this inconsistency. Firstly, the behavior 

of children in interaction processes is likely to be influenced by two aspects, namely 

the social competence-aspect and the social power-aspect. Possibly, the differential 
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effect of these aspects depend on the situation in which the interaction takes place. 

Our research setting is a controlled play situation that the children can view as a kind 

of task or assignment. In this situation, the power-aspect has probably more influence 

on the behavior than the social competence-aspect. This is in contrast to free play 

situations, in which the social competence aspect is probably more important.  

Secondly, our model does not specify the likelihood of occurrence of these dif-

ferent situations in the daily life of children. Our research setting – a play situation 

more or less imposed on them and monitored by adults, i.e. researchers – need not 

be the standard situation for these children. Especially rejected children are likely to 

spontaneously experience this type of interaction - in which they express a lot of posi-

tive emotions and coherence - considerably less than their more popular peers. 

Hence, their overall experience might be one of negative emotions and little interac-

tion, as described by the literature.  

Our contribution, we believe, is that we see emotions and interactions no 

longer as a child-specific property, but as the product and expression of interaction 

processes, in which both child-specific factors and context-specific factors play a role. 

We have attempted to explain these processes by means of a dynamic model, involv-

ing concerns, appraisals, emotional expressions and behaviors. A major advantage 

of our model is that it can incorporate various types of  situations, and by doing so 

can generate situation-specific predictions. 

A future extension of the validation is to check whether the model also pro-

vides an adequate representation of the behavioral and emotional trajectories during 

individual play sessions. Visual inspection shows that the observed and simulated 

trajectories are qualitatively similar, but a thorough statistical check is work for the 

near future. 

Another future extension concerns the design of a longitudinal model in which 

the development or change of interaction over the course of several months can be 

simulated. The idea is that children learn from previous interactions and transfer the 

learning effect to subsequent interactions. A model like this should enable us to show 

how interactions with specific types of children develop over the course of time. An-

other planned extension of the model consists of a simulation of parent-child interac-

tion. The question concerns the nature of the difference between child-child and par-

ent-child interaction as expressed in the values of the input parameters. Another pos-

sible refinement relates to interactions between other types of children, such as ag-

gressive children, bullies or children with specific social roles. 
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Finally, research such as presented in this article, which combines dynamic 

model building with empirical research, is not very common, at least not in develop-

mental psychology. We see our research as an illustration of a process of investiga-

tion that is based on a constant and mutually supporting interaction between knowl-

edge obtained from the dynamic model and knowledge obtained from the empirical 

study.   
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Chapter 4 

 

The Empirical Validation Of A Dynamic Systems 

Model Of Interaction; Do Children Of Different So-

ciometric Statuses Differ In Their Dyadic Play Interac-

tions? 

 

Abstract 

Studying short-term dynamic processes and change mechanisms in interaction yields 

important knowledge that contributes to understanding long-term social development of chil-

dren. In order to get a grip on this short-term dynamics of interaction processes, the authors 

made a simulation model of dyadic interaction of children during one play session, which is 

inspired by dynamic systems principles. The theoretical components of the model comprise 

children’s goal-directedness of actions, concerns, emotional appraisals, social power, and so-

cial effectiveness. The model’s output consists of simulations of children’s emotional expres-

sions and actions over every second of a play session, of three groups of dyads of different 

sociometric statuses. This chapter describes the empirical validation of the model and the 

methods needed for such validation. It focuses on the model’s predictions of averages and 

distributions of the major variables and on the model’s sensitivity. Overall, the model fits the 

empirical data well. An exception is the lesser fit of the ‘popular’ group of dyads, which is ex-

plained by the limited use of social effectiveness in the model. In the discussion, we reflect - 

among others - on the implication of our findings for using this type of simulation models in the 

field of research on social development.  

This chapter is based on:  Steenbeek, H. & van Geert, P. (submitted to Developmental Science; 

currently under revision). The empirical validation of a dynamic systems model of interaction; do children 

of different sociometric statuses differ in their dyadic play interactions?  
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INTRODUCTION  

Children develop a major part of their social behavioral repertoire in their inter-

actions with peers (Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998). Important components in this 

developmental process are – among others - the child’s social skills, social compe-

tence, friendship relations, and sociometric status. Research often focuses on the 

possible predictive relationship between what children learn in their actual interac-

tions with peers, and their long-term social functioning (Parker & Asher, 1987; Ku-

persmidt, Coie, & Dodge, 1990; Bagwell, Schmidt, Newcomb, & Bukowski, 2001; 

Prinstein & La Greca, 2004). An example is the relationship between having a re-

jected sociometric status and later dropout from school (Dixon, 1999; French & Con-

rad, 2001; Hymel, 1996: kupersmidt & Coie, 1991). Our starting point is that the dy-

namics of long-term development are intrinsically related to the dynamics of short-

term processes (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Lewis, 2002b). Therefore it is useful to study 

this dynamics of short-term social processes, in which child and context factors, such 

as the child’s social competence and sociometric status, play a central role. We con-

structed a general explanatory model of short-term social behavior in a developmen-

tal context. In this model, we use principles derived from dynamic systems theory on 

the one hand, and functionalist theory of emotions and theory of action were used on 

the other.  

The model takes the form of a simulation model that generates interaction pat-

terns of dyadic interaction of two children of different sociometric statuses during the 

course of one single play session. We especially focus on explaining differences in 

social interaction of children with a popular, an average, and a rejected sociometric 

status. Furthermore, we concentrate on two important aspects of interaction behavior, 

namely social instrumental actions and emotional expressions. The literature points 

to significant differences in these behavioral aspects between children of different so-

ciometric statuses (Rubin, Buwowski, & Parker, 1998; Black & Logan, 1995, 

Eisenberg, Fabes, Guthrie, & Reiser, 2001; Hubbard, 2001; Denham, McKinley, Cou-

coud, & Hold, 1990: Coie, Dodge, & Kupersmidt, 1990; Cillessen & Mayeux, 2004). 

 

 Goal and structure of this chapter  

The goal of the model, namely to explain differences in social interaction, can 

only be accomplished, if the model has been empirically validated. Therefore, the pri-

mary aim of this chapter is to report about the empirical validation of our dynamic sys-
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tems model of dyadic interaction of two children of different sociometric statuses. Two 

research questions follow from this aim, namely; first, what are the tools and steps for 

empirically validating this and comparable models. Second, how good is the model in 

representing the interaction process in reality? The answer to these two questions is 

conditional to answering an underlying question: What does the model explain about 

differences in short-term social interaction of children, especially in relation with chil-

dren’s sociometric statuses, which is a property that tends to change over the longer 

term? 

The structure of the chapter is as follows. This introductory section will be con-

tinued with a general description of the model and the way in which the model at-

temps to explain differences in social interaction. After this, we present criteria for an 

adequate model. For clarity reasons, method and results section are presented to-

gether. We subsequently present the empirical data with which the model is validated, 

and the statistical procedure and specific fitting methods that we used. In the discus-

sion, we will  - among others - reflect on the implication of our findings for using this 

type of simulation models in the field of research on social development.  

 

 A dynamic systems model of the process of interaction 

The model is a combination of a dynamic systems model and an agent model 

in which two agents (two children) interact with each other. Examples of other agent 

models are described in Gilbert & Troitzsch (1999); Jager (2000), Jager, Popping, & 

van de Sande (2001); Kohler & Gumerman (2000); Staller & Petta (2001), Conte & 

Paolucci (2001), and Conte, Hegselmann, & Terna, (1997). For examples of other dy-

namic systems models of dyadic and group interaction, we refer to Buder (1991), 

Gottman, Guralnick, Wilson, Swanson, & Murray (1997); Felmlee & Greenberg 

(1999); Felmlee (2004); Warner (1992); Olthof & Kunnen (2000); van Geert (1994), 

and Steenbeek & van Geert (2005b). In addition, for more general information about 

the use of dynamic systems models in social developmental psychology in the broad 

sense of the word, we refer to van Geert (1994, 2003), Valsiner (1998); Granic & Hol-

lenstein (2003). Fogel, (1993, 2001); Lewis (1995; 2000, 2002a); Lewis & Granic 

(2001); Dishion, Bullock, and Granic (2002). 

The simulation model is based on a general theoretical model. For more expla-

nation about the model’s general theoretical assumptions and the assumptions guid-

ing the choice of the input parameter groups, we refer to Steenbeek & Van Geert 
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(2005a; Chapter 3). The mathematical elaboration of the model, in the form of anno-

tated program code, is explained in more detail at the website www.gmw.rug.nl/

~model/. 

 

 Theoretical assumptions that refer to a general theory of action and social in-

teraction  

The theoretical model comprises four assumptions about action in general and 

social interaction in particular. The first assumption is that action is goal- or intention-

driven (Austin & Vancouver, 1996). Goals or intentions are often implicit, automatic or 

largely unconsciously operating. In addition, goals emerge under the control of the 

context, in the sense that “the environment itself activates and puts the goal into mo-

tion” (Bargh & Chartrand, 1999, p. 468; see also Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Fergu-

son & Bargh, 2004; Bargh & Ferguson, 2000). 

The second general assumption is that behavior is aimed at achieving a maxi-

mal possible pleasure in a particular action situation, given the constraints and possi-

bilities of that situation. This assumption refers to the idea that goals represent inter-

ests, or, as Frijda (1986) calls it, concerns. Concerns imply that organisms automati-

cally evaluate situations in function of their goals, i.e. as either being good or bad 1. 

These evaluations are also called “appraisals”, whicht take the form of emotions 

(Scherer, 1999; Frijda, 1986). Appraisals ultimately refer to a general underlying 

evaluative dimension of pleasure versus displeasure, which has important potential 

for action (Cabanac, 1992;  Johnston, 2003). Maximum pleasure can be achieved by 

means of withdrawal from unpleasurable situations and, alternatively, by approaching 

or constituting pleasure-enhancing situations (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Roseman & 

Evdokas, 2004).  

The third assumption is the principle of interaction, which entails three aspects. 

The first aspect points to interaction as an important goal itself. Interaction can be 

defined as ”dyadic behavior in which the participant’s actions are interdependent 

such that each actor’s behavior is both a response to and stimulus for the other par-

ticipant’s behavior” (Rubin, Bukowski, & Parker, 1998, p. 624). The second aspect of 

this principle follows from this definition, namely that interaction contains both a dy-

adic and an individual component. The dyadic component is the level of “reciprocity” 

1. Note that, although many if not most concerns are largely “automatic”, some concerns are of course 

conscious and deliberate such as a person’s wish to buy a particular book or CD.  
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between interaction partners, which can be described as the “balance of all behaviors 

of both partners in an interaction that is built around a shared topic or mutual 

goal” (Linam, 1998, p. 4749). The individual aspect contains each child’s other-

directed-behavior, which we define as any form of action addressed towards the 

other person. It refers, first, to instrumental actions, such as actual playing together, 

approaching the other child verbally or non-verbally, initiating a common action or 

trying to do so. Second, it refers to positive emotional expressions, such as smiles 

and laughter. Positive emotional expressions constitue the third aspect of the princi-

ple of interaction, namely they form an important constituent of approach-directed 

interaction. Note that we refer to positive emotional expressions in the first place, be-

cause they have a clear approach function. Note further that not all the other-directed 

behaviors that an individual child aimes at interacting with another person, necessar-

ily results in true interaction. The other person can avoid contact, refuse to respond or 

simply not notice the other’s person’s communication attempt. 

The fourth assumption entails that behavior, including emotion, has a non-

intentional component with two aspects. The first aspect refers to contagiousness, i.e. 

people tend to imitate each other’s behaviors. This concerns not only the behaviors 

per se but also more “abstract” and general aspects of that behavior. This non-

intentional component is described in social learning and modeling literature 

(Bandura & Walters, 1977); entailing phenomena such as behavior contagion (Levy & 

Nail, 1993), and mood contagion (Neumann & Strack, 2000). It is also described in 

biologically and evolutionary inspired research about the direct coupling between per-

ception and action (Preston & de Waal, 2002), and in neurophysiological literature, 

referring to the existence of mirror neurons (Rizolatti & Craighero, 2004). The second 

aspect refers to continuity of behavior, i.e. a certain automatic tendency to remain in 

one’s action mode until this tendency is overruled by an intentional drive towards a 

different action. A comparable concept is that of behavioral momentum (Nevin, 1988). 

 

Theoretical assumptions that refer to differential aspects of social interaction; 

the  issue of sociometric status 

We assume that two important differential components contribute to differ-

ences in social interaction, namely social effectiveness and social power. Social ef-

fectiveness, or social competence2 (Rose-Krasnor, 1997), can be defined as “the abil-

ity to achieve personal goals in social interaction while simultaneously maintaining 

positive relationships with others over time and across situations”(Rubin, Bukowski, & 
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Parker, 1998). Research shows that popular children are more socially effective in 

interaction than rejected children (Simeo-Munson, 2000; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; 

Hazen, Black, & Fleming-Johnson, 1984; Hazen, Black, 1990; Hubbard, 2001; Asar-

now & Callan, 1985; Coie, Dodge, & Kupersmidt, 1990; Black & Logan, 1995). Thus, 

the social effectiveness component of our model entails that higher-status (i.e. popu-

lar) children are more socially effective than lower-status (rejected) children. This im-

plies that the popular child can make the play partner respond more often, i.e. his ini-

tiatives in involvement-behavior will be more often reciprocated by involvement-

behavior of the play partner.  

Social power is defined by Lewin (cited in Bruins, 1999, p. 8) as “the possibility 

of inducing force on someone else, or more formally, as the maximum force person A 

can induce on person B divided by the maximum resistance that B can offer”. One 

type of power is referent power, which is related to being the “best liked member of 

the group”, i.e. to having a popular status (Raven, 1992). In a dyadic situation, this 

difference in power will influence the interaction between the participants (Snyder & 

Kiviniemi, 2001). According to Copeland (1994), low power individuals (for instance, a 

child with a rejected or average status who interacts with a child with a popular 

status) are particularly motivated “to get along with the other person” (see also Dépret 

& Fiske, 1999). Thus, the social power component of our model entails that play part-

ners of higher status (i.e. popular) children will have a higher motivation to get along 

with this high(er)-status child than play partners of lower-status (i.e. rejected) chil-

dren. This higher motivation implies that the play partner will show more involvement-

behavior, i.e. more instrumental actions directed towards the other child and more 

positive expressions (Snyder & Kiviniemi, 2001).  

 

 Theoretical principles of the dynamic systems approach as an integrative 

framework 

According to dynamic systems theory, reality can be understood as consisting 

of dynamical systems that produce “especially complex, nonlinear behavior over 

time” (Thelen & Smith, 1998, p. 575). These dynamical systems must be studied as 

processes over time, instead of focusing on relations between variables at one mo-

ment in time. In this view, interaction is seen as an iterative, short-term dynamic pro-

2.  Social competence and social effectiveness are exchangeable terms. We prefer to use the term 

‘effectiveness’, because we emphasize the effectiveness-aspect of social competence in interaction, i.e. 

being able to achieve more by doing less (see Steenbeek & van Geert, 2005b).  
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cess, which emerges on the basis of mutual relationships between components of the 

interaction process. These components are –among others - the interaction partners’ 

goal-directedness, their appraisals, and their social effectiveness and social power 

(which are described in the previous theoretical sections). Dynamic principles, such 

as recursiveness, non-linear change, self-organization, the influence of chance, and 

the existence of attractor states, play a central role in this process 3. For our model, 

one dynamic principle of interaction is of particular importance, namely the principle 

of “soft-assembly” (Thelen & Smith, 1994). In interaction, soft-assembly can be de-

fined as the process through which the child’s interaction potentials, resulting from 

former interaction processes, are actualized as a specific, temporary level of interac-

tion abilities of the child, in the course of this particular interaction (process) itself. 

The building blocks for this soft-assembly process are formed by factors that consist 

of the child’s own and the play partner’s properties and behaviors, which are for the 

most part incorporated in the model’s theoretical assumptions. These factors dynami-

cally intertwine, i.e. at any moment in time, one child affects the other and the other 

child affects the first, thus creating the conditions under which both participants will 

operate during the next moment in time.  

Practically speaking, there is no other way to actually understand this intertwin-

ing of multiple factors than by modeling it in the form of a dynamic, iterative process 

(Christiansen & Kirby, 2003). This brings us to discussing the basic components of 

the simulation model in the next paragraph.  

 

 Implementation of variables in the simulation model 

 Input parameter groups 

The theoretical assumptions described above are reflected in the model by a 

number of input parameters. These input parameters are comprised in five input pa-

rameter groups. Table 4.1 gives an overview of these five input parameter groups.  

3. For a thorough explanation of these principles, and how they are applied in the study of social 

emotional development, we refer to Thelen & Smith (1994); Fogel (1993, 2001); Lewis & Granic (2001); 

Newtson (1993); and Gottman, Murray, Swanson, Tyson, & Swanson (2002); van Geert (1994, 2003); 

van Geert & Steenbeek (2005).  
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 The first and most important parameter group relates to concerns. It repre-

sents one concern dimension that refers to a specific balance between the strength 

of the concern for Involvement, which is the tendency to direct one’s behavior to-

wards the other person, and the strength of the concern for Autonomy, which is the 

tendency to perform a solitary action 4. Note that autonomy in this sense does not re-

fer to autonomy as a personality characteristic. This parameter group specifies the 

child’s most pleasurable alternation between playing with the other child and playing 

on his own, during the current interaction. Note that the child’s realized balance be-

tween these concerns self-organises in a context-and-person specific way (Shaw, 

2001; Gibbs & van Orden, 2003; Kappas, 2002).  

The second group, or realizability group, represents the influence of behavior 

on the realization of concerns. For descriptive reasons, behavior is reduced to two 

main categories, ‘playing alone’ and ‘playing together’. Basically, in the model the 

child realizes his concern Involvement by showing the acting category ‘playing to-

gether’, and his concern Autonomy by showing ‘playing alone’. This group deter-

Table 4.1. An overview of the groups of input parameters, the specific parameters that are distinguished, 

and what can be adjusted 

Input  parameter groups Which parameters are distinguished?What can be adjusted?

1 Concerns group Involvement Strength of the concerns in relation

Autonomy to each other

2 Realizability group (influence influence of 'playing together' Strength of the influence of

of behavior on realization influence of 'playing alone' behavior on the realization of a

of concerns) concern

3 Expressiveness group Positive expression Ease with which emotional 

(relation between emotional Neutral expression appraisal is translated into an 

appraisal and emotional Negative expression emotional expression

expression)

4 Preference group (influence Influence of positive expression Strength of the influence

of emotional expression on Influence of negative expression of emotional expression on the 

preference of concerns preference of a concern

5 Non-intentional behavior Continuity Strength of the non-intentional 

group Symmetry principles in relation to each other

 

4. Note that by focusing on these two concerns in the concerns parameter group, we aim to concentrate 

on fundamental order parameters in the interaction process (for more information about the role of order 

parameters, see van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005). It does not mean that we deny the existence of other 

concerns in the process.  
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mines for instance to what extent the child feels an event of ‘playing together’ as 

pleasurable and thus contributes to realizing the child’s concern for Involvement.  

The third parameter group, or expressiveness group, represents the strength 

of the relation between emotional appraisal and emotional expression. In the model, 

the expressions are simplified by reducing them to one quantitative dimension, rang-

ing from positive, over neutral to negative. An example of what is being determined 

here is the ease with which a child shows a positive emotional expression, if the ap-

praisal is positive. 

The fourth parameter group, or preference group, represents the influence of 

emotional expression on the preference of concerns. The idea is that the child’s pre-

ferred level of a concern can change under the influence of his own and of his play 

partner’s emotional expression. For instance, the parameter specifies to what extent 

a positive expression that accompanies an event of ‘playing together’, makes playing 

together more desirable or pleasurable for this child. That is, to what extent does it 

enhance the child’s current preference for the concern Involvement? 

The fifth  - and last– parameter group refers to non-intentional basic principles 

of behavior. It represents one general behavioral dimension concerning the specific 

balance between the tendency to continue one’s own behavior (continuity), and the 

opposite tendency, namely to do what the other person is doing (symmetry, which 

depends on the contagiousness of the behavior of the other person).  

During each model run, the parameter values are stochastically varied within 

preset limits.  

 

 Internal and external processes 

The values of the input parameter groups co-determine an internal process 

that takes place within each child separately, at every moment (i.e. every time step in 

the model). This internal process can be described as follows: The process starts 

with the concerns of this child. The difference between the child’s preferred and real-

ized value of each concern – at this particular moment - results in a certain strength 

of a drive. The concern with the highest drive will produce the behavior of the child. 

Via an appraisal function, the average of the drives will result in an emotional expres-

sion. For instance, if at this moment the concern Involvement produces the highest 

drive, the child will show the accompanying behavior ‘playing together’. In addition, 

the average of the values of the drives results in the child showing a positive expres-

sion.  
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The connection between two internal processes at two successive moments 

(for instance, time t and time t+1) takes place via an external, i.e. context process that 

involves both children. In short, this external process can be described as follows. 

First, the behavior at time t of a child has an influence on the realized level of the 

child’s and the play partner’s accompanying concern at time t+1. Second, the emo-

tional expression at time t of a child has an influence on the preferred level of the 

child’s and the play partner’s accompanying concern at time t+1. For instance, at time 

t the child is ‘playing together’, and enjoys it, which shows in the big smile on his face. 

For time t+1, this implies that both the realized level of the concern Involvement and 

the preferred level of the concern Involvement are increased. On the basis of these 

new level values, it is now possible to calculate the behavior and emotional expres-

sion of both children at time t+1.  

Note that in a complete simulation run of the model, these internal and external 

processes take place during and between each successive moment, i.e. each simula-

tion step. For instance, in a play session of 7 minutes, in wich each time step is one 

second, 420 such time steps – and thus internal and external processes - take place.  

For a detailed description of these processes, we refer to Steenbeek and van 

Geert (2005a; Chapter 3). 

 

Output variables 

The output variables are the result of the internal and external process as de-

scribed above and consist of each child’s involvement-behaviors (emotional expres-

sions and instrumental actions), at every moment in the interaction process. That is, 

the simulated child yields an output from the first until the last moment of the play ses-

sion, and so does the play partner. Thus, over the course of an interaction, a pattern 

of expressions and instrumental actions emerges for each child.  

In order to be able to compare this output with empirical data, we transformed it 

into twenty-two operational variables that describe all potentially relevant aspects of 

involvement-behavior (see table 4.2).  
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Table 4.2. Operational variables, such as derived from the model output and derived from the empirical 

data  

Notes. a. Concerning variables ‘positive expressions’ (1) and ‘intensity positive time’ (2): in (1) the 

intensity is not calculated, in (2) the proportion in relation to intensity. 

b. Concerning variable ‘shared positive expression’ (of the dyad):  A high level of shared positive 

expression does not necessarily imply a high level of positive expressions per se.  

Variables Description

child or play partner

Directedness proportion of directed actions (‘playing together’) over the total 

of all actions (both 'playing together' and 'playing alone') of the 

child

Proportion shared directedness proportion of directed actions of this child, accompanied by a 

directed action of the play partner

Positive expressions 
a proportion (percentage of time) of positive expressions over the 

total number of expressions (neutral, negative or positive 

expressions)

Intensity positive time 
a proportion of total average intensity of positive expressions 

Intensity positive number proportion of intensity of positive expressions divided by the 

amount of positive expressions 

Proportion shared positive proportion of positive expressions of this child, accompanied by 

a positive expression of the play partner

Negative expressions proportion (percentage of time) of negative expressions over 

the total number of expressions (neutral, negative or positive 

expressions)

Intensity negative time proportion of total average intensity of negative expressions 

Intensity negative number proportion of intensity of negative expressions divided by the 

amount of negative expressions 

dyad

Coherence dyad proportion of time that both children show directed actions 

('playing together') of the total time of the play session

Shared positive expressions 
b proportion of shared positive expressions over the total number 

of expressions. This variable can be read as a measure for 

“coherence of positive expressions” 

Shared negative expressions proportion of shared negative expressions over the total 

number of expressions. This variable can be read as a 

measure for “coherence of negative expressions” 

Contrast dyad proportion of contrast in intensity of expressions of both 

children over the total time. The time that both children express 

a neutral expression is not included (coded as zero)
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The operational variables refer to the duration of actions (5 variables) and the 

duration or intensity of expressions (17 variables) of each child separately and of the 

dyad. An example of an action-related variable is the child’s ‘directedness’; i.e. the 

proportion of actions (‘playing together’) directed towards the other child, over the total 

of all actions (both ‘playing together’ and ‘playing alone’; see first row of table 2; note 

that this variable also exists for the play partner). If both children show directedness 

simultanuously, for instance at time n, the dyad is coded as ‘coherent’ at time n. An 

example of an expression-related variable is ‘positive expression’, which is the child’s 

proportion of positive expressions over the total of all expressions (positive, neutral, 

and negative). (See table 4.2, third row).   

Subsequently, these operational variables can be averaged over a number of 

model runs of a particular dyad group. These averaged operational variables can be 

compared with our empirical data, since in the latter we also coded an ‘output’ per 

second for each child, consisting of the child’s emotional expressions and instrumen-

tal actions. This ‘output’ was translated into the same twenty-two operational vari-

ables. We averaged them over the three groups of dyads distinguished in our empiri-

cal study.  

 

How does the model explain differences and similarities in social interac-

tion? 

We assume that a child with a specific sociometric status, in the context of 

playing with another child with its own particular properties, is represented by means 

of specific settings of the five input parameter groups. A further assumption is that 

these settings depend on social effectiveness and social power; i.e. the differential 

theoretical components of the model (see section ‘theoretical assumptions that refer 

to differential aspects of social interaction’). Remember that these components refer 

to the social effectiveness of the child itself, and to the influence of the social power of 

the child’s play partner.  

Table 4.3 shows the settings of the input parameter groups for children of dif-

ferent sociometric statuses. The table shows that we distinguish three types of dyads 

of children 5. They consist of a child with either a rejected status playing with an ave-

5This is in accordance with the design of the broader study that we conducted in collaboration with the 

University of Utrecht. The main goal of this collaborative project was to study differences in interaction of 

popular and rejected children in a standardized play context, with dyads composed as described above 

(see for instance Gerrits, 2004).  
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Table 4.3. Settings of input parameters of children of different sociometric status in the context of playing with a play partner. 

Notes. a. The table can be read as follows: a child with a rejected status that plays with a play partner with an average status (rejected dyad; upper left of the table) 

has as setting for the first input parameter group Concerns that his / her Concern Involvement is much stronger than his / her Concern Autonomy, which is expressed 

as ‘I much stronger than A’. 

b. I = Concern Involvement, A = Concern Autonomy. The average dyad has standard settings (average, moderate), Everything that differs from these standard 

settings is printed in italics (high, low, difficult, big). 

c.  Information about the corresponding ranges of numerical values of these settings of input parameter groups for children of different statuses in the context of 

Type of dyad

Status of child rejected average popular

Status of play partner average average average

1 Concerns I much stronger  than A I little bit stronger  than A I stronger than  A I stronger than  A I little bit stronger  than A I much stronger  than A

2 Influence of behaviour I = average I = high I = average I = average I = high I = average

on realisation of concerns A = high A = average A = average A = average A = average A = high

3 Relation betweeen positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate positive = moderate

emotional appraisal negative = difficult negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = moderate negative = difficult

and emotional expression

4 Influence of emotional positive = big positive = average positive = average positive = average positive = average positive = big

expression to negative = big negative = average negative = average negative = average negative = average negative = big

to preference of concerns

5 Non-intentional principles continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average continuity = average

of behaviour symmetry = high symmetry = low symmetry = average symmetry = average symmetry = low symmetry = high

Rejected dyad Average dyad Popular dyad
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rage play partner (the “rejected” dyad); a child with a popular status child play-

ing with an average play partner (the “popular” dyad), or a child with an average 

status playing with a play partner with an average status (the “average” dyad). By 

means of this table, we will illustrate the rationale behind those settings. 

First of all, we focus on the settings for the average child, playing with an aver-

age play partner. Our starting point is that this “average” dyad has default values for 

the five input parameter groups. These default values have been obtained by esti-

mating the best possible set of model parameters, based on a qualitative comparison 

with the empirical data from “average” dyads. Note that for reasons of simplicity these 

quantitative parameter settings are specified in qualitative terms (such as ‘average’, 

‘stronger than’ etc.; the accompanying numerical values can be found in the parame-

ter worksheet of the simulation model which is available in the form of an excel-file at 

website wwww.gmw.rug.nl/~model/, see also Appendix B). 

The children in the “average” dyad both have an average status, thus they are 

average in both their child specific (internal) properties and their context specific 

properties. It means that the settings of both children refer to an average influence of 

the social effectiveness component and the social power component. Table 3 shows 

that for instance for the concerns group of input parameters, the default setting is that 

Involvement is stronger than Autonomy. In addition, both the behavior ‘playing to-

gether’ and the behavior ‘playing alone’ have an average influence on the realization 

value of the corresponding concern, respectively the concern Involvement and the 

concern Autonomy (realizability group of input parameters).  

For a discussion and mathematical description of the influence of the social 

effectiveness and social power components for the “rejected” and “popular” dyads, 

we refer to the more extensive description on the website www.gmw.rug.nl./~model/. 

It can be shown on mathematical grounds that as far as the parameter values are 

concerned, a combination of these influences leads to a division into two groups. The 

first group consists of the rejected child in the “rejected” dyad and the average child in 

the “popular” dyad. These children have the same deviation from the default settings, 

namely one in which the concern Involvement is much stronger than the concern 

Autonomy, the realizabilty of Autonomy is high, the likelihood of negative expressions 

is low, the preference effect of both positive and negative expressions is big, and the 

tendency to symmetry is high. This means that, for instance, the rejected child has a 

high concern for playing together (Involvement). He is easily satisfied with ‘playing 

alone’, and tends to suppres negative emotional expressions. In addition, the play 
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partner’s positive expressions during ‘playing together’ will strongly increase the 

child’s preference for ‘playing together’. Finally, his tendency to imitate the behaviors 

of the play partner is strong.  

The second group consists of the average child in the ‘rejected’ dyad and the 

popular child in the ‘popular’ dyad. These children have the following non-default set-

tings: their concern Involvement is a little bit stronger than the concern Autonomy, the 

realizabilty of Involvement is high, and the tendency to symmetry is low.  

Note again that these settings correspond with preset quantitative values. 

 

 What are the criteria for a good model and a good empirical fit?  

An important general criterion for a good model is that it “provides convincing 

answers to the questions we put to it” (Casti, 1997; p. 25). In addition, Gottman 

(Gottman et al., 2002; p. 67) states that a good model “gets people to ask questions, 

especially ones that help generate ideas for new experiments within the science, thus 

keeping the interplay going”. Put more concretely, it means that, first, the model must 

be based on valid theory (-ies), with valid definitions of behavior; and that, second, 

the model must technically “behave well”, for instance not showing chaotic patterns, if 

in reality the represented system does not either. Thus, in terms of sensitivity of the 

model, it must neither be too sensitive nor too insensitive to changes in values of in-

put parameter groups. Concerning the fit with the empirical data, the model must 

show sufficient similarity in its output compared to results of empirical observations of 

the process (see Balci, 1997; Van Dijkum, DeTombe, & van Kuijk, 1999; Gilbert & 

Troitzsch, 1999).  For our model, it means that interaction properties for children of 

different sociometric statuses must be generated, comparable with those in empirical 

findings. In order to do so, the choice of parameters must be theoretically adequate, 

but also must be the best possible choice. The question is of corse what is ‘sufficient 

similarity’ and ‘comparable output’. This question will be anwered in the method sec-

tion. 

A necessary final remark is that our model deals with a process, thus it would 

be obvious to focus the fit criteria on process characteristics, especially those con-

cerning patterns of the output variables over the course of an interaction. However, 

an important first question is whether the model gives a good representation of gen-

eral characteristics of the sample, namely of the averages and distributions of the dif-

ferent status groups. On the other hand, it makes little sense to fit group characteris-
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tics if the patterns generated by the model were to deviate considerably from the em-

pirical patterns. We checked for the existence of such deviations by means of a quali-

tative procedure, which showed that the model yields patterns with sufficient qualita-

tive similarity with empirical data, especially concerning clusters and peaks of specific 

behaviors and emotional expressions (Rhemrev & de Haan, 2003; van der Singel, 

2003; Steenbeek & van Geert, 2002a; van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005). 

 

 Recapitulation of research questions 

Recapitulating, the goal of this chapter is to validate our interaction model with 

empirical data.  Our research questions are twofold. First, what are the tools and 

steps by means of which our model can be validated with empirical data? This ques-

tion implies not only whether the choice of parameters is adequate, but also whether 

the choice of parameters is the best possible. Second, how good is the resulting fit? 

Finally, if these two questions have been answered sufficiently, the question can be 

answered: What does the model teach us about differences in social interaction of 

six-, and seven year-old children of different sociometric status?  

 

 

 METHOD AND RESULTS 

Empirical data 

In this section, we will present the main lines of our empirical study. For a more 

elaborate discussion of these empirical data, we refer to Chapter 2 (Steenbeek and 

van Geert, 2005b; Chapter 2). 

Participants: 24 dyads of grade 1 pupils with mean age of 6.5 years partici-

pated. They were selected on the basis of their sociometric status. Each dyad con-

sisted of two same-sex children. Three types of dyads were formed, comparable with 

the dyads distinguished in the model. The first consisted of a child with a rejected 

status, coupled with a neutral play partner with an average status (“rejected” dyads). 

The second group consisted of a child with a popular status, and an average play 

partner (“popular” dyads); the third of a child with an average status, and an average 

play partner (“average” dyads). 

Procedure: First, the sociometric status of the participants was determined on 

the basis of repeated measures of a rating test (Asher, Singleton, Tinsley, & Hymel, 

1979), which was analyzed with the computer program SS-rat (Maassen, Akkermans, 
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& van der Linden, 1996; the stability of the procedure is discussed in Maassen, 

Steenbeek, & van Geert, 2004; Steenbeek & van Geert, 2005c). Second, the dyads 

were videotaped during a ten-minute play session, which took place in a separate 

room in the school. The only instruction was to play together with four groups of toys 

that were placed on the table. After giving the instruction, the researcher left the 

room, leaving the children alone with the toys and the camera. 

The 24 dyads were videotaped three times, with intervals of approximately one 

and a half month. In principle the second and third round were selected for coding. 

Due to practical limitations, only 17 dyads were coded twice and 7 dyads were coded 

once. This resulted in a total of 41 coded interactions (“rejected” dyads; n = 13; 

“average” dyads; n = 14; “popular” dyads; n = 14) 6. 

Coding and variables: The recordings were coded with the computerized sys-

tem Observer 4.0 pro (Noldus Information technology, 1999). To determine the inter-

observer reliability between the observers, we used a nonparametric permutation test 

(see section ‘random permutation analysis’ for more information about permutation 

techniques; see also van Geert & van Dijk, 2003). The reliability was determined in 

advance, and can be considered good in terms of percentage agreement (.8 for co-

herence, p = .01, .81 for expressions, p = .01). 

Two variables were coded: emotional expressions and instrumental actions of 

each child separately. Changes in expressiveness and action of each videotaped 

child separately were coded with a precision of 1/10 of a second (event sampling). 

The variable emotional expression was coded on a scale ranging from very negative 

(- 4) to very positive (+ 5), representing the intensity of the expression. Categories – 4 

to – 2 represented negative expressions, - 1 to + 1 neutral expressions, and + 2 to + 

5 positive expressions. The variable action was coded with the help of three overt 

variables: verbal turn, nonverbal turn, and focus. On the basis of these partial vari-

ables, a child’s current behavior is coded as directed action (‘playing together’) or not 

(‘playing alone’). If the child displays neither a verbal turn, nor a nonverbal turn, nor a 

focus (towards the play partner or the mutual play activity), the child is supposed to 

display non-directed actions (‘playing alone’). Otherwise the child is coded as display-

ing directed actions (‘playing together’). Remember that directed action also entails 

6. Since we use permutation methods there is no problem with the fact that in a number of cases the 

same dyads occur twice in the sample. There is no assumption of independent measures. The small 

sample sizes are explained by the fact that popular and rejected children form a small minority of the 

total number of children in the class.  
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attempts towards involving the other child in the interaction. If both the child and the 

play partner show mutually responsive directed actions, the behavior is coded as 

“coherence dyad”, which is the only action variable on the dyad level. 

In order to derive as much information as possible from the variables expres-

sion and action, they were translated in operational variables, both on the individual 

and on the dyadic level. They are exactly the same as those described in table 2  

(see section ‘output variables’). 

Results 
7: What follows is a short summary of the findings presented in Steen-

beek and van Geert (2005b). First of all, the total number of twenty-two variables was 

reduced to a subset of ten core variables. Over the total pattern of this selection, we 

found significant differences and similarities between “rejected” dyads and “popular” 

dyads (chi = 7.6, p = 0.006; chi2 = 8.6, p = 0.001).  

Secondly, by examining each of the twenty-two variables separately, we found 

statistically significant differences between “rejected” dyads and “popular” dyads in 

seven variables. In six of these variables, the “rejected” dyads scored significantly 

higher than the “popular” dyads, namely in the child’s ‘directedness’, ‘positive expres-

sions’, and ‘intensity positive time’; in the play partner’s ‘proportion shared directed-

ness’ and ‘intensity negative number’; and finally in the dyad’s ‘coherence’. Note that 

the findings concerning positive expressions and directedness seem counterintuitive, 

because popular children are often described as showing more positive expressions 

and directedness.  

Only in one variable of this set of seven, namely the child’s ‘proportion shared 

positive’, the “popular” dyads scored significantly higher than the “rejected” dyads. 

This finding is consistent with the literature, which points to the existence of more 

‘mutuality’ in interactions in which a popular child is involved.  

We did not find significant differences between “rejected” dyads and “popular” 

dyads in ten variables, namely the child’s ‘proportion shared directedness’, ‘intensity 

positive number’, and ‘intensity negative number’; the play partner’s ‘directedness’, 

‘positive expressions’, ‘intensity positive time’, ‘intensity positive number’ and 

‘proportion shared positive’; and the dyad’s ‘shared negative expressions’, and 

‘contrast child–play partner’. This means that contrary to what has been reported in 

7. Results over the “average” dyads are not reported, because analyses reveal that in all variables but 

one the mean score of the “average” dyads lie in between the mean scores of the “popular” dyads and 

the “rejected” dyads. The one exception is the variable ‘intensity negative number’ of the child, in which 

the difference is not statistically significant.  
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the literature about comparable variables, we did not find differences for “rejected” 

and “popular” dyads. For instance, we did not find that the play partner of a popular 

child directs his actions more often to the popular child than the play partner of a re-

jected child directs his actions to the rejected child. Finally, five variables showed a 

trend (with p-values between 0.1 and 0.3). These variables were the child’s ‘negative 

expression’ and ‘intensity negative time’; the play partner’s ‘negative expression’ and 

‘intensity negative time’; and the dyad’s ‘shared positive expressions’. This again is 

not consistent with what has been found in literature earlier. The trend found in our 

data is that popular children show more ‘negative expressions’ than rejected children; 

and popular dyads show less ‘shared positive expressons’  than rejected dyads, 

whereas literature reports more negative expressions in rejected children, and more 

positive expressions in popular children. In addition, the trend found in our data is 

that play partners of popular children show less ‘negative expressions’ than play part-

ners of rejected children. 

The discrepancy between our findings and earlier findings can be explained as 

folllows. First, we used a process model to make predictions, which can easily differ 

from those that depart from child-specific factors found by avering over many interac-

tions. Second, we used a specific play situation in our research setting, namely one in 

which the children were explicitly asked to play with the other child, and where adults 

monitored them. Note that this situation is different from a free play situation in the 

daily life of children. The fact that we found rejected children to behave in this way in 

this particular situation does not not exclude another fact, described in literature dis-

cussed earlier, namely that their overall daily experience might be one of predomi-

nantly negative emotions and little interaction. A challenge for our process model is to 

expand our predictions to other interaction situations, and try to explain why there are 

infrequent and often negatively loaded interactions for rejected children.  

 

 Procedure 

Generation of model output 

The output of the model is obtained by running the model 5000 times for each 

set of input parameters that represents a specific type of dyad. All averages and dis-

tributions of the operational variables resulting from the model runs of different types 

of dyads are significantly different. Note that every run also contained a random influ-

ence, contributing to the typical distributions of the end results of each status group 
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separately.  

 

 Random permutation analysis 

The statistical problem is that a total of 5000 model runs of dyads with a spe-

cific status is compared with 13, 14, and 14 empirical dyads with that particular 

status, respectively. To solve the problem of the major difference in size between em-

pirical and model samples, we use random permutation analysis, which are in par-

ticular convenient for small and unbalanced datasets. This technique is highly flexi-

ble, and can test explicitly formulated null hypotheses (Good, 1999; Manley, 1997; 

Todman & Dugard, 2001). The basic principle is that it estimates the probability that 

an observed result is caused by chance alone. This is done by simulating that prob-

ability, i.e. by drawing a very large number of accidental samples (e.g. of scores of 

popular and rejected children), and then counting the number of times that the ob-

served phenomenon (or an even ‘stronger’ one) occurs in the accidental samples. To 

reduce the estimation error, random samples were drawn 5000 times. 

A broader theoretical justification of the procedures used in this chapter is as 

follows. In the present kind of research, basically two pictures of reality are gener-

ated. One is a picture based on observations (the empirical study), the other is based 

on the simulation model. The question is: to what extent do the two pictures resemble 

each other? A good resemblance does not imply that the pictures look alike to the 

level of the smallest details, but there should be sufficient similarity so that an unbi-

ased viewer can recognize one picture as a representation of the other. The hypothe-

sis is that this similarity is meaningful. The nulhypothesis is that this similarity could 

have been produced by chance alone.   

However, how is chance defined? The simplest form of chance consists of ran-

domly shuffling the ‘output’ of the model. This ‘output’ consists of expression and ac-

tion variables for the different dyad groups, as expressed in averages and in distribu-

tions. This form of similarity testing will be conducted with the pattern analysis of av-

erages and distributions (see section ‘fitting averages’ and ‘fitting distributions’). Basi-

cally, the assumption behind the null hypothesis is that the output of the model can 

not be distinguished from a purely random coupling between output variables and 

types of dyads.  

A second form of chance, which is related to a stricter form of null hypothesis 

testing, is represented by randomly shuffling the input of the model. This input con-

sists of the parameter settings. This form of randomization more explicitly modifies 
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the basic assumptions of the model, which are represented in the form of specific 

sets of values that are coupled with the distinct types of dyads. This type of null hy-

pothesis testing will be applied with the distribution analysis over distinct variables, 

mainly because in this particular case the simpler form of null hypothesis testing is 

not applicable (see Uebersax, 2005; van Geert & van Dijk, 2003). Basically, the as-

sumption behind the null hypothesis model is that the assigment of specific parame-

ter values to specific types of dyads is coincidental, and thus that any such random 

assignment will result in empirical fits that are as good or as bad as those found with 

the real model. 

 

 Operationalization of the research questions - an overview of the fitting meth-

ods 

We answer the question by means of which tools and steps the empirical data 

can be fitted to the model by comparing the operational variables in three manners. 

First, we compare the average of each operational variable over 5000 model runs - 

per type of dyad - with the empirical averages of 13, 14, and 14 dyads, respectively. 

Second, we compare the distributions of each operational variable over 5000 model 

runs with the empirical distributions. Third, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, in 

which we check whether the model is too sensitive or too insensitive for changes in 

parameter values. This three-fold method can be justified as follows. First, in addition 

to using averages we also fit distributions, which provide information about an impor-

tant aspect of the data, namely the nature of the differences between individual mem-

bers of the same dyad groups. Second, by performing sensitivity analysis, we attempt 

to find ranges of adequate values of input parameter groups, instead of confining our-

selves to estimating single values. It is likely that such ranges provide a more valid 

representation of particular dyad groups than single central values.  

With the help of these three fitting methods, we answer the second question, 

namely how well the model fits the data. In answering the first aspect of this second 

question, namely to what extent do the chosen parameter values fit the data, we use 

our comparison of averages and distributions of each variable. The second aspect is 

whether the chosen parameter settings are the best possible choice of parameter set-

tings. This aspect can be answered by means of sensitivity analysis. (Note that sensi-

tivity analysis also contributes to answering the first aspect of this question). 

Given the complexity of the method, the following section combines the pre-

sentation of the method and results.  
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 Fitting averages 

The question “does the model give a good representation of the group aver-

ages?” is divided in two specific questions. The first relates to a comparison between 

model and data for the pattern of all variables together, over the three types of dyads. 

The second involves a comparison between the simulated and the empirical aver-

ages of each variable separately for the distinct types of dyads.  

 

The pattern of all variables, over all status groups  

The specific question is: does the model give a good representation of the pat-

tern of empirical averages, namely of the combination of all variables over all status 

groups. In other words: does the systematic, model-dependent, combination of val-

ues with variables in a particular dyad group, bear a better resemblance with the em-

pirical pattern than a random combination of values with variables does? The null hy-

pothesis is that the simulated pattern does not give a better representation of the pat-

tern of empirical averages than a random one.  

The statistical method: First, we rescaled the values of the simulated and em-

pirical averages of all twenty-two variables by dividing them by their maximum value. 

By doing so, it is possible to compare values of distinct variables. Second, the dis-

tance between the simulated and the corresponding empirical value is calculated, of 

each separate variable, of each separate status group. The distance is expressed in 

the form of a chi, i.e. the absolute value of the difference between the simulated and 

the observed value of the variable. Third, these distances are summed over all vari-

ables, over all status groups. The resulting value of this criterion is compared with 

chance by means of a random permutation method 8. By doing so, we calculated the 

probability that a random model yields a sum of chi’s that is as small as or smaller 

than the actual simulation model does. 

Results: the criterion (the sum of chi’s) based on the actual simulation model is 

significantly smaller than can be expected on the basis of chance (p = .01). This 

means that the simulated pattern gives a better than chance resemblance with the 

pattern of empirical averages. 

 Per variable, per status group 

8.  We also calculated an alternative measure of distance, namely chi square, and a stricter rescaling 

version, in which x – min x / (max x – min x). These alternative versions also produce significant 

results; in the chi-square (p = .05), and in the stricter version of rescaling (p <.01). 
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The specific question is: does the model give a good representation of the em-

pirical averages, for each variable separately? This question can be operationalized in 

two ways: first: does the simulated average falls within the range of the empirical con-

fidence interval? Second: is the order of ranking of the simulated averages of the 

three groups the same as the empirical one? Checking the order of ranking makes 

sense only for variables that show empirical differences between ‘popular’ dyads and 

‘rejected’ dyads (see section ‘empirical data’).  

The statistical method: The 95% confidence interval of the empirical values is 

determined by resampling the data 1000 times, via a bootstrap-procedure (Efron, 

1988). This way, a range of possible values for each variable results that could have 

been obtained empirically, if the sampling had, accidentally, been different.  

Results: Figure 4.1 provides an example of the position of the simulated aver-

ages compared to that of the empirical confidence range, for the variable ‘intensity 

positive expressions child’.  

The simulated averages of the three types of dyads lie within the confidence 

Figure 4.1.  An example of the position of the simulated averages compared to those of the empirical 

confidence range, for the variable ‘intensity positive expression child’. 
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intervals of the empirical averages. In addition, in the three dyad groups, the order of 

ranking of the simulated averages is the same as the empirical ranking.  

Table 4.4 shows the fit quality of all variables for the three types of dyads. 

First, we will discuss the fit quality as expressed in the confidence interval. The fit 

quality refers to the distance between the variable generated by the model and the 

confidence interval of the empirical variable. It is defined as follows: Let V be the 

value produced by the model, L the lower boundary, and U the upper boundary of the 

empirical confidence interval. The fit quality is calculated as follows: 1-(ABS(V - L) + 

ABS(V - U) - ABS(U - L)). A  fit quality of 1 means that the simulated average falls 

within the empirical confidence interval, smaller values reflect increasing distances. 

 

Table. 4.4. Results of fitting procedure over averages; per variable, per status group  

Notes. a. The fit quality can be interpreted as follows: For the confidence interval, a  fit quality of 1 

means that the simulated average falls within the empirical confidence interval, smaller values reflect 

increasing distances. For the order of ranking, a  fit quality of 1 means that the rank order of the 

simulated average is the same as the rank order of the empirical average; 0 means that these rank 

orders are not the same. 

b. The seven variables that yielded significant differences between status groups in the empirical study 

were printed in Italics.  

confidence interval order of ranking

rejected average popular total p -values rejected average popular total

child variables

Directedness 0.92 1 0.84 0.92 0.04 1 1 1 1

Proportion shared directedness 0.84 0.96 0.75 0.85 0.07 0 0 0 0
Positive expressions 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Intensity positive time 1 1 1 1 0.01 1 1 1 1

Intensity positive number 1 0.65 0.61 0.75 0.04 0 0 0 0

Proportion shared positive 0.87 1 0.73 0.87 0.1 0 0 0 0

Negative expressions 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.33

Intensity negative time 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0.33

Intensity negative number 1 1 0.59 0.86 0 0 0 0 0

play partner variables

Directedness 0.7 1 0.86 0.85 0.08 0 0 0 0

Proportion shared directedness 0.74 0.96 0.85 0.85 0.07 0 0 1 0.33

Positive expressions 0.94 1 1 0.98 0 0 0 0 0

Intensity positive time 0.95 1 1 0.98 0.02 0 0 0 0

Intensity positive number 1 0.68 -0.07 0.54 0.21 0 0 0 0

Proportion shared positive 1 1 0.92 0.97 0.03 0 0 0 0

Negative expressions 1 1 0.97 0.99 0 0 1 0 0.33

Intensity negative time 1 1 0.92 0.97 0 0 0 0 0

Intensity negative number 1 1 0.64 0.88 0 1 1 1 1

dyad variables

Coherence dyad 1 1 1 1 0.01 0 0 1 0.33

Shared positive expressions 1 0.99 1 1 0 1 1 1 1

Shared negative expressions 1 1 0.99 1 0 0 0 0 0

Contrast dyad 1 1 1 1 0.3 0 0 0 0

Average fit quality over status groups 0.95 0.97 0.85 0.92 0 0.58 0.5 0.58 0.56

p -values 0 0 0 0 0 0.06 0.17 0.06 0.01
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For example, the fit quality for the variable child’s ‘directedness’ is 0.92, 1, and 

0.84, for the three dyad groups, with a p-value of 0.04. All p-values smaller than .05 

are considered good. If the p-value is < .001, the fit is considered excellent, between 

0.05 and 0.1 moderate, and if p is greater than 0.1, the fit is considered poor. Overall, 

the fit quality per variable is excellent for 10 variables, good for 6 variables, moderate 

for 4 variables, and poor for 2 variables.  

The fit quality per type of dyad is specified in the last two rows of the table. The 

three p-values are smaller than 0.01, which implies that they are significantly better 

than chance. The rejected and average dyads fit equally well (fit qualities of 0.95 and 

0.97). The popular dyad fits less well (fit quality of 0.85), and this difference in fit qual-

ity is statistically significant (p < 0.01).  

Second, we will discuss the fit quality as expressed in the order of ranking. 

Note that we report only the twelve variables for which rank order is meaningful, 

namely those that are empirically different. (The cut-off value was p < .3; seven of 

these twelve had a p-value smaller than .05). Note further that since calculating p-

values for separate variables makes very little sense (the number of possible permu-

tations is too small), we only report the p-values for the three types of dyads. For the 

‘rejected’ dyads and the ‘popular’ dyads, the fit is moderate (p = 0.06). For the aver-

age dyads, the fit is poor (p = 0.17). Over all dyads, the fit is excellent (p <0.01).  

 

Fitting distributions 

The question is: do the simulated model distributions give a good representa-

tion of the observed (empirical) distributions of all variables? In accordance with the 

discussion of the averages, we make a distinction between the fit over the total pat-

tern of distributions, and the fit over the variables separately.  

 

 The pattern of all variables, over all status groups 

 The specific question is: does the model give a good representation of the 

total pattern of distributions of all variables, over the three status groups? This ques-

tion is answered with the help of two criteria, namely the position of the coordinates of 

the peak in the distribution, and the histogram of the distribution itself. Just as in the 

analyses of the averages (previous paragraph), we assume that the model yields a 

specific pattern of histograms. This pattern amounts to a specific ordering of ele-

ments, in this case histograms. The null hypothesis is that the ordering of these ele-
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ments is accidental; i.e. the random model assumes that there exists no systematic 

association between a particular histogram and a particular variable.  

Criterion: coordinates of the peak 

The question is operationalized as follows: do the coordinates of the peak of 

the simulated histograms resemble the empirical coordinates more than can be ex-

pected on the basis of chance? Coordinates of the peak are both the position on the 

y-axis (the maximal frequency) and the position on the x-axis (the value that occurs 

most frequently).  

The statistical method: First, histograms are determined for the empirical data, 

the model data, and the random model data (recall that the random model consists of 

a series of random couplings of distributions to variables). Second, for each variable 

(in the model data, the empirical data, and the random model data), the coordinates 

of the peak are determined. Third, for each variable we calculate the distance be-

tween the coordinates of the peak in the model distribution and the coordinates of the 

peak in the empirical distribution. In addition, for each variable we calculate the dis-

tance between the coordinates of the peak in the random model and the coordinates 

of the peak in the empirical distribution. Fourth, we average the distance over all vari-

ables for the two coordinates separately, and then average over the two coordinates 

(chi criterion). Finally, this criterion is compared with averages obtained on the basis 

of the random model.  

Results: The distance between the average of the coordinates of the peak in 

the model distribution and the average of the coordinates of the peak in the empirical 

distribution is significantly smaller (p < .001) than can be expected on the basis of 

chance.  

Criterion: histograms  

The question is whether the simulated histograms of the distribution resemble 

the histograms of the empirical distribution more than can be expected on the basis 

of chance. The null hypothesis is that the histogram of variable A could just as well 

belong to variable B or C; i.e. if one gets an arbitrary sample of histograms, one also 

would obtain a good fit with the histograms of the empirical distribution.  

The statisticial method can be compared with the method described for the 

coordinates of the peak. The only difference is that we now focus on values for each 

distinct bin in the histogram.  

Results: The distance between the histograms of the model distribution and 

those of the empirical distribution, for all variables for all status groups, is significantly 
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smaller (p < .001) than the corresponding distance between the histograms of the 

random model distribution and those of the empirical distribution.  

 

Per variable, per status group: testing a model with an arbitrary parameter 

range 

The specific question is: does the model give a good representation of the dis-

tributions of all variables separately, over all status groups separately? Remember 

that the comparison between the model and a null hypothesis model (which specifies 

chance) differs from preceding analyses. The current nul hypothesis model random-

izes the values of the input parameters (see section ‘random permutation analysis’).  

Each distribution is represented by a histogram, based on 11 bins (one bin for 

the 0-value, one for values between 0 and 0.1, another for values between 0.1 and 

0.2, etc; most variables range from 0 – 1; 5 variables referring to emotional expres-

sion have a considerably broader range). For each variable, there are two distribu-

tions. One is based on the proportion of frequencies of the observed values; the other 

is based on the proportion of frequencies from 5000 runs of the model (e.g. the 13 

values of “coherence” of the “rejected” dyad, and the set of 5000 ‘coherence’ outputs 

from the model). The hypothesis is that the model histograms resemble the observed 

histograms and that this resemblance is meaningful. By “meaningful” we understand 

that the resemblance is the specific result of the parameter values chosen. According 

to the null hypothesis, the resemblance is accidental, which, in this particular case, 

implies that any arbitrarily chosen set of parameter values could have produced a 

comparable resemblance. 

The null hypothesis was specified as follows. Remember that the model uses 

three parameter sets, i.e. sets of parameter values that are considered specific for 

the three types of dyads. The random model employs randomly chosen sets. How-

ever, since a randomly chosen set can in principle contain any possible and eventu-

ally highly unrealistic value, the selection was confined to specific parameter limits. 

We arbitrarily set these limits to twice the range of the parameter values featuring in 

the real (i.e. specific) model 9. Note that in this case the model parameters for the 

9. For instance, in the first parameter group (strength of concerns) in the model, the rejected child in 

the”rejected” dyad has the highest value, namely 0.8, for the concern Involvement (CI), the average child 

in the “average” dyad has a value of 0.7 and the popular child in the “popular” dyad has the lowest value, 

namely 0.6. The range between the highest and lowest value equals 0.8 – 0.6 = 0.2. The random model 

is based on an arbitrary choice of parameter values within twice that range, i.e. between 0.5 and 0.9. 

Comparable ranges for random parameter selection are of course determined for all other parameters. 
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three types of dyads are nested within this broader range. 

  The statistical method is as follows: First, a measure of fit (chi) is calculated, 

which is the sum of the distances (absolute difference) between the proportion of 

cases in each model bin and the corresponding empirical bin. The same is done for 

the random model. The difference between these two chi’s is an indicator for the rela-

tive fit quality of the model. We expect a considerably better fit for the real than for the 

random model, i.e. we expect a great difference in favor of the real model.  

Table 4.5. The results of fitting procedure over distributions; per variable, per status group, as 

expressed in p-values. 

Note. a. The fit quality is expressed in p-values: e.g. a  p-value of 0  (p <= .001) for the variable 

‘directedness child’ for the ‘rejected’  group of dyads  means that the real model resembles the empirical 

distributions better than the random model, for this variable, for this group of dyads.   

b. The rand total per variable expresses the number of times that p <  0.01 for this variable; the 

maximum value is 3 and the minimum value is 0. The rand total per status group  expresses the number 

of times that p < 0.01 for this status group; the maximum value is 22 and the minimum value is 0. 

type of dyads rejected dyad average dyad popular dyad randtotal (p <0.01)

per variable

child variables

Directedness 0 0 0.28 2

Proportion shared directedness 0 0 1 2

Positive expressions 0 0 0 3

Intensity positive time 0.04 0 0 2

Intensity positive number 0.67 0 0 2

Proportion shared positive 0 0 1 2

Negative expressions 0 0 1 2

Intensity negative time 0 0 0 3
Intensity negative number 0 0 1 2

play partner variables

Directedness 0 0 0 3
Proportion shared directedness 0 0 0 3

Positive expressions 0 0 0.03 2

Intensity positive time 0 0 1 2

Intensity positive number 0 0 1 2

Proportion shared positive 0.74 0 0 2

Negative expressions 0 0 0 3

Intensity negative time 0 0 0 3

Intensity negative number 0 0 0 3

dyad variables

Coherence dyad 0 0 0 3

Shared positive expressions 0 0 1 2

Shared negative expressions 0 0 0 3

Contrast dyad 0 0 0 3

randtotal (p <0.01) 20 22 14
per status group
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The null hypothesis assumes that the values of the random model and the val-

ues of the model (each 5000 x) come from the same underlying distribution. This as-

sumption is tested with the help of a random permuation procedure (1000 runs).  

 Results based on p-values: Table 4.5 shows the p-values resulting from the 

random permutation procedure.        

 To simplify the interpretation of this table, the number of times that the p-value 

is smaller than 0.01 has been counted for each variable (represented in the rows) 

and for each type of dyad (represented in the columns).  

Overall, in 10 of the 22 variables, the real model resembles the empirical distri-

butions better than the random model for all status groups (p < 0.01); in the remain-

ing 12 variables this is the case in two of the three status groups.  

For the rejected group of dyads, in 20 variables, the real model resembles the 

empirical distributions better than the random model (p <= .001). For the average 

group, the model is always better than the random model. However, for the popular 

group, in 8 variables the model does not give a better representation of the empirical 

data than the random model. In fact, in 7 out of 8 variables the random model gives a 

better representation of the empirical data than the real model.  

Based on these findings with the p < 0.01 criterion, we consider the fit 

‘excellent’ for the “average” dyads (22 variables out of 22 are significantly better); for 

the “rejected” group the fit is considered ‘very good’ (20 variables significant). Finally, 

we consider the fit for the popular group ‘moderate’, because of the combination of a 

low number of significant p-values (14) with a considerable number (7) of high p-

values that refer to a better fit of the random model.  

For a discussion of the fits resulting from a random model that is not limited to 

realistic values, we refer to the Endnote. 

 

 Sensitivity analysis 

The question is to what extent the model reacts in case of changes in values 

of input parameter groups. This question relates to the point of limits of parameter 

ranges answered in the previous section, and concerns the extent to which the model 

is too sensitive or too insensitive for changes in parameter values. Figure 4.2 shows 

examples of three degrees of fit sensitivity, based on imaginary cases, and one em-

pirical example.  

 An optimal fit occurs, if a relatively small fraction of the parameter interval cor-

responds with the empirical confidence interval (figure 4.2a). 
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Figure 4.2. Examples of three degrees 

of fit sensitivity, based on imaginary 

cases, and one empirical example: a. 

Sensitive parameter model ; b. 

Oversensitive parameter model; 

c.Insensitive parameter model; d. 

Empirical parameter model.  
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 Exploratory qualitative analysis of sensitivity  

The question is whether the model is either too sensitive to small or too insen-

sitive to greater changes in parameter values.  

Criterion: oversensitivity   

A model is too sensitive if a small change in a parameter value causes a major 

change in the fit of the model. Figure 4.2b shows that small parameter changes pro-

duce major changes in the fit quality. We have no reason to assume that this takes 

place in reality. For instance, it is higly unlikely that a very small increase in the In-

volvement concern parameter value would lead to a major difference in one or more 

of the variables, leading to a very rapid deteriotation of the fit, whereas a big increase 

would again suddenly lead to an optimal fit. Especially in stochastic models (in which 

much randomization is used), the standard expectation is that no over-sensitivity will 

occur. Conversely, the expectation is that the model will behave correctly, showing s-

shaped or comparable curves, in which monotonous increase can be seen within a 

sufficiently large range. 

The question is operationalized as follows: does the model show too many 

fluctuations in its output variables, if one parameter at the time is varied from a mini-

mum value towards a maximum value? Note that because it is virtually impossible to 

calculate all possible combinations of parameter values, we confine ourselves to ma-

nipulating one parameter at a time, and study the corresponding figure.  

The statistical method: Charts were generated with on the x-axis a parameter 

that varied from a minimum value to a maximum value; and on the y-axis the accom-

panying model output for a particular variable. Charts were visually inspected with a 

focus on discontinuities and fluctuations that qualitatively resemble figure 4.2b.  

Results: We visually inspected a random selection of parameters, namely 

‘Involvement of the child’, ‘Involvement of the play partner’ (both belong to the Con-

cerns parameter group), and the ‘contribution of the behavior to the realization of the 

concerns’ (Realizability parameter group), and checked the associated behavior of 

six important variables. The six variables were the dyad’s ‘coherence’, the child’s 

‘directedness’, ‘positive expressions’, ‘intensity positive time’ and ‘negative expres-

sions’, and the play partner’s ‘directedness’. There occurred no discontinuities, insta-

bilities, and fluctuations in the figures that could point to oversensitivity of the model. 

Figure 4.2d presents an illustration of this finding, namely in the variable ‘coherence 

dyad’ with the parameter ‘involvement of the child’, for the rejected group of dyad. It 
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shows that an s-shaped curve appears, with a small dip on the right side.  

Criterion: insensitivity 

The question whether the model is insensitive can be answered by checking 

whether a major change in a parameter value causes no noticeable changes in the 

fit. Figure 4.2c gives an example of an imaginarly insensitivite model, namely in al-

most the whole range of the parameter value (from minimum to maximum value), the 

variable has an optimal fit. 

The question is operationalized as follows: does the model show too little fluc-

tuations in the course of the variables, if one parameter at the time is varied from the 

minimum to the maximum value? 

The statistical method is the same as described above. The only difference is 

that we now check whether a variable remains within the limits of the empirical confi-

dence interval when the underlying parameter is varied.  

Results: We visually inspected the same sample as described in the previous 

paragraph. We noticed that in none of the variables the range of parameter values 

that yields a good fit is too broad; i.e. the model is not insensitive.  

 

  Using sensitivity analysis to determine the quality of fit 

 The question is whether sensitivity analysis can be used to determine the 

quality of the fit.  

Statistical method: First, we checked whether the simulated average of a cer-

tain variable falls within the limits of the empirical confidence interval. We did this for 

discrete subranges (bins) of the parameter in question. Each time a positive result 

occurred in the bin, the similarity yielded one point. We did this for 6 important vari-

ables in total. All 1’s for each bin are summed, and the total number represents the fit 

of the model for this parameter, in this particular bin (see figure 4.3).   

Results: As an illustration, figure 4.3 shows the parameter ‘child_ involvement’, 

and six variables (three variables about action, 3 variables about emotional expres-

sion), of the “popular” group of dyads.  

We can see that if the parameter ‘child_involvement’ has a value between 0 

and 0.43, only 1 variable (‘directedness play partner’) falls within the limits of the em-

pirical confidence interval. Between 0.43 and 0.5, none of the variables gives a good 

fit. However, between 0.5 and 0.57, five variables fall within the empirical confidence 

interval, which means that the fit is good, but not optimal (fit quality 5). After this, the 

fit quality decreases, to 3, 2, and finally 1.  
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Notice that the good fit we found between parameter values 0.5 and 0.57 cor-

responds with the parameter value in the model for the popular child in the “popular” 

dyad, which is 0.57. This latter value has come about in a fairly intuitive process of 

estimation of values, by means of inspecting graphs, simulations, and fitting averages 

over the total group of dyads. This means that the sensitivity analysis eventually pro-

vides a good underpinning of the estimation of parameter values. 

 

 DISCUSSION 

 

 The goal of this chapter was to report about the empirical validation of a gen-

eral explanatory model of short-term social behavior in a developmental context. This 

model was based on dynamic systems principles, and was applied to interaction of 

children of various sociometric statuses during play. Overall, the model showed a 

good empirical fit.  

 

 Implications for explaining social interaction of six-and seven year-old 

children of different sociometric statuses 

We can consider the good fit of the model as support for the model’s theoreti-

cal assumptions, such as the notion of goal-directedness of interactions, in which 

Figure 4.3. Sensitivity analyses of the parameter ‘child_involvement’, and six variables (three action 

based variables, and three expression based variables) in the ‘popular’ group of dyads.  
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concerns are the guiding force behind a child’s actions and emotional expressions. In 

addition, the model underlines the role of emotional appraisals, pleasure and non-

intentional aspects of behavior, such as contagiousness in an interaction process. 

Moreover, it supports the idea that social power and social effectiveness are differen-

tial aspets that play a crucial role in explaining differences in social interaction of chil-

dren and dyads of various sociometric statuses. The model describes interaction as 

an iterative process, in which both the child’s own and the play partner’s properties 

and behaviors dynamically intertwine. That is, at any moment in time, one child af-

fects the other and the other child affects the first, thus creating the conditions under 

which both participants will operate during the next moment in time. 

Second, the model helps to better understand empirical findings in specific 

contexts, and thus, potentially contributes to better prediction and intervention. A first 

empirical finding is that specific differences and similarities do exist between popular, 

average and rejected children and dyads.  

An example of such a difference is the finding that - in this specific interaction 

setting - rejected children show more ‘positive expressions’  than popular children. 

Our model helps to understand this finding by referring to the major role of concerns. 

It describes the specific process in which these children use their emotional expres-

sions in trying to establish satisfactory interactions with others, and the specific way 

in which other children react to these expressions. This leads to rejected children 

showing an ‘overflow’ of positive expressions.  

This finding is related to the finding that the amount of positive expressions 

that are reciprocated by a positive expression of the play partner (as expressed in the 

variable ‘proportion shared positive’) is higher for popular children than for rejected 

children. Our explicit computational model explains this by showing how the child’s 

social effectiveness and social contagiousness act as mutually amplifying forces in 

the case of high power individuals. These predictions could probably not have been 

made on the basis of existing models, which are considerably less context-sensitive 

and not process-based. 

A better understanding of empircal phenomena should lead to better interven-

tion and assessment, i.e. should have practical and applied consequences. That is, 

first, in addition to focusing on child specific factors, assessment and intervention 

should also explicitly account for context- specific factors in a process-oriented frame-

work. Desired changes in behavior can be realized by varying the context. For in-

stance, the teacher can let a rejected child cooperate with a more popular child in the 
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class. This must be done in a particular action context, in which the rejected child can 

practice new skills, and experience positive emotions in doing so. In addition, it is im-

portant to see interventions as part of an ongoing iterative process, in which each 

step in the process helps to determine the next intervention step. Furthermore, with 

regard to assessment, knowledge about concerns and appraisals of a child can be an 

important tool for understanding the child’s behavior and for achieving a successful 

intervention. For instance, before involving a child in a social skills training, the child 

can be interviewed about his concerns with regard to his socially undesired behav-

iors, such as aggression (see Singer, Doornenbal, & Okma, 2004; in which the same 

kind of interviews are described for foster children). 

 Third, the model is a convenient tool for (computationally) experimenting with 

various assumptions  - for instance, about the height of the concern Involvement in 

rejected children - by changing parameter values, and observing the associated 

changes in outputs. In addition, the model shows how group characteristics follow 

from individual, in this case, dyadic processes. For instance, insight can be obtained 

in the potential causes of intra-individual variability in patterns of behavior of one indi-

vidual child. Other possibilities concern the simulation of conditions in which more or 

less variability between individuals and / or groups occur. This allows the researcher 

to obtain a better insight in the bandwidth of possible effects of varying parameter 

values.  

A point of consideration concerns the moderate fit of the popular group with 

regard to the distributions per variable separately. This lack of fit could be explained 

by the way in which we have incorporated the social effectiveness component of chil-

dren in the model (see the more extensive description on the website 

www.gmw.rug.nl/~model/, which explains that social effectiveness is not implemented 

in parameter groups that relate to emotional expressions). In additional research, 

(see chapter 2; Steenbeek & van Geert, 2005b) we found that the child’s social effec-

tiveness plays a major role in realizing concerns. A high level of social effectiveness 

is particularly characteristic of popular children.  

 

 Methodological implications regarding the fitting procedures  

A first implication concerns Murray’s relativizing the importance of empirical 

fits. He states that “fitting the data does not tell you that you have the right mecha-

nism……We have to free ourselves from the idea that goodness of fit is the sine qua 
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non of science” (Gottman et al., 2002; p. 67-68). This statement supports the neces-

sity of a good theoretical justification of a model. The empirical fit makes sense only 

against the background of the underlying theory. We have tried to conform to this re-

quirement by first, incorporating the process component in the model, in particular by 

using principles from dynamic systems, and second, by founding the model on ade-

quate theoretical assumptions.  

A related issue is that the number of parameters in the model follows directly 

from the underlying theory, which in the case of our model has led to a considerable 

number of parameters. This number is not primarily determined by a statistical crite-

rion, in which the model is penalized for the number of parameters used. (Examples 

of such goodness of fit criteria are Akaika’s Information Criterion (AIC) and Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC)).   

On the other hand, it does not seem very plausible that all dyads from the 

same dyad group have the same parameter values, as is now implicitly assumed by 

the model. It is more likely that each type of dyad is represented by parameters that 

consist of a range of values, instead of just one specific value. Testing the fit qualities 

of such ranges could be a next step in the further elaboration of the model.  

A last remark concerns the use of a random component in the model. This ran-

dom component is incorporated in the model in such a way that its influence is more 

or less constant, without dominating the influence of the values of the intput parame-

ter groups. However, this model random component can be no more than only an 

approximate representation of the empirical random component, in which all kinds of 

variables exert an influence of varying strength. In further research the magnitude of 

the influence of this random component could be estimated, comparable with the esti-

mation of error variance in more standard models.  

 

 Implications regarding modeling in developmental psychology  

An implication of using such a complex model instead of a simpler one is that 

we can make use of the additional value of the complex output of the model, in the 

form of interaction patterns unfolding in real-time. That is, the model yields much 

‘richer’ information than merely producing an equilibrium state or an average, and 

thus leads to detailed, testable hypothesis. The question why we did not make use of 

this ‘richer’ source of information in validating the model can be answered by empha-

sizing that performing fitting procedures on a group level is a first, conditional step 
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before fitting on the level of individual patterns can be performed. Now that this first 

step yields encouraging results, the next step  - validating the model with regard to 

patterns that emerge within one child, within one interaction – can be taken (as des-

ribed in van Geert & Steenbeek, 2005).    

A second important implication of this short-term model concerns its function in 

the explanation of long-term development. Basically, the short-term dynamics of a 

play session or other form of interaction that involves dyadic interaction can be con-

ceived of as a single step in a time series of such interactions over a long term, for 

instance a school year, or a developmental period such as childhood. The long-term 

development concerns the long-term change of the parameter values that govern the 

short-term model. For instance, it is possible that in a child who encounters many un-

successful interactions with others and who thus cannot sufficiently realize his con-

cern for pleasurable interactions with others, a slow decrease of the involvement con-

cern parameter will occur, leading to diminishing interest in others and thus to a more 

or less self-caused rejected status. 

In order to expand the short-term model and make it into a model over the 

long-term, it would be necessary to add a new component to the model, namely a 

social network of potential interaction partners. This long-term model must of course 

specify how a preceding interaction affects a successive interaction. For instance, 

how is the Involvement concern-parameter that is  associated with a potential interac-

tion partner, updated after an interaction with that child in question, dependent on 

how pleasurable the past interaction was. 

It goes without saying that although the use of a short-term model in order to 

understand long-term development is not strictly necessary, it nevertheless provides 

a deeper and more complete explanation of the developmental process at issue. In 

addition, if one wants to intervene in a problematic social development – e.g. consist-

ing of many unsuccessful interactions with others – it is very helpful to have a model 

of the real aggregation level at which changes will take place (for more information 

about the coupling of a short-term model and a long-term model, we refer to van 

Geert & Steenbeek, 2005). 

Third, a more common approach to explaining social interaction in a develop-

mental context is to measure a set of independent variables (e.g. concerns) in a par-

ticular sample of children, to measure a set of dependent variables (e.g. amount of 

positive expressions), and then calculate an association between the two (e.g. com-

mon variance). We have reasoned that such independent variables are in fact the 
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product of an ongoing process (dyadic interaction) and thus, that a model predicting 

those variables should be a model of the process that produces them. However, this 

process model introduces a number of assumptions that are incompatible with the 

notion of independent variables. It remains an important challenge for further re-

search to explore the possibilities of a (relatively) independent measurement of the 

main parameters of the model. For instance, it is likely that the child’s concerns for 

‘playing together’ with particular peers are consistent with the child’s sociometric rat-

ings, provided they are taken shortly before videotaping a play session. 

A last consideration refers to using simulation models in order to generate pre-

dictions, and validating such models with empirical data, in the field of developmental 

psychology research. Without doubt, this research method is still in its infancy, not-

withstanding the fact that important work has been done already by reseachers such 

as Thelen & Smith (1994; about motor development), and Gottman (1997; 2002; 

about interaction processes). However, especially in the field of research of social 

development, there are relatively few examples of studies that combine modeling with 

the development of tools and steps for fitting procedures, and for determining the 

quality of the resulting fit. This lack of examples contributes to making our research a 

highly exploratory process.  

As a concluding remark, we think that the scope of the model’s basic assump-

tions and possibilities is such that it can also be used to study other forms of interac-

tion processes, such as those taking place in groups of children, and between chil-

dren and adults. Hopefully, the model will serve as an initiative for future use of simu-

lation models as tools for studying the ‘grammar’ of behavior, and by doing so help us 

to better understand the mechanisms of short-term behavioral processes and thus 

contribute to our understanding of long-term social development.   
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ENDNOTE 

 Fitting distributions per variable 

 Results based on an alternative random model (with a non-overlapping param-

eterrange) 

The question is: if qualitative (dis)similarity between model and random model 

is considered important, does it matter whether one uses specific parameter values, 

for instance based on theoretical assumptions, or will randomly chosen parameter 

values also suffice? Remember that in the random model that just has been tested, 

the range from which parameter values were randomly sampled, shows a 50% over-

lap with the range covering the parameter sets based on a deliberate, theoretical 

choice (see the aforementioned explanation of taking twice the width of the theoreti-

cally justified range). We have just seen that this particular random range results in 

distributions that are qualitatively similar to those of the real parameter range, at least 

for a significant number of variables. If the values of the parameters do not matter, a 

comparable qualitative similarity should also result if we take parameters from an en-

tirely different parameter range, for instance, one which is also twice as broad as the 

theoretically determined range, but which is moved to the left (i.e. covering the lower 

part of the possible parameter values). Note that the model of the three types of dy-

ads is not nested in this alternative model.   

Statistical method: is the same as described in the paragraph ‘testing an arbi-

trary model’. 

Results: All variables yield significant p-values (p < .001), except for one vari-

able (‘negative expressions’ for the group of “popular” dyads). This means that the 

real model distribution resembles the empirical distribution better than the random 

model for all variables but one and for the three types of dyads. This picture is con-

firmed by visual inspection of the data, which is illustrated in Steenbeek & van Geert 

(2005a). The difference between the real model and the alternative random model is 

much bigger than the difference resulting from the original random model. Thus, the 

question whether any randomly selected set of parameters can achieve a reasonable 

qualitative fit with the empirical distributions can be answered with “yes” if the pa-

rameters are selected from a range of values that overlaps with the theoretically 

funded range, and with “no” if the parameters come from a more peripheral, non-

overlapping range.  
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SUMMARY  

Introduction 

The aim of this thesis is to contribute to the understanding of interaction (-

patterns) of children of different sociometric statuses in dyadic child-peer interaction. 

The first major question in this thesis is: can a dynamic systems model help in ex-

panding our understanding of interaction patterns of children, and if so, what is the 

empirical validity of such a model? The second major question in this thesis is: What 

does the model teach us about differences and similarities in interaction patterns of 

children of different sociometric statuses? To answer these questions, two dynamic 

systems models of short-term interaction were built, and an empirical study was con-

ducted, in which dyads of children were videotaped during a ten-minute play session. 

In the following sections, the answers to these research questions will be summa-

rized. After that, some general discussion points will be presented, such as how to 

perform a validation procedure over the interaction patterns of the agent model, and 

how to connect an agent model of short-term social interaction (the second dynamic 

model presented in this thesis) with a long-term model of social development. 

 

 Using dynamic systems models for representing short-term dyadic inter-

action during play 

The first model, a classical dynamic systems model, based on a coupled equa-

tion for each of the play partners, is described in chapter 2. The output of the model 

consisted of one equilibrium value  - the attractor state (Thelen & Smith, 1994) - of 

the Involvement level of the two play partners. This Involvement variable aggregated 

various empirical variables. It referred, first, to instrumental (other-directed) behavior, 

such as actual playing together, or approaching the other child verbally or non-

verbally, and second, to (positive) emotional expressions, such as smiles and laugh-

ter.  

The second model, which is described in chapter 3, is an agent-based dy-

namic systems model of short-term social interaction during play, and is composed of 

a considerably more extensive set of coupled equations. The output of this model 

consisted of trajectories of instrumental (other-directed) action and emotional expres-

sion for each of the play partners for the duration of a single play session.  

The benefits of building such models are, first, that they force the researcher to 
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formulate theoretical assumptions and predictions in a precise and detailed manner; 

second, that the models help to better understand empirical findings in specific con-

texts, which has the additional benefit of potentially contributing to better intervention. 

Third, such models are convenient tools for (computationally) experimenting with vari-

ous assumptions  - for instance, about the level of Involvement in rejected children - 

by changing the appropriate parameter values and observing the associated changes 

in outputs. A fourth benefit is that the models show how group characteristics follow 

from individual, in this case, dyadic processes. The final benefit is that these models 

provide convenient representations of dynamic aspects of developmental processes 

in general, and long-term and short-term processes in particular (see also chapter 3). 

 

 Similarities and differences between the two models 

Similarities 

The two models show similarities as well as differences. The similarities can 

be summarized as follows. An important first similarity is that both models use the 

same theoretical assumptions, largely based on Frijda’s emotion theory (1986) and 

action theories (Austin & Vancouver, 1996; Carver, 1996; Vallacher & Wegner, 2000; 

Brandtstädter, 1998). The general theoretical assumptions are, first, that action is 

goal-oriented; second, that goals represent concerns, which are constantly evalu-

ated, and constantly lead to action and expression; and third, that these two general 

principles are intimately linked to social interaction. That is, social interaction is a goal 

in itself, and can only be satisfied if there is sufficient reciprocity in the social actions 

of the participants (Fogel, 1993). The final theoretical assumption is that (inter-) ac-

tion is to a great extent a socially contagious phenomenon.  

Differences in interaction patterns of dyads of children of different sociometric 

status are attributed to two differential theoretical components. These components 

are the social effectiveness component (Rose-Krasnor, 1997) and the social power 

component (Raven,1992; Hawley, 2002). The social effectiveness component con-

sists of the child’s ability to achieve his or her social goals with minimum effort 

(“effectiveness”). In general this ability is likely to be higher in children of higher social 

status (Hazen, Black, & Fleming-Johnson, 1984; Rose-Krasnor, 1997; Rubin, Bu-

kowski, & Parker, 1998; Simeo-Munson, 2000). In addition, the social effectiveness 

component implies that the child with higher social status has a stronger 

“contagiousness” level, i.e. that children tend to imitate a popular child more easily 
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than a less popular child.  

The social power component implies, among others, that children will have a 

higher preference for interacting with partners of higher social power, i.e. more popu-

lar children. It is likely that these differences in preference are expressed in the form 

of different intensities of pleasure or joy during an interaction. 

A second similarity is that both models use the same dynamic model-building 

principles. First, a fundamental principle is the use of context-dependency of behavior 

and expression. This context-dependency is expressed in both models by an inter-

twining of child-specific factors (potentials that are the result of former interaction 

processes) and context-specific factors (actualized potentials, in the form of tempo-

rary interaction properties). This intertwining takes place in the form of an iterative 

process over the course of an interaction, and amounts to a soft-assembly process 

(see Thelen & Smith, 1994). Thus, the models explicitly specify how at any moment 

the child- and context-factors influence each other, and together create the conditions 

under which both factors will operate during the next moment in time. The second 

model-building principle consists of a focus on individual patterns. Both models yield 

individual outputs; the coupled equation model in the form of an Involvement level 

that optimally suits the concerns of the participating children, the agent model in the 

form of trajectories of expression and action over the course of an interaction. For 

any particular type of dyad, for instance the ‘rejected’ dyad, a great number of re-

peated model runs yield a characteristic distribution of trajectory properties. The third 

dynamic model-building principle is that of non-linearity, both in the relations between 

variables in the models, and in the relation between short-term and long-term proc-

esses. Non-linearity in the relations produces non-linear effects. An example of a 

non-linear effect is the fact that adding a random component per time step can pro-

duce qualitatively different trajectories across different model runs. The non-linear 

relation between models on different time scales has not been worked out exten-

sively; a first exploration can be found in the discussion section (this chapter). 

A third major similarity is that both models yield the same output, namely the 

aggregated variable Involvement, which contains expression as well as action.  

 

 Differences 

An important difference between both models lies in their difference in 

‘profoundness’, both in the models’ theoretical input, their output, and the validation 

procedures used. Whereas the theoretical input of the coupled equation model was 
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limited to three components, which are evaluated and updated at each time step (as 

described in chapter two), the theoretical input of the agent model extended to incor-

porating the concerns-appraisal-expression-action process within each child at each 

time step and between two interacting children over two consecutive time steps of the 

play session. In addition, the mathematical structure of the agent model was consid-

erably more complicated than the coupled equation model, expressed in a signifi-

cantly greater set of dynamic equations than the coupled equation model uses. 

As output, the coupled equation model yielded only one Involvement variable, 

whereas the agent model produced trajectories of action and expression, providing 

the opportunity to get insight into patterns of subsequent actions and expressions. 

Lastly, the validation procedure of the coupled equation model concentrated on ten 

variables, whereas that of the agent model focused on twenty-two variables, all de-

rived from the overarching expression and action variables. For instance, the agent 

model considered both positive and negative emotional expressions, whereas the 

coupled equations model was confined to positive emotions.  

An important reason for working with the agent model lies in its refined output, 

and the resulting extra information it provides. Figure 5.1 gives an example of output 

of the agent model and output of the coupled equation model.  

The upper part of the figure gives an example of the agent model’s output, 

consisting of a trajectory of emotional expressions of a child with a rejected status, in 

interaction with a play partner with an average status. Note that the trajectory of ac-

tions is not incorporated in the figure. The expressions fluctuate between + 5 (very 

positive expression) to -2 (negative expression). Characteristic qualitative properties 

of this trajectory can be examined, such as the variability per child, the proportion of 

positive and negative expressions, the number of peaks, and differences between the 

two children. The lower part of the figure gives an example of the output of the cou-

pled equation model, consisting of a value for the equilibrium state of the Involve-

ment-variable of a child with a rejected status, and one for the play partner with an 

average status.  
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Figure 5.1. Examples of output of the agent model and output of the coupled equations model: a. 

trajectory of expression output of agent model; b. involvement output of the coupled equations model. 

Both outputs concern a ‘rejected’ dyad (a child with a rejected status, in interaction with a play partner 

with an average status).  
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 The empirical validation of the models  

An important indicator for the usefulness of simulation models can be found in 

the quality of the fit with empirical data. As Thelen and Smith (1998) stated, “it ( - 

model fitting - ) remains a hypothetical exercise until the models are continually 

tested and improved with empirical data” (p. 579).  

The empirical validity of the coupled equation model was expressed in the 

form of the quality of the predictions the model made, compared to the empirical data. 

The main predictions of the model were supported by our empirical data on group-

wise differences. That is, eight of the ten predictions were confirmed (see Chapter 

two). The two non-fitting variables concerned the proportion shared involvement, 

which referred to the reciprocity aspect of interaction. The lack of fit implies that the 

model needs to be refined on this point.  

Chapter 4 described the empirical validity of the agent model, and the methods 

needed for its validation. It focused on the model’s predictions of averages and distri-

butions of the major variables and on the model’s sensitivity. Just as with the coupled 

equation model, the majority of the model‘s predictions of the group-wise properties 

were corroborated by our empirical data (see Chapter four for more details of the vali-

dation process). That is, the combination of averages and the combination of distribu-

tions of all variables that the model generated resembled the empirical data signifi-

cantly better than a null-hypothesis model did. On the level of validation per variable 

separately, both fitting of averages and fitting of distributions yielded good results. An 

exception was the moderate fit of the ‘popular’ group of dyads with regard to the dis-

tributions per variable separately, which was explained by the limited use of the social 

effectiveness component in the input parameter groups in the model, i.e. this compo-

nent was used in only three of the five input parameter groups.  

In conclusion, the quality of the empirical validity of both models was good. 

That is, these models, which represent the way child- and context-specific factors in-

tertwine in a real-time process, provide a good explanation of the associations be-

tween sociometric status and properties of the concrete interaction. In addition, the 

good fit can be considered as support for the theoretical assumptions used in the 

models. 
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 Interaction (-patterns) of children of different sociometric statuses 

A main conclusion of this study was that different sociometric statuses are re-

lated to different interaction patterns in dyadic play interactions of children. In that 

sense, our findings corroborate what is reported in the mainstream of the existing lit-

erature, i.e., we also found that differences do exist. Note that not all studies about 

child-peer interaction confirm these differences. For instance, Gerrits (2004) did not 

find a main effect of peer preference in a study that examined shared positive emo-

tions and mutual responsiveness in child-peer interactions.  

However, our findings also diverged from most of the existing literature on an 

important issue, which basically comprises a widely reported association between 

adequate and emotionally positive interaction patterns with high social status on the 

one hand and less or inadequate and emotionally negative interaction patterns with 

rejected status on the other hand (see Black & Logan, 1995; Asher, 1983; Asher & 

Parker, 1989; Rose-Krasnor, 1997; Gnepp, 1989; Edwards, Manstead, & MacDonald, 

1984; Vosk et al., 1983; Gottman et al. 1975; Krantz 1982; Eisenberg, Fabes, 

Bernzweig, Karbon, Poulin, & Hanish,1993; Eisenberg & Fabes, 1995; Cirino & Beck, 

1991; Miller & Olson, 2000; Hubbard, 2001; Denham, McKinley, & Couchoud, 1990). 

The differences between our findings and those reported in the literature relate to the 

distinction we made in variables on the level of the child, the level of the play partner, 

and the level of the dyad. In addition, variables on the level of the dyad consisted of 

two groups. One group of dyad variables measured the level of reciprocity of the play 

partner, based on the amount of social ‘signals’ of the child with the popular or re-

jected status, whereas the other group of dyad variables measured the mutual recip-

rocity, based the amount of mutual social ‘signals’ of both children over the total of 

social ‘signals’ given.  

 

 Findings at the child level and the dyad level 

At the child level our findings differed from earlier findings, in the sense that we 

found rejected children to express significantly higher levels of positive expressions 

and directedness than popular children (Chapter 2). On the dyadic level, our findings 

partly confirmed findings of earlier studies, as measured by means of the first group 

of dyad variables relating to the amount of social ‘signals’ of the child with the popular 

or rejected status).  More precisely, we found rejected children to have their positive 

expression signals less often being reciprocated by a positive expression of the play 

partner than popular children. In addition, we found the same for the rejected chil-
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dren’s play partners. That is, the positive expression signal of play partners of re-

jected children was also less often being reciprocated by a positive expression of the 

rejected child than the positive expression signal of play partners of popular children. 

Remarkable, however, is that, if the second interaction variable, namely the shared 

instrumental other-directed actions, is concerned, this higher dyadic reciprocity for the 

popular child and its play partner is not found. 

More importantly, our findings on the dyadic level partly contradicted earlier 

findings also, in that we found ‘popular’ dyads to share less positive expressions and 

less coherence than ‘rejected’ dyads, as measured by means of the second group of 

dyad variables, based on the amount of mutual ‘signals’ of both children over the total 

of ‘signals’ given.  

In summary, the total of our findings on the dyadic level seem to refine (partly 

corroborate and partly contradict) earlier findings, in the sense that we have found 

what seems like a different relationship between sociometric statuses on the one 

hand and the quality versus the quantity of involvement in social interaction on the 

other hand. That is, we found the total duration and amount of mutuality and coher-

ence in interaction in ‘popular’ dyads to be lower than in ‘rejected’ dyads, whereas we 

found a higher quality in the level of mutuality in positive expressions in ‘popular’ dy-

ads than in ‘rejected’ dyads. In other words, we found the quality of the ‘co-regulated 

interaction’, as far as expressions are concerned, to be higher in ‘popular’ dyads 

(Fogel, 1993). That is, if a positive expression signal is given, - whether by the child 

or by the play partner -, this signal is more often reciprocated by a positive expression 

of the other child. Note, however, that this higher quality in mutuality was confined to 

emotional expressions, and was not found in shared instrumental other-directed ac-

tions in ‘popular’ dyads.  

 

 An explanation for the divergence in findings 

Our findings are consistent with and to a considerable extent also predicted by 

our models. It might be questioned why our models diverged in this respect from find-

ings reported elsewhere in the literature. The differences between our models and 

the predicted findings on the one hand and findings in earlier studies on the other 

hand can be explained as follows. First, we used a process model to make predic-

tions, and second, applied this model to the specific play situation that our research 

setting entailed, namely one in which the children are explicitly asked to play with the 

other child and where they are monitored by adults. A third explanation lies in our 
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contention that the strength of the effects of the social effectiveness component and 

the social power component depends on the situation in which the interaction takes 

place. Possibly, rejected children in particular do not often get the chance to play with 

a higher-status child, in a one-to-one situation that is explicitly sanctioned by an adult. 

Our process model predicts that, given this opportunity, rejected children will better 

be able to realize their concern of Involvement, and will thus show many positive ex-

pressions and many directed actions towards the other child. The fact that they be-

have in this way in this particular situation does not exclude another fact, which is de-

scribed by the literature discussed earlier, namely that their overall daily experience 

might be one of predominantly negative emotions and little interaction. In a free play 

situation, children seek their own play partners and eventually reject others (and a 

child that is consistently rejected is socially evaluated as a “rejected child”). The so-

cial effectiveness is likely to play a significant role in initiating and maintaining interac-

tions, given the play partner’s freedom to quit if the interaction is not sufficiently satis-

fying, which is more likely to be so in the case of play interactions with a rejected 

child. 

 

 The theoretical and practical implications of our findings 

The theoretical implications of our findings regard the necessity to distinguish 

various situations and contexts in research of interaction studies more than is already 

done (see Pettitt, Brown, & Mize, 1998; Hubbard, Dodge, Cillessen, Coie, & 

Schwartz, 2001: Pickard, 2004) and the fact that it is crucial to use context-person 

interaction as a central starting point in predictions, derived from the particular mod-

els used (see Thelen & Smith, 1994; Gottman, 1997; Fogel, 1993). In addition, our 

findings strongly support the importance of using goal-directedness of behavior in 

peer interaction research, emphasizing the role of concerns as directing forces in be-

havior (see also Packer & Scott; 1992; Renshaw & Asher, 1983; Crick & Dodge, 

1994; Mize & Ladd, 1990; Erdley & Asher, 1996; Rabiner & Gordon, 1992; Brown, 

Odom, & Holcombe, 1996; Want & Gattis, 2005).  

Research in the field of peer interactions often refers to Hinde’s (1997) heuris-

tic model of levels of social complexity, such as relations, interactions, and individuals 

(Goudena & Gerrits, 2003; Rubin et al., 1998). Our study gives an illustration of the 

existence of relations between different levels of social complexity, namely that be-

tween psychological processes within individuals, individual behavior, and interaction 

between individuals, taking place in time-serial, dynamic process (van Aken, 2003). 
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The surplus value of an approach that takes these relationships between levels into 

account, is that it enables the researcher to better explain and predict interaction 

processes.    

The practical implications of our findings are described in chapter 4. In sum-

mary, three points can be made. First, assessment and intervention should explicitly 

account for context-specific factors in a process-oriented framework. In intervention, 

one should realize that desired changes in behavior can be realized by varying the 

context. For instance, the teacher can let a rejected child cooperate with a more 

popular child in the class. This must be done in a particular action context, in which 

the rejected child can practice new skills, and experience positive emotions in doing 

so.  

In assessment, information about the child’s ‘band-width of interaction-

behavior’ should be obtained by varying the context, which gives information about 

the child’s vulnerability for different context influences. Intervention strategies should 

aim at working on the child’s sensitivity to (certain aspects in) a specific context, e.g. 

the presence of unfamiliar other children in a group.  

Secondly, assessment and intervention should – among others - start from the 

notion of concerns of individual children, as important driving forces behind the be-

havior these children show. The notion of concern can be an important tool for under-

standing the child’s behavior and for achieving a successful intervention. For in-

stance, before involving a child in a social skills training, the child can be interviewed 

about his concerns with regard to his socially undesired behaviors, such as aggres-

sion (see Singer, Doornenbal, & Okma, 2004; in which this type of interview is used 

for foster children).  

The third point is that practicing skills is important, and the child should get the 

opportunity to do so. In addition, it is important to see interventions as part of an on-

going iterative process, in which each step in the process helps to determine the next 

intervention step. Based on short-term hypothesis testing, the intervention strategy 

can be adjusted, in order to give the rejected child the opportunity to gain positive ex-

periences.  

Finally, it is important to note that, although the recommendations made with 

regard to applied settings may sound general and to a certain extent maybe also self-

evident, they result directly and explicitly from the dynamic models described in this 

dissertation. 
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  GENERAL DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 Process validation of the agent model 

In a first exploration of the nature of the processes described by the agent 

model, it was checked whether the model generated trajectories of other-directed ac-

tion and emotional expression that are similar to the observed ones (see also van 

Geert & Steenbeek, 2005). Figure 5.2 provides an arbitrarily chosen example of an 

observed and of a simulated trajectory (the first dyad of the set of 13 rejected dyads, 

Figure 5.2. Examples of smoothed model outputs and data of freqency of other-directed action over time 

in a rejected child.  
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and the first output of a simulation run of the agent model). 

 The trajectories have been smoothed on the basis of the raw data by means 

of a Savitzky-Golay smoothing procedure, a standard procedure for flexible smooth-

ing of time series (Simonoff, 1996). It is clear that the simulated and observed trajec-

tories are far from replicas of one another. However, interaction is an adaptive and 

variable process, and literal similarity between a model’s output and an observation 

cannot be the issue here. What is at stake is whether the characteristic qualitative 

properties of the observed trajectories are similar to those found in the simulated 

ones.  

A first, major qualitative property of real interaction is its coherence or mutual-

ity (Fogel, 1993). On a micro-time scale, mutuality involves a successive process (for 

instance, I hand you over a Playmobil figure, you take it). On the larger time scale of 

the smoothed frequencies of other-directed action as shown in figure 5.2, mutuality is 

expressed in the form of covariation. For instance, if one child increases its other-

directed action (e.g. makes more attempts to involve the other child in a particular 

play action), mutuality implies that the other child also shows an increase (the other 

child responds to the interaction initiatives of the first and thus enhances the first 

child’s other-directed action). Likewise, mutuality requires that if the intensity of other-

directed action in one child diminishes, it should also diminish in the other child. This 

type of coordination can be expressed by means of a covariation measure, e.g. co-

variance.  Although the details cannot be discussed here, it turns out that the covaria-

tion measures of the observed and simulated trajectories are qualitatively similar (for 

instance, they are characteristically distinct from eventual covariation in uncoordi-

nated series). Quantitatively, however, covariation appears to be higher in the simu-

lated than in the observed series. 

A second major qualitative property of real interaction is its cyclical nature, i.e. 

the frequency of interaction oscillates over the course of the interaction event 

(Newtson, 1993; Newtson, 1994; Warner, 1992). That is, the frequency and/or inten-

sity of other-directed action go up and down, resembling a landscape of rounded 

hills. If the observed data and the simulated data are smoothed with the same 

smoothing parameters, the number of hilltops found in the observed and simulated 

data should be comparable. Hilltops can be found by means of peak fitting proce-

dures that estimate the minimum number of peaks required to describe the form of 

the interaction curves. The number of peaks varies between 6 and 10, although it ap-

pears that the simulated trajectories show on average fewer peaks than the observed 
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ones. Peaks in the other-directed action of the child and the play partner tend to be 

coherent with one another in terms of their position on the time line and of their dura-

tion (but they often do not correspond in terms of amplitude). Correspondence be-

tween peaks – which refers to the level of mutuality or coherence in the interaction, 

and which is comparable to the covariation measures described earlier – can be ex-

pressed in the form of a correlation matrix of the peaks. These correlation matrices 

are highly similar for the observed and the simulated data and thus demonstrate an 

important qualitative correspondence between real interaction and the model. 

While discussing the qualitative similarities, we just noticed some quantitative 

dissimilarities between simulated and observed trajectories, such as the number of 

peaks or the magnitude of the covariation. Another difference is that the simulated 

trajectories sometimes become trapped in a particular behavioral mode, such as con-

tinuous other-directed action or continuous self-directed action, which is unlikely to 

occur in real dyads. It is conceivable that all these differences are due to the fact that 

the model captures idealized, prototypical types of dyads, whereas the real dyads are 

more variable and less extreme in their properties.  

A recommendation for future research is to further elaborate this process vali-

dation technique aimed at individual trajectories.  

 

 Stability of sociometric statuses of children 

The question is whether sociometric statuses of children in grade 1 are suffi-

ciently stable over the research period (of several months), to be able to draw conclu-

sions about children’s interaction patterns as related to this status. Compared to the 

amount of research in which sociometric status has been studied in relation to other 

psychological constructs and behavioral properties, only a very small number of stud-

ies focus on the stability of the status of children (Cillessen, 2000). In their review arti-

cle, Cillessen and Bukowski (2000) conclude that in general the stability of peer 

status increases with children’s age and decreases with the length of the test-retest 

interval. However, little research is done on short-term stability, during a couple of 

months or shorter. 

To determine stability of statuses we conducted two studies, which are not 

reparted in this thesis. In our first study, we conceived of short-term stability as reli-

ability of the test, provided that the ratings have been taken under unchanged condi-

tions (Maassen, Steenbeek & van Geert, 2004; see also Cillessen, 1991; Jiang & 
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Cillessen, 2005). In our second, dynamic systems-based study (Steenbeek & van 

Geert, 2006), we alternatively conceived of short-term stability as opposite to variabil-

ity. Both the stability of received ratings and given ratings of individual children was 

examined. In addition, by measuring status three times, we could measure the stabil-

ity per child twice (between measurement points M1M2, and between M2M3; over a 

period of almost four months), which gave us the opportunity to calculate the stability-

of-the-stability findings. This section provides a short summary of the method and re-

sults of this second study (more details can be found in Steenbeek & van Geert, 

2006). 

Stability was expressed in the proportion of similarity of each individual child 

over two consecutive measurements. The proportion of similarity is the number of 

times the child's rating remains equal, divided by the total number of ratings made. 

For instance, a child who received a 1 for sympathy the first time and also received a 

1 for sympathy the second time from the same peer is said to be stable in the sympa-

thy-choice he received from this particular peer. This proportion of similarity was then 

compared with the proportion of similarity that a null-hypothesis model produced. 

Variability was defined as the probability that a null hypothesis model (of maximally 

unconstrained rating) produced a proportion of similarity that is equal to or higher 

than the observed similarity, which can be expressed in a p-value. As stability was 

operationalized as the converse of variability, stability can be expressed as 1 – p.  

Figure 5.3 represents the relation between the proportion of similarity (on the 

x-axis), and the stability of individual children (on the y-axis; 1 - p). It shows that sta-

bility can be represented as an s-shaped function of the proportion of similarity, i.e. 

the index of stability can be conceived of as a non-linear property of the proportion of 

similarity. 

This non-linearity is used as a means for dividing the curve in three separate 

sections that represent three groups of distinct stability categories. Section 1 repre-

sents a stable group, in which 1-p > 0.95, which corresponds with a proportion of 

similarity equal to or higher than 0.78. Section 2 represents a transition group, in 

which 0.05 > 1-p < 0.95.  The corresponding proportion of similarity of this group lies 

between 0.38 and 0.78. Section 3 represents an instable group, in which 1-p < 0.05. 

The s-shaped form of the stability curve allows for a considerably less arbitrary divi-

sion of the stability levels than a standard linear representation of stability in terms of 
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a Cohen’s kappa or correlation measure. 

The results indicate that a considerable number of first grade mainstream 

(primary) school children (approximately two third of the group) give and receive sta-

ble ratings. Noticeable is that children within the stable group vary considerably in the 

proportion of similarity of their ratings. Secondly, a somewhat smaller, but clearly dis-

cernible group can be conceived of as a transition group. These children do not be-

long to the stable group, but certainly not to the instable group either. They literally 

form a transition group. Practically no children belong to the instable group, a group 

that consistently switches their ratings. In summary, it can be stated that most chil-

dren (73% of the group) have a stable status over the research period (of several 

months).   

The issue of stability-of-stability (is a child found to be stable over measure-

ments 1 and 2 also stable over measurements 2 and 3 for instance) reveals a differ-

ence between received and given ratings. Whereas in the received ratings children 

Figure 5.3. The relation between the proportion of similarity (on the x-axis) , and the stability of individual 

children (on the y-axis; 1-p). Three groups of distinct stability categories are represented; a stable group 

(upper-right); transition group (in the middle); and an instable group (bottom-left).  
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become more variable in the way they are rated by their peers, in the given ratings 

more stability-of-stability is present, indicating that if a child has a certain “style” of 

giving ratings, this style seems to remain relatively constant for a longer time. Note 

that this “style” can be a very variable one, in which the child changes his opinion 

about a specific child considerably.  

A recommendation for future research is to further elaborate studying patterns 

of received and given ratings of individual children, in order to get a grip on the inter-

play between child-specific, group-specific and context-specific factors. Especially the 

more extreme group of children, in the transition group below median, and eventually 

the children that belong to the instable group deserve more attention.  

 

Connecting the models of social interaction with a model of social devel-

opment  

Besides focusing on the possible predictive relationship between what children 

learn in their actual interactions with peers, and their long-term social functioning (see 

Parker & Asher, 1987; Kupersmidt, Coie, & Dodge, 1990; Bagwell, Schmidt, New-

comb, & Bukowski, 2001; Prinstein & La Greca, 2004), it is also interesting to study 

the dynamics of this relationship. The starting point in this thesis was that the dynam-

ics of long-term development is intrinsically related to the dynamics of short-term 

processes (Thelen & Smith, 1994; Lewis, 2002b). That is, understanding short-term 

dynamics helps to understand the link between short-term processes, such as a dy-

adic play session with a peer, and long-term social development. In this section, a 

first exploration of linking the models of short-term social interaction with a model of 

social development is described (see also the conclusion of Chapter 4; and van 

Geert & Steenbeek, 2005). 

 The short-term dynamics of a play session or other form of interaction that 

involves dyadic interactions can be conceived of as a single step in a time series of 

such interactions over a long term, for instance a school year, or a developmental 

period such as childhood. That is, the long-term development concerns the long-term 

change of the parameter values that govern the short-term model. For instance, it is 

possible that in a child who encounters many unsuccessful interactions with others 

and who thus cannot sufficiently realize his desire (or “concern”) for pleasurable inter-

actions with others, a slow decrease of the concern parameter will occur, leading to 

diminishing interest in others and thus to a more or less self-caused rejected status. 
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In addition, it is likely that interactions that result in high positive appraisals of particu-

lar play partners lead to a higher mutual preference among those play partners. In 

this way, the long-term iterated application of the model could help explain the emer-

gence of friendships. Friendship means that a particular child has a high preference 

for interaction with another child who has a high preference for interacting with the 

first, over a longer time period. In the short-term model, this preference is simply the 

initial level of the concern parameter of the short-term model (“how pleasurable is the 

interaction with the other child”) in both children.  

In order to build a long-term model, i.e. a model of connected short-term inter-

actions, a number of additional parameters or variables must be specified, which are 

left implicit in the short-term model. An important example of such a variable con-

cerns the child’s choice of an interaction partner and thus requires the availability of a 

range of potential partners (e.g. the child’s class mates, children from the neighbor-

hood, etc.). In order to account for the short-term selection of interaction partners, the 

long-term model must allow for some sort of representation in the child of the child’s 

network in terms of past experiences of how pleasurable the interaction with a par-

ticular member from the child’s network actually is. The child will tend to select those 

interaction partners with whom a pleasurable interaction can be established. It is 

likely that such continuous selection and resulting interactions lead to a differentiation 

in the social network, in terms of friends (with whom the child attempts to engage fre-

quently) and others. In relation with sociometric status, it is important to note that the 

child is not only selecting others, others are also selecting the child. It is this being 

selected by others that creates the difference between rejected and popular children, 

for instance. If another child attempts to interact, the child may either respond to it or 

not, and thus establish a short-term interaction with the other child (or not), even if the 

other is not the child’s own choice. It is this dynamics of selecting and being selected 

by interaction partners that leads to changes in the short-term model parameters and 

that thus can simulate the long-term emergence of friendships or of becoming a 

popular, average of rejected child in a group (Ballato, van Geert, & Bosma, 2005). 

The long-term model must of course specify how a preceding interaction af-

fects a successive interaction. For instance, how is the preference-parameter that is 

associated with a potential interaction partner, updated after an interaction with that 

child in question, and how does this updating depend on how pleasurable the past 

interaction was. A recommendation for future research is to further elaborate this up-

dating procedure, and by doing so contribute to our understanding of the connection 
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between models of long-term social development and short-term interaction proc-

esses. 

  

The strengths and limitations of this thesis   

The good empirical fit of the agent model (chapter 4) and of the coupled equa-

tion model (chapter 2) gives support for the idea that dynamic systems models are 

useful methodological and theoretical tools in developmental psychology. The 

broader implication for research in developmental psychology is that statements 

about differences between groups must be based on modeling the dynamics of indi-

vidual processes, in which features of the real process, such as recursiveness and 

non-linearity, are preserved. In this way, detailed predictions can be generated that 

often go beyond those based on the more standard static models and thus contribute 

to a deeper understanding of the developmental process. Using both modeling and 

empirical research in a process that involves a continuous exchange of information 

between the two, amounts to a powerful combination of research tools in studying 

interaction processes. In addition, “debates can be resolved by integration of appar-

ently opposing explanations into a model of relations between complementary proc-

esses of development “ (Fischer & Dawson, p. 157).  

Besides the strengths of this thesis, some limitations can be mentioned. A limi-

tation of the empirical study is the fact that due to the small sample size relatively little 

can be said about inter-individual differences between children within the status 

groups. The limitations of working with this type of models are, first, that modeling is 

time consuming, which implies that a lot of effort has to be put into it. The required 

(basic) knowledge about mathematics may scare off the mathematically untrained 

developmental psychologist, which makes communication about modeling as a re-

search tool often difficult. In addition, this study was aimed at generating insight in 

individual trajectories over the time course of one interaction, but due to the time con-

suming aspect of modeling, and the necessary ‘pioneering work’ that had to be done, 

the agent model is until now only validated on group data (which of course is an im-

portant first step). In addition, we did not yet examine differences in trajectories of 

popular and rejected children in dyads of different sociometric statuses. Furthermore, 

a gap seems to exist between findings from this type of dynamic systems based stu-

dies, and more ‘classical’ studies in which groups are compared. According to our 

view, both approaches have their own merits, under the condition that they are ap-
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plied in concordance with the specific research question. That is, the use of a dynamic 

in combination with a standard approach leads to a deeper understanding of the proc-

ess and mechanisms of development.  

 

 Concluding remark 

In the introduction chapter of this thesis, criticism was expressed concerning 

three implicit assumptions often used in models adopting the more ‘classical’ ap-

proach in current developmental research. We argued that these assumptions were 

responsible for a too simple representation of empirical phenomena. This thesis has 

tried to replace these three assumptions, by providing a novel account of context-

dependency of behavior, of individual patterns, and of the non-linear relationship be-

tween short-term and long-term processes in a study applied to interaction patterns of 

children of different sociometric statuses. The main contribution of this thesis to the 

field of research of social development is its plea for studying dynamics in short-term 

interaction processes, with the aim of understanding both short-term processes and 

long-term social development. Second, it has been argued that the researcher must 

start from concerns, as guiding forces for behavior, and as important factors in caus-

ing differences in behavior in children of different sociometric status, in different con-

texts. 

 In this way it will be possible to really get insight into the mechanisms of devel-

opment, that is into ‘how’ development takes place in the here-and-now (short-term) 

and how development links past, present and future.  
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APPENDIX A 

Steps in the calculation of the agent model  

1.  specify all parameter values 

2.  initialise the variables for the calculation of the model 

3.  run main routine (420 times): 

3a. Step 1: calculate the preferred behavioural state (preferred proportion of 

Involvement over Autonomy) on the basis of the current values of the concerns 

3b. Step 2: determine the value of the behavioural weights, i.e. the weights as-

sociated with the behaviours Playing Alone and Playing Together respectively, on 

the basis of the current value of the corresponding drives 

3c. Step 3: add the influence of  the non-intentional principles of behaviour 

(Symmetry and Continuity) to the behavioural weights 

3d. Step 4 : calculate the value of the random factor for both types of behaviour, 

and add the random factor to the behavioural weights 

3e. Step 5 : select the behaviour on the basis of the highest value of the behav-

ioural weights 

3f. Step 6 : determine the level of the realised behavioural state (i.e. concern 

realisation) following the selected  behaviour, by means of the following subs-

teps : 

i.  update the memory to cover the new level of concern realisation  

ii.  determine the influence of the selected behaviour on the realisa-

tion of the concerns depending on the memory 

iii.  calculate the level of concern realisation on the basis of the me-

mory 

3g. Step 7: calculate the drive on the basis of the difference between the prefer-

red behavioural state (see step 1) and realised behavioural state 

3h. Step 8: calculate the emotion level on the basis of the drive 

3i. Step 9: calculate the emotional expression (positive, neutral, negative) on the 

basis of the emotion level 

3j. Step 10: calculate the influence of the emotional expression on the value of the 

concerns (i.e. preferred behavioural states) 

3k. Step 11 : return to Step 1 
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Notes. a The table is the numerical equivalent of Table 3.2.  

b The third input parameter group specifies the values of a sigmoid function that determines the 

probability of positive, neutral and negative expressions The parameters represent the function’s 

intercept, maximum and the position of the median value on the x-axis respectively 

Parameter values corresponding with settings of input parameters of children of different sociometric 

status 

Type of dyad

Status of child rejected average popular

Status of play partner average average average

1 Concerns I =.8; A = .2 I =.6; A = .4 I =.7; A = .3 I =.7; A = .3 I =.6; A = .4 I =.8; A = .2

2 Influence of behaviour I = .81 I = .99 I = .81 I = .81 I = .99 I = .81

on realisation of concerns A = .66 A = .54 A = .54 A = .54 A = .54 A = .66

3 Relation betweeen positive = .5/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .05/.45/.7 positive = .5/.45/.7

emotional appraisal negative =0/.4/.2 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative = .05/.45/.3 negative =0/.4/.2

and emotional expression

4 Influence of emotional positive = .1 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .06 positive = .1

expression to negative = -.1 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.06 negative = -.1

to preference of concerns

5 Non-intentional principles continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0 continuity = 0

of behaviour symmetry = .4 symmetry = .05 symmetry = .2 symmetry = .2 symmetry = .05 symmetry = .4

Rejected dyad Average dyad Popular dyad
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Achtergrond van dit proefschrift 

 

Interactie van kinderen tijdens spel 

Als je tijdens een schoolpauze op een schoolplein rondkijkt, dan zie je dat er 

volop wordt gespeeld. Dit spel varieert van klimpartijen op het klimrek, tikkertje spelen 

tot knikkeren en touwtjespringen. Kinderen leren tijdens spel met leeftijdsgenootjes 

allerlei belangrijke vaardigheden, zoals samen spelen, zich verplaatsen in anderen, 

onderhandelen en het oplossen van conflicten. Deze interactievaardigheden leveren 

een belangrijke bijdrage aan de sociaal-emotionele en cognitieve ontwikkeling van 

kinderen. Er wordt dan ook veel ontwikkelingspsychologisch en pedagogisch 

onderzoek gedaan naar interactie van kinderen met leeftijdsgenoten tijdens spel. 

Hierbij wordt onder meer het verband tussen populariteit van kinderen en de kwaliteit 

van hun interactievaardigheden onderzocht. Kinderen die meer moeite hebben met 

de interactie met leeftijdsgenoten zijn vaak niet populair bij hun klasgenootjes. Deze 

kinderen lijken ook op de langere termijn meer problemen te hebben in hun 

ontwikkeling. Daarom is het belangrijk kennis te vergaren over wat deze kinderen  

anders doen in hun interactie met leeftijdsgenoten in vergelijking met kinderen die  

geen moeite hebben met sociale interactie, zoals de kinderen met een populaire 

status.  

In dit proefschrift wordt interactie tijdens één spel als proces bestudeerd, met 

de bedoeling inzicht te krijgen in allerlei factoren die dit proces beïnvloeden, zoals de 

sociometrische status (populariteit) van kinderen, hun sociale competentie, belangen, 

emotionele expressies en non-verbale en verbale handelingen.  

 

 Dynamische systeem modellen als nieuw methodologisch instrument  

De gebruikte methodologie in veel ontwikkelingspsychologisch onderzoek naar 

interactievaardigheden van kinderen leidt ertoe dat drie aspecten van het 

interactiegedrag van kinderen enigszins onderbelicht blijven. Het eerste aspect is de 

contextafhankelijkheid van het interactiegedrag van kinderen. In hoeverre doet het 

kind spelend met het ene klasgenootje hetzelfde als wanneer hij/zij speelt met een 

ander klasgenootje? Het tweede aspect is het verloop van een interactieproces bij 

een individueel kind. Neem als voorbeeld het laten zien van positieve emoties tijdens 

een spel. Het ene kind dat hoort bij de groep populaire kinderen laat misschien 

afwisselend hele positieve en heel negatieve emoties zien, terwijl het andere kind 

voortdurend redelijk positieve emoties laat zien. Als de gegevens van deze kinderen 
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worden gemiddeld, kan dit een vertekend beeld suggereren van de emoties van de 

individuele kinderen. Met andere woorden, omdat een gemiddelde iets zegt over een 

groep, zijn we vaak impliciet geneigd het gemiddelde te zien als iets dat een 

uitspraak doet over de individuele leden van die groep. Zoals dit voorbeeld laat zien 

is dit niet altijd adequaat. Immers, de kinderen afzonderlijk laten heel verschillende 

patronen zien.  

Het derde aspect betreft de relatie tussen gebeurtenissen die op de korte 

termijn plaatsvinden (tijdens een interactie)  en de lange termijn ontwikkeling van 

kinderen. Deze relatie wordt vaak gezien als een lineair proces, d.w.z. een proces 

waarbij de grootte van het effect van een bepaalde invloed op de ontwikkeling van 

een kind evenredig is met de sterkte van de invloed. De vraag is of dit een goed 

(genoeg) beeld van de werkelijkheid geeft, want waarschijnlijk spelen ook non-

lineaire verbanden een rol. 

Het is belangrijk om in het veld van ontwikkelingspsychologisch onderzoek 

nieuwe methodologie te ontwikkelen om aan bovengenoemde lacunes aandacht te 

kunnen besteden. Daartoe wordt in dit proefschrift interactiegedrag van kinderen 

bestudeerd met behulp van de dynamische systeem theorie. Deze theorie stelt dat 

de menselijke ontwikkeling bestaat uit dynamische systemen, die bestudeerd kunnen 

worden als processen over de tijd. Deze theorie brengt nieuwe methodologische 

instrumenten met zich mee, waarbij juist wel aandacht wordt besteed aan individuele 

processen van kinderen, die plaatsvinden in een bepaalde context en waarbij niet-

lineaire verbanden een rol spelen. Interactie van kinderen tijdens spel wordt hierbij 

gezien als een iteratief proces, waarbij achtereenvolgende acties en reacties van 

kind en spelpartner samen het verloop van de interactie bepalen. Bij de uitkomst van 

dit proces speelt ook toeval een belangrijke rol. Dit iteratieve proces kan goed 

gesimuleerd worden door middel van een computermodel. Dit dynamisch systeem 

(computer) model wordt gebruikt als verklarend theoretisch model en er worden 

hypotheses uit afgeleid. 

 

 Doel en vraagstellingen van dit proefschrift  

Het doel van dit proefschrift is door middel van het bestuderen van 

interactieprocessen van kinderen tijdens spel in tweetallen, inzicht te krijgen in a) 

verschillen in interactiepatronen tussen kinderen van verschillende sociometrische 

status (populaire en niet-populaire kinderen); b) de bruikbaarheid van dynamische 

systeem modellen om deze interactieprocessen te bestuderen.  
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In dit proefschrift komen zowel een methodologische vraag als een inhoudelijke 

vraag aan de orde. De methodologische vraag is: kan een dergelijk dynamisch 

systeem model helpen bij het vergroten van het begrip van interactiepatronen van 

kinderen, en zo ja, wat is de empirische validiteit van zo’n model? De inhoudelijke 

vraag is: wat leert dit dynamische systeem model over verschillen en overeenkomsten 

in interactiepatronen van kinderen van verschillende sociometrische status? 

 

 Hoe is dit onderzocht? 

Er werden twee dynamische systeem modellen van interactie gemaakt en er 

werd een empirische studie uitgevoerd. In de empirische studie werden 42 tweetallen 

van leerlingen uit groep 3, komend van 3 reguliere basisscholen uit een middelgrote 

plaats in Noord-Nederland, onderzocht. De tweetallen bestonden uit klasgenootjes, 

die ‘neutraal’ tegenover elkaar stonden, d.w.z. geen vrienden of vijanden waren. Op 

basis van de vooraf bepaalde sociometrische status van de kinderen werden 3 typen 

tweetallen onderscheiden: ‘populaire’ tweetallen, ‘gemiddelde’ tweetallen, en 

‘afgewezen’ tweetallen. Het kind in het tweetal had ofwel een ’populaire’ status, een 

‘gemiddelde’ status, dan wel een ‘afgewezen’ status. De spelpartner bestond steeds 

uit een kind met een ‘gemiddelde’ status. Er werden tien minuten durende video-

opnames gemaakt, waarin de tweetallen tien minuten samen speelden met speelgoed 

dat op de tafel lag. De spelleider gaf vooraf aan dat de bedoeling was dat de kinderen 

samen zouden spelen met het speelgoed op tafel en verliet daarna de ruimte. 

De dynamische systeem modellen sluiten aan bij de onderzoekssituatie in de 

empirische studie. Dat wil zeggen: de modellen simuleren tweetallen kinderen in de 

leeftijd van 6 à 7 jaar, van verschillende status; een ‘populair’ tweetal, een ‘gemiddeld’ 

tweetal en een ‘afgewezen’ tweetal. De twee modellen die zijn gemaakt, het 

gekoppelde vergelijkings model en het agent model,  gebruiken dezelfde theoretische 

assumpties en modelbouw principes. Het belangrijkste verschil tussen de twee 

modellen ligt in de mate van detail in de uitwerking van de componenten.  

 

 Het gekoppelde vergelijkingsmodel 

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt het gekoppelde vergelijkingsmodel van interactie 

beschreven, waarin in mathematische vorm het ‘betrokkenheids’-gedrag van beide 

kinderen wordt uitgedrukt. Deze betrokkenheid omvat zowel de emotionele expressie 

als de handelingen van beide kinderen. De theoretische componenten van het model 
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omvatten: doelgerichtheid van het gedrag van de kinderen, hun emotionele evaluatie 

van de situatie, de aanstekelijkheid van gedrag, sociale competentie en sociale 

macht. De laatste twee theoretische componenten worden verondersteld te 

differentiëren tussen kinderen met een populaire en afgewezen status. Met andere 

woorden, er wordt verondersteld dat deze groepen kinderen verschillen in de mate 

van sociale competentie en sociale macht, waarbij kinderen met een populaire status 

verondersteld worden een hoge competentie en veel macht te hebben en kinderen 

met een afgewezen status juist een lage competentie en weinig macht. Deze 

verschillen worden uitgedrukt in verschillen in parameterwaarden van het model, 

waarbij populaire kinderen veel invloed op anderen en weinig invloed van anderen 

hebben, een hoge competentie in handelen (dat wil zeggen: weten wanneer wel of 

niet te handelen) en een lage beginwaarde voor hun betrokkenheid. De output van 

het model bestaat uit stabiele waarden van betrokkenheid voor de participanten in 

een interactie. Groepen (bv de ‘populaire dyade’-groep) worden gerepresenteerd 

door een bepaald bereik van voor die groep karakteristiek geachte 

parameterwaarden. Door die waarden te middelen kan het model voorspellingen 

genereren over de te verwachten gemiddelde betrokkenheid waarde voor een groep 

kinderen van een bepaalde status (de ‘attractor’-waarde).  

Op basis van de simulatie voorspelt het model o.a. dat afgewezen kinderen 

meer positieve expressies en handelen gericht op de spelpartner zullen laten zien. 

Deze voorspellingen zijn getoetst met behulp van de empirische studie.  

 

 De empirische bevindingen 

In hoofdstuk twee worden de resultaten van de empirische studie in detail 

besproken. In de empirische studie zijn 42 tweetallen; 13 ‘afgewezen’ tweetallen; 14 

‘populaire’ tweetallen, en 14 ‘gemiddelde’ tweetallen onderzocht. De onderzochte 

variabelen omvatten aspecten van emotionele expressie en handelen van elk kind 

afzonderlijk, maar ook van het tweetal samen (b.v. gedeelde positieve expressie en 

gedeeld samen spelen). Een voorbeeld van een variabele is ‘gerichtheid 

handelingen’, waarin wordt uitgedrukt hoe vaak het kind samen heeft gespeeld.  

In tegenstelling tot wat de meeste literatuur rapporteert, vinden wij dat 

kinderen met een populaire status significant minder positieve expressies en 

handelingen gericht op de spelpartner laten zien dan kinderen met een afgewezen 

status. Echter, als we kijken naar de mate waarin deze positieve expressies gedeeld 

worden door een positieve expressie van de spelpartner, blijkt dit bij kinderen met 
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een populaire status in hogere mate voor te komen.  Met andere woorden, kinderen 

met een populaire status zijn effectiever in het delen van positieve expressies, terwijl 

kinderen met een afgewezen status hierin minder effectief zijn. Dat wil zeggen, 

kinderen met een afgewezen status laten een ‘overvloed’ aan positieve expressies 

zien die niet gedeeld worden door de spelpartner. Wat betreft gedeelde handelingen 

worden geen verschillen tussen kinderen met een populaire en afgewezen status 

gevonden. 

De spelpartners van kinderen met een populaire status laten iets minder 

gerichte handelingen en positieve expressies zien dan spelpartners van kinderen met 

een afgewezen status. Echter, als we weer kijken naar de mate waarin de positieve 

expressies gedeeld worden door positieve expressies van het kind, dan blijkt dit bij 

spelpartners van kinderen met een populaire status significant vaker het geval te zijn. 

Dit lijkt er op te wijzen dat het ‘populaire’ tweetal in zijn geheel effectiever is in het 

delen van positieve expressies. 

  Variabelen over de tweetallen samen laten zien dat ‘populaire’ tweetallen 

minder gedeelde expressies en minder gedeelde handelingen laten zien dan 

‘afgewezen’ tweetallen (d.w.z. qua aantal en duur). Er lijkt dus een verschil te zitten in 

kwantiteit en kwaliteit van gedeelde positieve expressies; waarbij het ‘populaire’ 

tweetal lager scoort op kwantiteit (aantal en duur), maar hoger op kwaliteit (de mate 

waarin –als er een positieve expressie is – deze samengaat met een positieve 

expressie van het andere kind). Deze resultaten bevestigen de voorspelling van het 

gekoppelde vergelijkings model van dyadische interactie. 

De verschillen tussen onze en eerdere bevindingen kunnen verklaard worden 

doordat 1. we gebruik hebben gemaakt van een procesmodel om voorspellingen te 

doen; 2. we gebruik maakten van een specifieke onderzoekssituatie, waarin kinderen 

bij elkaar werden geplaatst en geobserveerd; 3. de sterkte van competentie en macht 

als bepalende componenten van interactie waarschijnlijk afhankelijk is van de 

specifieke context waarin het kind zich bevindt. In deze onderzoekssituatie kan het 

kind met een afgewezen status waarschijnlijk het belang ‘betrokkenheid’ goed 

realiseren, zich uitend in veel positieve expressies en handelingen gericht op de 

spelpartner. Dit neemt niet weg dat de dagelijkse ervaring van kinderen met een 

afgewezen status, b.v. bij het spelen op het schoolplein, er één kan zijn waarbij het 

kind veel negatieve emoties en weinig gerichtheid op anderen ervaart. In deze situatie 

zoeken kinderen hun eigen spelpartners en gaan weg als het spelen hen niet bevalt.   
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  Het agent model van interactie  

Hoofdstuk drie handelt over het agent (‘handelend persoon’) model van 

interactie, waarbij elke van de kinderen wordt opgevat als agent in een interactie 

proces. In de inleiding wordt ingegaan op algemene aspecten van de dynamische 

systeem benadering en het gebruik van simulatiemodellen binnen de 

ontwikkelingspsychologie.  

Daarna wordt de theoretische basis van het agent model in detail besproken. 

Het model bouwt voort op Frijda’s emotie theorie van belangen, emoties en 

gedragingen, die op een dynamische systeem wijze wordt toegepast. Dat wil zeggen: 

de componenten van deze theorie worden als bouwstenen gebruikt in een 

mathematisch model waarin van tijdsmoment tot volgend tijdsmoment het iteratieve 

interactieproces van twee kinderen wordt beschreven.  

De theoretische onderbouwing voor de keuze van de vijf inputparameters van 

het model komt in detail aan de orde. De belangrijkste input parameter is de 

belangenparameter, die de balans tussen het belang ‘betrokkenheid’ en het belang 

‘autonomie’ van dit kind op dit moment in het interactie proces weergeeft. 

Verondersteld wordt dat het kind met een populaire status in vergelijking met het kind 

met een afgewezen status in interactie met een kind met een gemiddelde status als 

startwaarde een minder groot belang voor ‘betrokkenheid’ heeft. 

Het agent model levert patronen van expressies en handelingen van 

individuele kinderen als output. Hiermee kunnen verschillen in patronen tussen 

kinderen van dezelfde groep  - onder invloed van toeval - worden gesimuleerd. 

Kinderen van verschillende status worden gesimuleerd door middel van 

karakteristieke waardes op de inputparameters. In het kort wordt de validatie 

procedure beschreven van dit model, waar in hoofdstuk vier in meer detail op zal 

worden ingegaan. 

 

  De validatie van het agent model van interactie 

Hoofdstuk vier gaat over de validatie van het agent model. Als inleiding 

worden de algemene theoretische componenten van het model (doelgerichtheid van 

gedrag, emotionele evaluatie en sociale interactie als doel) en de differentiële 

theoretische componenten (sociale competentie en sociale macht) in vogelvlucht 

beschreven. Na een korte bespreking van de input- en output variabelen van het 

model, komen de drie validatie methoden uitgebreid aan bod. Dit zijn 

achtereenvolgens: 1. validatie van gemiddelden; 2. validatie van distributies; 3. een 
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sensitiviteitsanalyse van het model. Methode 1. en 2. worden zowel uitgevoerd over 

het patroon van variabelen als per variabele afzonderlijk. Hoewel het de bedoeling is 

met behulp van het model uiteindelijk individuele interactietrajecten te beschrijven en 

te verklaren, dient voorafgaande aan deze doelstelling eerst de vraag te worden 

beantwoord  of het model een goede voorspelling levert van de verschillen tussen de 

groepen. De huidige validatie van het model, beschreven in dit hoofdstuk, beoogt een 

antwoord te geven op deze laatste vraag. 

De uitkomst van de validatie is over het algemeen goed voor de drie validatie 

methoden. Een uitzondering is de validatie van de groep ‘populaire’ tweetallen 

(bestaand uit een kind met een populaire status spelend met een kind met een 

gemiddelde status). Het minder goede validatie resultaat kan verklaard worden uit het 

beperkte gebruik van sociale competentie in dit model.  

 

 Conclusie en discussiepunten  

In hoofdstuk vijf wordt geconcludeerd dat dynamische systeem modellen een 

goed methodologisch hulpmiddel zijn om individuele interactieprocessen van kinderen 

van verschillende sociometrische status te bestuderen. Zowel een klassiek dynamisch 

systeem model (het gekoppelde vergelijkingmodel) als een agent model kunnen 

voldoende goed empirisch gevalideerd worden. Wel moet opgemerkt worden dat als 

eerste stap in de validatie van het agent model alleen naar gemiddelden en 

distributies over groepen kinderen is gekeken. Een belangrijke volgende stap is 

validatie van het model op patronen van expressie en handelingen.   

Wat betreft de vraag naar verschillen tussen kinderen van verschillende 

sociometrische status laat deze gecombineerde manier van onderzoek (modellen en 

empirisch studie) zien dat het zinvol is interactie te bestuderen als een iteratief 

dynamisch proces. De modellen gaan uit van de veronderstelling dat a). belangen van 

kinderen sturend zijn voor hun emotionele expressies en handelingen; b). kinderen 

met een populaire status met name verschillen van kinderen met een afgewezen 

status in de hoogte van hun belang ‘betrokkenheid’ in de context van spelen met een 

kind met een gemiddelde status. Het populaire kind heeft meer competentie en meer 

macht, waardoor het minder de neiging heeft zich op het andere kind te richten en 

minder symmetrie in zijn gedrag laat zien. De empirische studie laat zien dat dit zich 

o.a. uit in minder positieve expressies en minder gerichtheid van handelen op het 

andere kind van het kind met de populaire status in vergelijking met het kind met de 

afgewezen status.  
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De theoretische implicaties van deze bevindingen zijn a). dat het belangrijk is in 

onderzoek verschillende situaties en contexten te onderscheiden; b). dat context - 

persoon interacties van individuele kinderen als uitgangspunt van voorspellingen 

moeten worden genomen; c). dat voorspellingen gebaseerd moeten zijn op 

dynamische, dat wil zeggen procesmodellen en d). dat deze modellen een goede 

aanzet geven voor het bestuderen van het verband tussen korte termijn processen en 

lange termijn ontwikkeling. Hierbij is een korte termijn interactie op te vatten als een 

enkele tijdsstap in een serie van interacties over de langere termijn, waarbij dezelfde 

parameters een rol spelen. De waardes van de parameters over de lange termijn 

kunnen veranderen, als gevolg van de korte termijn interactieprocessen. 

Praktische implicaties van dit onderzoek zijn: a). dat interventie en assessment 

uit moet gaan van contextspecifieke factoren die het interactiegedrag van kinderen 

beïnvloeden, waarbij met name de gevoeligheid van het kind voor deze verschillen in 

context belangrijke informatie over het kind oplevert; b). dat om succesvol te kunnen 

interveniëren het noodzakelijk is de belangen van kinderen te onderkennen als 

belangrijke sturende factor in hun handelen en emoties; c). dat het belangrijk is dat 

kinderen in onderwijs en opvoeding belangrijke sociale vaardigheden kunnen oefenen 

in een context waarbij ze op een positieve manier door opvoeders en leeftijdsgenoten 

worden ondersteund.  

 Als eerste discussiepunt wordt een aanzet tot proces validatie (op patronen) 

van het agent model besproken. Daarna komt onze studie naar de stabiliteit van 

sociometrische status van kinderen over een aantal maanden aan de orde. Het derde 

discussiepunt is het  verband tussen deze modellen van interactie op de korte termijn 

en een model van sociale ontwikkeling op de lange termijn.  

Concluderend laat dit proefschrift zien dat het belangrijk is de dynamica van 

korte termijn interactie processen te bestuderen. Daarmee kunnen zowel korte termijn 

processen als ook de lange termijn ontwikkeling van interactievaardigheden begrepen 

worden.  
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Iedereen die heeft bijgedragen aan het totstandkomen van dit proefschrift, bedank 

ik daarvoor hartelijk.  

Zonder de bijzondere inspirator bij het totstandkomen van dit proefschrift, Paul van 

Geert, was dit wetenschappelijke avontuur nooit goed afgelopen. Paul, we zijn vrijwel 

dagelijks in de weer geweest met ‘ons’ model. Dit liep als een trein, soms boemelden 

we, soms was het hightech werk. Je creativiteit, doorzettingsvermogen en vooral je 

positieve instelling maakten het aangenaam. De reizen over een deel van de wereld 

om op congressen en workshops het model te promoten, waren een bijzondere 

ervaring. Ik reken er op dat onze samenwerking op dezelfde manier verder gaat: 

inspirerend, interessant, en internationaal!  

Verder dank aan Tom Hollenstein, Paul Goudena en Anke Bouma, de leden van 

de leescommissie. Tom, I really appreciate your willingness to come to one of the 

‘hotspots’ of the dynamic systems modeling, Groningen, and thank you for your 

enthusiastic contribution. Paul, je nuchtere benadering en praktische commentaren bij 

het reviewen waren zeer nuttig.  

Ook dank ik alle Groningse en Utrechtse leden van het aandachtsgebied waar dit 

onderzoek deel van uitmaakte. Tom Snijders, Mark Huisman, Marjolijn Vermande, 

Ronan van Rossem, Marcel van Aken, Paul Goudena en Marleen Gerrits; jullie 

constructieve bijdragen in het halfjaarlijkse overleg heb ik zeer gewaardeerd. 

Marleen, jammer dat je tegenwoordig andere congressen bezoekt, maar het contact 

per e-mail houden we er in!  

De jaarlijkse ‘oefendagen’ van de ISED–onderzoeksschool waar in een open en 

constructieve sfeer ook dit onderzoek werd gepresenteerd, waren zeer leerzaam en 

werden steeds minder spannend.  

Alle door de wol geverfde collega’s van de afdeling Ontwikkelings- en 
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leerkrachten van drie scholen in Veendam, waar de empirische studie is uitgevoerd, 

dankbaar voor het gestelde vertrouwen en de medewerking.   

De studenten Inez, Lucille,  Saskia, Marleen en Marielle, die meeliepen in dit 

project bedank ik voor het verzamelen, scoren en verwerken van de empirische data, 

maar ook voor de prettige werksfeer waarin dit tot stand kwam.  

Mijn ‘medestrijders’ in de wetenschap, ex- en huidige collega-aio’s, bursalen en 

oio’s, dank ik voor het gedeelde leed, maar vooral voor hun humor, de gewone 

kletspraatjes en de vrolijke etentjes. Marijn, Martine, Sabine, Evelien, Kitty, Els, 

Raphaela, Georgios, Cor, Koen, Marieke V., Marieke B., Laura, Anna en Jessica; we 
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De niet aflatende inzet van alle mensen van het secretariaat, Wolly, Willy, Jannie, 

Fenna, Josje en Gonda heb ik zeer gewaardeerd. Bedankt voor jullie praktische hulp 

en alle momenten dat jullie het werk veraangenaamden.  

Ik ben blij en trots dat Els, goede collega, en Olga, dierbare zus, paranimfen willen 

zijn. Promoveren is een genoegen met jullie steun.   

Ik dank al mijn vrienden en kennissen voor hun betrokkenheid, interesse en steun 

tijdens deze promotiejaren, hoewel het lichter is geweest dan ik hier suggereer. 
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Wijlen mijn vader en mam, ik dank jullie met heel mijn hart voor alle steun en 
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